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This thesis is about people and politics, art and history, visuai satire, and current affairs. It 

traces the development of Canada's editorid cartooning heritage over the last one hundred 

and fifty years and examines the conternporary Canadian editorial cartooning scene as 

well. This author's main objective is to tum the tables on the editoriai cartoonists in 

Canada by rnaking them fair game and the subject of study Eom both a historical and a 

contemporary perspective. The contribution to knowledge this thesis offers is the 

periodization of political cartooning and the process by which the periods change. The 

findings are important because the Canadian editorial cartooning tradition is currently 

reshaping and, in some ways, dying. We must understand the changes that are taking place 

in this visual representation of Canadian culture. The theoretical fiamework compares 

contemporary Canadian political cartoonists to the medieval court jester. Many 

contemporary factors, including syndication, media concentration, freelancing, and 

downsizing, are leaving their mark on one of the oldest modes of communication. 

Editoriai cartooning currently stands at a crossroads. This thesis examines the past and 

presents a road map to the future of editorial cartooning in Canada. 
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PLACING THE POISON PEN: AN INTRODUCTION 

The court jester in medieval England was a valued member of society (Morris 7). 

The fool often posed as the alter ego for the politically elite, attacking the ruling class with 

witîy barbs and clever riddles. Contemporary Canadian editorial cartoonists are the 

modern version of the court jester; they lambast the political elite. Editorial cartoonists 

create the most effective satirical tool by relaying visual messages the written word c a ~ o t  

convey as forcefùlly or directly. With a single image, cartoonists can make a statement 

with their "poison pens" that will outlast the subject or the event (Harrison 13). AIthough 

they occupy only a small corner of our daily lives, editorial cartoons represent much more. 

They are cultural indicators of Canadian values, traditions, and opinions. This author's 

main objective is to tum the tables on the editorial cartoonists in Canada by making them 

fair garne and the subject of study from both a historical and a contemporary perspective. 

The contribution to knowledge this thesis offers is the periodization of political caiiooning 

and the process by which the periods change. 

The historical component of this study examines the nch tradition that this visual 

satire represents, whereas the contemporary component focuses on the current 

environment that could render editoriai cartooning a dying art. Canada's strong cartooning 

beritage dates back more than a century, thanks in part to weekly satincd magazines such 

as Punch in Canada and Grip. These magazines launched the careers of such men as I. H. 

Walker and J. W. Bengough, who paved the way for present-day newspapers to be 

visually, intellectually, and cornically enhanced (Desbarats, "Cartoons" 3 75). 

This thesis is significant for two reasons. First, it is current, Canadian based and 

well researched. Aside from a scant collection ofjournal articles, statistical data, and 

books by individuais such as Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, the research and 

interpretation of Canadian political cartooning has not been an academic main course 



Pesbarats and Mosher 1 ; Jocks 15 1 ; Morris 1). instead, political cartoon anaiysis has 

remained a satirical side dish, ofien included solely for visual appeal and amusement in 

history, politicai science, art, and even philosophy texts. From high-profile business 

presentations to the bathroom wall, the Canadian political cartoon, although admittedly 

appreciated on several levels, has not been examined to its full potential. This projed is 

designed to correct that oversight. 

The thesis is aiso significant because many changes that d l  directly impact on 

editoriai cartoons wiil be occumng in the media and more specifically, in the newspaper 

industry. It is essential we recognize, andyze, and chart these changes. The fact is that 

political and editorial cartoons have dtered their style, technology, content, medium, 

message, and meaning over the last one hundred and fifly yean. In fact, a shifk in aimost 

al1 of the elements of editorial cartooning has occurred. There are many dynamic aspects 

to be examined in regard to where and how far Canadians have corne in this respect. 

TBE CAME PLAN: TBE STUDY'S DIRECTION 

The physicai structure of this thesis follows the course established by the outline of 

the main objective to study editorial cartoonists and cartooning in Canada from both a 

hiaorical and a contemporary perspective. The study's theoretical framework is based on 

the metaphoncal cornparison of the modem political cartoonkt to the court jester, 

examining this concept as it applies to contemporary Canadian cartooning issues. The 

comection with the physical satire and manifestations of the comic message, for example, 

Punch, has been used as supporting evidence to illustrate the resilience of cartooning as an 

adaptable satiric medium. In the first chapter, a comprehensive literature review is 

presented. 

The history of political cartooning is addressed in the second chapter. An 

exploration of the background of the pictorial and the caricature employed by the press 

outside of Canada is essential. Examples of the work of Hogarth, James Gillray, 

and Honoré Daumier are featured in this respect. In addition to European influences, the 

profound impact that Thomas Nast's work has had on Canadian political cartooning is 



also examined. Nast, considered the founder of Amencan politicai cartooning, intluenced 

J. W. Bengough, who became the first major politicai cartoonist in Canada (Desbarats and 

Mosher 31). 

The Arnencan Hearst-Pulitzer press war and the Yeilow Press phenomenon were 

prevalent at the tum of the century. They are exarnined in order to place Canadian 

accompiishrnents, trends, and directions into a Iarger North American perspective 

(Blackbeard 30; Kobre 2; Silverman 16). The technological and hancial elements of 

cartooning are examined. From woodcut to Website, this study examines the technological 

circumstances that make production and distribution of the cartoon possible. 

The third chapter links the theoreticai framework and visuai conceptudization of 

chapter one with an examination of the historical background in chapter two to 

concentrate on the first wave of Canadian cartooning. The relationship between Bengough 

Sir John A. Macdonaid is studied in detail. The comection between art and 

circurnstance is made with tangible examples fiom the first phase of Canada's political 

pas, including such events as Conféderation, fiee trade, the Pacific Scandal, and 

Prohibition. The Fust World War, the Depression, and other historical events spanning the 

1850s to the 1940s are also briefly reviewed. This era has been referred to as the first 

wave of Canadian politicai cartooning history. 

The fourth chapter is an examination of the second wave of Canadian cartooning. 

The influence and impact of Duncan Ian Macpherson, who arrived on the political 

cartooning scene in the 1950s, is drawn out. Macpherson is considered to be the best 

political cartoonist Canada has produced and the cataiyst for the second wave, a new way 

of looking at politicai cartooning, politicians, and the public (Desbarats and Mosher 146; 

Dorothy Macpherson, personal communication, 27 May 1997). Macpherson's 

contributions to the field as well as the relationship that he forged between cartoonia and 

editor are seen within the context of how he changed editorial cartooning in Canada. 

Part of that context is based on the emergence of television. The effects of the 

advent and widespread use of television as well as the further impact of it on the print 

media are exarnined. With issues such as the Quiet Revolution, national unity, the October 



Crisis, and the influentid political reign of the Right Honourable Pierre Elhot Trudeau, 

Macpherson and other cartoonists from the 1950s to the 1980s have been the guides into 

the dawning of a new era. 

The final chapter looks, with an analytical eye, toward the future. The third wave 

encompasses the last eighteen years of political cartooning activity. Much has changed 

over the course of this time in terms of artists' parameters, the subject matter on which to 

create satire, and even the notion of fair comment itself Given the opportunities provided 

by the 1997 federal election, a content analysis of three Toronto-based newspapers -- The 

Toronto Sun The Toronto Star. and The Globe and Mail - offers tangible examples of 

the tripartite relationship arnong the public, politicians, and political cartoonists. This 

analysis fùrther outlines the circumstances that can make the art. The assistance of some 

politicians, including Jan Brown, Dalton McGuinty, Al Palladini, Marion Boyd, and David 

Tsubouchi, has been elicited. These individuals have been the subject of significant artistic 

scrutiny and have commented on their relationships with cartoonists and the public. 

The conclusion draws a sumrnary that attempts to map the historical progression 

of political cartooning and the contemporary state of the industry. It also rnakes 

suggestions for future study. 

There are limitations to this kind of research. The first deals with the interpretive 

nature of political cartooning in general. The second is the dmost instant and rather 

disturbing practice of Iumping Canadian and Arnerican studies, theories, and history, 

despite the fact that the history of Canadian political cartooning is distinct from that of its 

Arnerican counterpart. Canada's Iimited academic cartooning background has already 

been noted, and much of what exists today is at least hventy years old. There have been 

several fundamental changes in the field over the last ten years, rendering much of the 

older research obsolete. Finally, physical space is always a concem, given the arnbitious 

task of inspecting Canadian editorial cartooning as fair game. 



BEHIND THE LINES: A SOURCE REVIEW 

It is only by employing academicaiiy sound, current, and, in this case, Canadian 

research that one can gain a broader understanding of Canadian editorial cartooning and 

the different perspectives that exist. This is a multifaceted subject that draws on 

Uiformation fiom the realms of politics, history, current &airs, technology, psychology, 

art, economics, law, media studies, and theory. Many books and compilation texts 

containing general information on these subjects were consulted. These broad-based 

survey texts provide excellent background information but are generally rather ciumsy 

tools for fine-tuned research. Conversely, journal articles concentrate on a particular 

aspect with substantiated, pointed research. Other independent research contacts, such as 

the Canadian Cartooning Collection at the National Archives of Canada and the 

Association of Canadian Editorid Cartoonists, are valuable. Contemporary cartoonists and 

politicians add another essential dimension through forma1 in te~ews.  This review starts 

with a broad overview of texts before it turns to more specific research findings. 

SURVEY TEXTS 

Them Damned Pictures: Exdoration in Amaican P- Cartoon Art- (1996) by 

Roger Fischer is a current and weii-respected example of academic Literature. Although it 

focuses overtly on American political cartoons, it is used here as a supporting historical 

source. 

The Cartoon: Communication to the Quick (198 1) by Randall Harrison was also 

helpful in creating a historical framework. Harrison's writing style is conversational, and 

he covers the basics of cartoons as communication. As with most survey texts about the 

cartooning industry, Harrison's book has only a few sections dedicated to the political or 

editorial cartoon. This text is Amencan, with no specific references to the Canadian crafl. 

A survey text that employs a weak practical and contemporary background is 

Charles Press's The Political Cartoon (198 1). Press's piece is inadequate in its depth and 

writing. The pretentious tone of Press's text, and his "apparent lack of genuine interest in 



the work" have caused him to be labelled "two-dimensional" by critics such as James Best 

(29). In the two-and-a-half pages that Press dedicates to Canadian cartooning, he refers to 

former Prime Minister Trudeau as the "flower-childlike Premier Pierre Trudeau," 

exhibithg his lack of knowledge of both Canadian history and politics (360). This 

Amencan survey text has been used tu a limited extent in this study and oniy for the sake 

of cornparison. 

Mort Gerberg's 1989 book Cartoonhg The Art of Business is a "how-ton book 

examiring different types of cartoons, ranging from magazines to stnps to editorial 

commentaries. Gerberg explains the basics of creating complete cartoons, dong with 

projected salaries for the different categories of cartoonists. Gerberg touches on the 

commercial elements that move the industry in certain directions, for example, syndication. 

There is a bnef history of cartooning, and it is clear that the text is American based. 

Roy Paul Nelson's Humorous Illustration of Cartoonine: A Guide for Editors, 

Advertisers and Artists (1984) is very sirnilar to Gerberg's in its intent, style, and 

achievement. This work focuses on how individuals cm break into the industv. It is 

slightly dated, American based, and contains no histoncal framework. 

The acknowledgements in Polly Keener's Cartooning ( 1992) read like a who's 

who of Arnerican humour and political cartooning, including comedy legend Bill Cosby 

and Jim Davis, the creator of Garfield. Much of the text is comprised of comments by 

cartoonists about the power of the visud image. There are a handful of Canadian 

examples. including cart oonist s B laine and Lynn Iohnston and cartooning subject ex-Prime 

Minister Kim Campbell. There is no histoncal materid contained in this text. 

In addition to the aforementioned works, the following texts contributed to an 

understanding of the broader base of research for this study: Thomas Craven's Cartoon 

Cavalcade (1943); Edwin Fisher, Mort Gerberg. and Ron Wolin with The Art of 

Cartoonine: Seventy-Five Years of Arnerican Magazine Cartoons (1975); Art and Politics: 

Cartoonists of the Masses And Liberator (1973) by Richard Fitzgerald; John Geipel's The 

Cartoon: A Shon History of Graphie Comedy and Satire (1972); The Art of Pictorial 

Humor as seen by William Hewispn (1977) by William Hewison; Syd Hoff s 



Political Cartooning ( 1974); Roy Paul Nelson's Cartoonkg (1 975); Robert Phillippe's 

Political Gra~hics: Art as a W e a m  (1980); John Richardson's The Complete Book of 

Cartooning (1 974); and Cartooning Fundarnentals by Al Ross ( 1972). 

Al1 of the survey texts reviewed to this point have been American or British in 

origin. Given this study's specific focus on Canadian contemporary and histoncal political 

cartooning, the following sources have been pertinent. 

The Hecklers: A Historv of Canadian Political Cartooning and A Cartoonists' 

History of Canada (1979) by Peter Desbarats, the former Dean of the University of 

Western Ontario's Graduate School of Joumalism, and Terry Mosher of The Montreal 

w, who is better known to cartoon aficionados by his pen name Aislin., is topical. 

The authors take into account both the content and caricatures of featured individuais 

whose background ody extends as far as the cusp of the Canadian industry. However, it is 

not current, and the Canadian e d i t o ~ d  cartooning landscape has changed a great deal in 

the nineteen years since it was pubfished. Regardless of its colloquial writing and 

presentation flaws, which include some factual errors and generalizations, it is still 

considered "The Bible" of the Canadian cartooning Uidustry (Tony lenkins, personal 

interview, 13 May 1997). 

Seeine Ourselves: Media Power and Policy (1996), edited by Helen Holmes and 

David Taras (1996), moves away nom the realm of cartooning and toward the bigger 

picture of technological and societal change in order to constma a broader &amework. 

Al1 articles contained in this text are Canadian based, current, and credible, with soIid 

bibliographic citations. 

Along with the technological reviews, collections of actual cartoons that 

encompass the Canadian cartooning landscape were also valuable in the completion of this 

study. These include survey materiais such as the Portfoolio series (1 988, 1989, 1 W6), 

edited by Québec cartoonist Guy Badeaux; Steve Bradley's The Art of Political 

Cartooninn in Canada 1980 ( 1980); The Wilds of Canada (1995) by John Cadiz; Adrian 

Raeside's There Goes the Neighbourhood: An Irreverent History of Canada (1992); and 

Jerry Robinsofi's 1970s version of The Best Political Cartoons of the Decade (1 98 1 ). N. 



M. Stahl has also published collections featuring the Bea Canadian Political Cartoons 

(1984, 1993). 

In addition to these survey collections. individual cartoonists such as Duncan 

Macpherson, Andy Donato, Brain Gable, Terry Mosher, Roy Peterson, Ben Wicks. 

Yardley Jones, and Adrian Raeside compiled their own collections. These were usehl in 

gleaning different styles, topical techniques, and trends. 

Moving from the cartoonists' personal illustrated histories to Canada's political 

history as a whole, Michael Bliss's book Rieht Honourable Men: The Descent of Canadian 

Politics fiom Macdonald to Mulroney (1995) is a survey of the country's leaders. The 

Canadian Politv: A Comoarative Introduction (199 1) by Ronald G. Landes and Nation; - Lanada Since Confederation (l990), a combined effort by scholars J. L. Granatstein, 

Irving Abella, T. W. Acheson, David Bercuson, Craig Brown, and Blair Neatby. 

collectively supply materid toward the understanding of political history. 

In addition to the generai history of Canada, two major politicians, Trudeau and 

Macdonald, were examined in depth. There is a plethora of sources that reflect specifically 

on the career of Pierre Elliot Trudeau, the most complete of which are Trudeau and Our 

Times: The Mamificent Obsession (1990). by Stephen Clarkson and Christina McCdl. 

and Close to the Chansma: Mv Years Between the Press and Pierre Elliot Trudeau, 

wrinen by Patrick Gossage in 1986. The life of Sir John A. Macdonald is chronicled in 

Donald Creighton's John A. Macdonald: The Young Politician (1952) and Edwin C. 

Guillet's You'll Never Die. John A. ! (1 967), written during the centennial of Canadian 

Confederation. 

Cartoonhg in Canada has its roots in both the United States and Europe. In 1994. 

American Francine Silverman compiled a sumrnary for Editor & Publisher magazine on the 

one-hundredth anniversary of the creation of The Yellow Kid (1 994). It marks the 

historical highlight of the cartoon character "The Yeilow Kid" and the Pulitzer-Hearst 

press war at the tum of the century. Joyce Milton and her book The Yellow Kid: Foreirn 

Correspondents in the W d a ~  of Yellow Joumalism (1989) help to clariQ the shifi in the 

style of print joumalism that occurred at the same time. The book is well written and adds 



to the scope of the circumstances behind the art. The Yellow Kid (1995) is a spectacular 

book that includes a colour reproduction of 'The Kid" on his centenary. The book opens 

with a foreword by Wdliam Randolph Hearst III, followed by text from Bill Blackbeard, 

director of the San Francisco Academy of Comic Art. Technology had much to do with 

this inception, and Sidney Kobre's The Yellow Press and Gilded Age of Journalism (1952) 

provides an oveMew of p ~ t i n g  technology. It compares the cylinder and woodcut 

methods and explains the advantages of ail methods in between, with diagrams to assist. 

Ln addition to the adventures of "The Yeliow Kid," the work of Amencan 

iliustrator Thomas Nast directly afEected Canadian cartooning. He influenced the work of 

J. W. Bengough, Canada's kst cartoonkt of note. Morton Keller produced a book in 

1968 entitled The Art and Politics of Thomas Naa. Like Keller, Thomas Nast St. Hill, 

grandson of the illustrator, also features many original works in his text Thomas Nast: 

Cartoons and Illustrations (1974). Nast St. Hill's introduction and background were much 

more extensive than those of Keller. The snapshots of his family history dso reveaied 

Nast's underlying personal motivations for his art. 

In terms of history, James Parton gave a unique historical perspective of The 

ancature and Other Cornic Art: In Al1 Times and Manv Lands, produced in 1877. This 

study takes Part on's words and contrasts them with several other contemporary survey 

works by Roy and Geipel in order to reveal the changes in terminology, importance, and 

taste. Although there are no references made to Canadian cartooning, it includes 

comments and significant connections to Punch and the physical and two-dimensional 

comedy of caricature in the nineteenth century. Edward Lucie-Smith's The Art of 

Caricature (1 98 1 ) is also valuable Eom a historical perspective. Lucie-Smith also 

compares and contrasts the differences between caricature and cartoons. 

Roy Douglas's Great Nations Stili Enchained: The Cartoonists' Vision of Empire 

1 848- 19 14 (1 993) is current and visually stimulating. It contains numerous examples of 

cartooning styles fkom Europe and the United States. Douglas's main intention was to tie 

h the notions of crisis and political turmoil with the political cartoon. Many of his 

examples were carefully analyzed because he attempted to reconstmct the history that 



made the cartoon a reflection of social situations, tumhg frorn the history and the 

perspective that can be gained from the past. This framework applies, in a broader sense, 

to the theoretical construction for this study. 

B e b d  the Jester's M&: Canadian Editorid Cartoons About Dominant and 

Minority Groups (1989) by Raymond Morris of the University of Toronto is a current, 

detailed, and well-written source. It is helpful in that it touches on both content issues and 

the symbolic action that images can create. "The Fool's Show" chapter was especially 

usefùl in deaiing with the notion of dumbing-down. From his socioIogical fiamework with 

connections to works by Hd and Gofnnan, Morris explains regional, topical, and ethnic 

variations, specifically, French-Engiish and Canadian-Amencan cartoons. 

JOURNAL ARTICLES 

W. A. Coupe's "Observations on a Theory of Political Caricature" in Comparative 

Studies in Society & Hiaorv (1969) was referenced by Morris as the basis for his theory 

about the cartoonist as a modem court jester. This document not only focuses solely on 

caricature but also contains a useful histoncal background that includes observations on 

English and American cartooning. Other authors who have assisted in the court jester- 

cartoonist comection are Sandra Billington, Enid Welsford, Anthony Westell, and Anton 

Zjiderveld. 

Another journal article that was particuiarly usefbl was LeRoy Carl's "Editorid 

Cartoons Fail to Reach Many Readers" in a 1968 issue of Joumalism Ouarterlv. In his 

piece, he states that cartoons are hard to interpret and not easily understood and that he 

beiieves they fail to reach many readers. Further, Carl states, 'Newspaper editonal 

cartoonists are in communication with ody a smali percentage of the readers" (534). In his 

second piece, entitled "What Cartoons Mean: It AU Depends," Car1 acknowledges the 

interpretive and subjective elements of cartoons, which happen to be among their major 

limitations. Carl sets up an interesting juxtaposition to the rest of the research that 

appears. 

Like Carl, Everette E. Dennis outlines some concerns within the industry. His 



article "The Regeneration of Political Cartooning" in Joumalism Quarterlv summarizes 

1960s trends in Amencan cartooning (1974). Dennis's piece is short, outdated, and does 

not consider a Canadian perspective. 

Emest Hynds writes much of the same information in a 1980 Newspaper Research 

Journal !ide entitled "Herblock, Oiiphant, MacNelly Lead Cartoon Resurgence." Hynds 

puts forth a historical background as well as research results 60m a 1976 midy. Some 

drawbacks of this text are a low survey retum rate of 42.5% and the age of the study. 

Audrey Handelman's 'ï?oiitical Cartoonists as They Saw Themselves Durhg the 

1950s" was a retrospective study featured in Joumalism Ouarterlp in 1984 "to review 

beliefs about tmth and the anxîety of the cold war period (1 3 7). Even though Handelman 

discussed the role of the cartoonkt in a similar vein as Coupe, she took the opposite view 

that "cartoonists are a special breed in the mass media; they make no claims about 

objectivity, so their products a h o a  certainly reflect their own views9* (1 37). Like Hynds 

and Demis, Handelman also k t e s  about a resurgence and a dip in the content and quality 

of the product of the Amencan Cartooning Association. She indicates some of the 

problems that cartoonists perceive as being detrimental to the industry, including 

syndication and low financiai compensation. This journal article was helpful in 

constructing a profile, but it provided no reai substantial data in the form of a survey. 

Sorne of the information was anecdotal in nature. 

James Best's 1986 article "Editorial Cartoonists: A Descriptive Survey," published 

in the Newspaper Research Journal, provides a description of members of the American 

Association of Editonal Cartoonists who represent the field of editorial cartooning. Best 

cites Randal1 Harrison, Syd Hoff, and Alan Westin as weU as Charles Press, whose text he 

refers to as "incomplete and not based on empirical data" (29). However, Best's survey 

sarnple size was only 4 1%. He considers syndication issues and directs questions to 

cartoonists on their status and editorid values. 

Daniel Riffe, Donald Sneed, and Roger L. Van Ommeren contnbuted two articles 

to Joumalism Ouarterlv, "Behind the Editorial Page Cartoon" (1985) attempted a survey 

that included editon and cartoonists. This study drew on Hynds's works and the Editor & 



Publisher method of attempting to question one hundred and seventy-six cartoonists in 

1983. They had 55% of the cartoonists return a valid survey; 43% of the editors did the 

sarne. The second study, which leads into sociaI, ethical, editorial, and legal limitations of 

editorid cartoons, was a brief research study concentrating on the notion of fair garne. It is 

entitled "Deciding the Limits of Taste in Editorial Cartooning." Results of this 1985 mail- 

in questionnaire were completed by 65% of the potential one hundred and eighty 

participants. This study asked rartoonists to gauge editors' taste levels for nudity, 

hornosexuality, AIDS, and religion. It determined "that editorid cartooning is not entirely 

an anything-goes process" (Eüffe, Sneed, and Van Ornmeren 3 8 1 ). 

Del Brinkrnan's 1968 article examines the question "Do Editotial Cartoons and 

Editorials Change Opinions?" Brinkman goes about reviewing some of the big names in 

his contribution to Joumalisrn Quarterly. He focuses on freedom, deadlines, and why 

cartoons 'get killed.' It is not a typical academic piece, but it has a few interesting points 

to make (726). 

James Beniger puts forth "Does Television Enhance the Shared Symbolic 

Environment?: Trends in Label[l]ing of Editond Cartoons, 1948- 1980" ( 1983) for the 

Institute of Social Research to dustrate the trend toward less labelling in editorid 

cartoons due to shared syrnbolic environments. This study is based in the United States 

and covers the period from 1948 to 1980, but there is no real way of measuring such 

symbolic elements pior to the advent of television. Beniger puts forward several theones 

symbolically iinking television and political cartoons. He States that shared symbolic 

structures can decrease the amount of labelling in editorial cartoons. 

"How Far is Too Far In Politicai Cartoorig?"( (1 997) by J. P. Toomey of Editr  

& PubIisher outlined several landmark court cases in the United States that contributed to 

Litigation surrounding cartooning. Other articles in Editor & Publisher magazine by David 

Astor, Chris Lamb, and Tom Unger employed the same themes to a lesser extent. 



INDMDUALS CONSULTED 

Jim Burant, Chief of Art Acquisition and Researcher at the National Archives of 

Canada, provides such supporting documents as the newsletten Çaricanire and Thc 

Archivi~, produced from 1989 to 1993 when the Canadiui Centre for Caricatures in 

Ottawa existed. With over 70,000 Canadian cartoons, research papers, and supporting 

documents at his disposai, Burant's work is current and Canadian in its content. His 

personal comments were aiso helpful. 

Jennifer Devine, one of Burant's research assistants at the National Archives, 

attended the combined Association of American and Canadian Editoriai Cartoonists 

conference in New Orleans in 1994, durùig which time a discussion focusing on the 

dumbing-down of political cartoons took place. Devine's reporting and writing are 

concise, straighnonvard, current, and Canadian centred. 

Both the American and Canadian Associations of Editonal Cartoonists provided 

information toward the completion of this study. A general information kit and Oniine site 

that provides copies of The Notebook, the Association of Amencan Editorial Cartoonists' 

newsleîter, were also helpful. Many memben of the Canadian branch, dl of whom are 

included in the Works Consulted portion of this paper, bridge the missing link with 

explanations and interpretations that fùlfil the requirements of a competent source. The 

input kom politicians and private individuals on the relationship between artist and subject 

is examined in further detail as the chapters unfoid. 

POLITICAL CARTOONISTS AS 

TWENTTETH - CENTU RY COURT JESTERS 

What role do politicai cartoonists fulfil in contemporary Canadian society, and how 

will that role change in the twenty-fmt century? Raymond Moms believes that "a strong 

case can be made that the editorial cartoonist is the modem equivalent to the fool's show" 

(1 6). A nurnber of writers, beginning with John Nocks in 1928, have pointed to roles that 

have much to do with the artistic and political fkedom to cut through the routine 



potiteness and Say things that others would not dare (48 1; Moms 7). In keeping with 

Moms, W. A Coupe believes that "the modem political cartoonist has largely been 

reduced to the level of court jester, given perhaps the freedom to tel  the truth, but only on 

the condition that he makes us laugh in the process" (90). This could conceivably place a 

negative spin on the relationship between the court jester and the cartoonist (Coupe 90). 

First, one must assess if the comparison is accurate. Did the court jesters of 

medieval England have a limited amount of freedom that made them ineffectual as social 

commentators, or were they unique and skilled artisans holding a priviieged place at court 

that allowed them to participate in satire? Can a comparison legitimately be made between 

these two types ofjesters, and if so, what does such a comparison tell us  about Canadian 

cartoonists' role in contemporary society? 

This study focuses on the comparison between court jesters, who appeared in 

England in the Middle Ages, and modem editorial cartoonists. In previous times, the term 

"fool" held more rneaning than the abstract definition of today. The "ownef of this title 

was a recognizable figure with cap and bells (Billington 1). The first English jester was 

Hithard, so named for the success of his sayings. Hithard belonged to Edmund Ironside, 

who, out of gratitude for his services, bestowed on him the estate of Cathedral Church of 

Canterbury at Walwonh in the year 101 6 (Doran 99). As a valued and powerful member 

of the emerging English court establishment, Hithard was the exception to the role played 

by most fools. In the eleventh century, fools normally received modest payment rather 

than large estates. Hithard set a precedent, and by the tweüth century, the first household 

records appear that show fools receiving money or amenities. By the fourteenth cenhiry, 

monetary compensation was the nom. Court jesters reached their peak in the meenth 

century, with some jesters becoming highly skilled, well-paid professionals (Moms 9). 

It is a commoniy held, but wholly incorrect misconception, that the court jesters 

were exclusively employed by the kings of medieval Europe. In fact, counts, cardinais, 

barons, and even bishops, had their professionai makers of mirth. Over the course of time, 

wealthy individuals prided themselves on possessing jesters @oran 42). Onginally, the 

fool's main function was to entertain, but afler the meenth century, the court fool began 



to take on a difFerent role, which gradually supeneded that of entertaining (Zijderveld 

1 16). The fool's power and place at court was mirrored in the game of chess. James 

Doran states that the piece that now represents the bishop was originally said to represent 

the fool(56). With the rise of the Church and the f d  of the fool, the physical appearance 

of the game piece altered. 

According to Moms. the most famous fools were experts in parody, burlesque, 

improvisation, and reparte (12). In the fool's show, the jester would often physically 

demonstrate the various aspects of this foUy. Masters of the double entendre. jesters were 

said to be capable of clever riddles and puns that could "reduce theu hearers to speechless 

incornpetence" (Morris 14). There is a duality that accompanies the career obligations of 

the court jester. On one hand, "fools were treated as marginal subhuman, and arnusing," 

whereas for others, they were "respected, feared as superhuman, and treated with awe" 

(Moms 9). Morris also goes on to report that at tirnes, court jesters were credited with 

"supenor insight or talent which defined normal social or physical restrictions" (9). So. 

too, the editorial cartoonist is credited with the artistic and mental capabilities of 

completing a task that few others are proficient in. 

The capacity to express themselves and to provide entertainment was essential. 

Although court jesten may have individually exercised &dom of speech toward the goal 

of enlightenment, they were still dependent on a larger system to which they were 

accountable. In this regard, the modem Canadian editorial cartoonist is no different. Both 

the jester and the cartoonist are products of the lirnits of the society in which they work 

and create. Their respective humours are integrated hto it. Sirnilar to modem-day editorial 

cartooning, the medieval fool's show was a form of social rebellion (Best 34; Harrison 

14; Zijderveld 158). Comparatively, "cartoonists thrive on confusion" and "the craziness 

of lie," both said to be the basis of their inspiration (Desbarats and Mosher 18). Their 

work illustrates contradictions in human behaviour, sometimes in a whimsical fashion but 

ofien by confronthg us with brutally fiank images of human frailty and questionable 

adivities (Desbarats and Mosher 18). By rendering the destructive and dishonest as 

laughable, court jesters exposed such wealaiesses as hypocrisy, smugness, and bad 



manners (Moms 11). Anton Zijderveld believes that the fool's show was the embodirnent 

of low comic entertainment (42). By metaphorically associating chaos with low comedy, 

each takes on some of the characteristics of the other. Although the jester's show may "do 

iittie tangible to resolve the practical problems of keeping disorder at bay in the realm, the 

performance ofien relieves anxiety, representing it in such a way that its terror is veiled" 

(Zijderveld 1 56). 

A similarity in belief systems ailows both the editoriai cartoonist and the jester to 

fuifil the role of truth teller. Both have placed a high value on impartiality by aiming their 

barbs equally among all parties (Morris 7). The roles of court jester and editorial 

cartoonist have been fulfilled predominantly by men. Throughout history, there have been 

religious and status barriers that have prevented women fiom becoming court jesters 

(Billington 54). It should be noted that 96% of the rnembers of the Association of 

Canadian Ed i tod  Cartoonists are male, a phenornenon that this study addresses funher 

on in this paper @rian Gable, personal communication, 13 May 1997). 

The individualistic nature of their work requires the court jester and the cartoonist 

to work independently. Their respective value as social critics is widely believed to entitle 

them to protection against retribution by those whom they ridicule. Both have often been 

considered "Wise, discerning souls whose fieedom of speech is the other face of their duty 

to speak the truth even when it is painful" (Morris 7). According to some modem 

editorial cartoonists, revealing the truth is the most powefil motivator (Patrick Comgan, 

personal communication, 13 May 1997; Tony lenkins, personal communication, 13 May 

1997). Both play a role as communicator, with fools providing the means by which the 

youthfil professional of the court could safely laugh at ngid feudal noms and values that 

were taught but not aiways practised, especially by the Church (Moms 11). 

To a great extent, the political elite of the day hcluded the Church. The Church 

was a powerfùl force, and the religious incorporation of medieval society contrasted 

dramatically with the secular individualism of the fool's role in court. In trying to translate 

the concept of foliy into contemporary terms, a number of writers see the court jester as 

the medieval reincarnation of chaos, the opposite of social order (Billington 16). As well, 



there is literary and histoncal evidence that a favoured jester could act as the alter ego of a 

given d e r  (Welsford 192). Through his words and deeds, the medieval court jester 

ofEered a mirror image to Society. This foi1 hypothesis is discussed by Anton Zijderveld in 

his text Realitv in a Lookine-Glass: Rationalitv Through an Analvsis of Traditional Follv 

(149). To obtain a clearer vision of the role of the fool, one need only look to some of the 

more familiar Elizabethan literary reflections- Hamiet, King Lear. and As You Like It- or 

to the importance of Erasmus's and Chaucer's foois to comprehend the diversity in roles 

as well as the use of the fool as alter ego, catalyst, soothsayer, and tmth teller (Welsford 

221). 

Both the jester and the cartoonist have the potential to bring key political and 

social issues to the attention of the public. Successtùl court jesters were very popular with 

their rulers. They might be asked to perform every night, not udike editorial cartoonists, 

who produce an average of four cartoons a week on current issues (Riffe, Sneed, and Van 

Ommeren, "Behind" 3 80). That said, the threat that the jester posed was limited. It is 

highly uniikely his actions had the capacity to depose a powerful leader or member of the 

Church. His role was to point out folly and expose it. In the sarne way, it is safe to Say that 

the majority of cartoonists are not looking to assume the role of politicians. Rather, they 

want to take their visual stabs by openly mocking public figures. Cartoonists feel as 

though they are "the watchdogs" who warn the public of nefarious political activities 

(Patrick Corrigan, personal communicatio~ 13 May 1997; Morris 14). 

Whereas ordinary individuals aded as responsible citizens, court jesters behaved 

irresponsibly; what one revered, the other openly mocked (Morris 9). The strength of the 

jester was the novelty of truth. According to Zijderveld, fools were both a warning and a 

living humourous demonstration to their contemporaries of the price of abandoning 

positive cultural values such as senousness and social order (149). In the same fashion, 

cartoonists replicate the rote of the fool at times being both controversid and cruel. 

Political cartoons attempt to tear the deceitfid mask from public figures. The notion of the 

mask or disguise to hide one's tnie caricature is a convention cartoonists still employ to 

expose public figures (GoBnan 5). Cartoonists look to uncover the mystew of their 



subjects, revealing more than what meets the eye. 

It should be noted that some people believe politicai cartoonists have not been as 

effective in their role as the court jester and further, have not performed a positive social 

ftnction. W. A. Coupe asserts that "the tendency is to represent senous political problems 

in humour, allegorical guise and to invite us to laugh at our political predicaments, thereby 

in a way robbing them of their reaiity, or at least cocooning us from the horror in a web of 

gallows humour" (90). Coupe contends that by reducing histoncal and politicai events 

such as the First World War to mere cartoons, cartoonists have diminished their 

significance (9 1).  He cites cbildren who are initially fnghtened by cartoons but are coaxed 

into believing that the subject matter is ''fLnny and thereby Nip[s] it of its menacing 

properties" as a tangible example of the concems to which cartoonists contribute (91). 

Coupe argues that ""fortunately, especially in an age of rnass cornmunications and general 

Iiteracy, cartoonists probably do not have the effect on public opinion that professional 

students of caricature sometimes impute to them" (9 1). Coupe builds on the basic 

assumption that individuals in society crave in-depth analysis of issues and do not want to 

contend with the punq visual satire, folly, or wit associated with cartoons. Anton 

Zijderveld expresses sunilar concerns as Coupe, although he is less harsh in his treatment 

of the modem cartoonist. He states: 

Contemporary folly tends to grow deflationary and regressive, without any clear 
ties to tradition and to the institution. Traditional folly was a looking-glass of 
society7s reality, not an exercise in emotional expressionism. Traditional fools 
were immoralists or even amoralists; they were ambiguous and cynicai. But they 
were so in traditionally expected performances, in which reality was reflected 
contrariwise for very specific, social and existentid reasons. (1 59) 

Zijderveld believes that the value and rneaning underlying the traditional notion of folly has 

dissipated in cartooning in its current fom. It has been reduced to a "general, opaque, 

vague and fiee-floating phenomenon" (1 56). 

The decline of the jester might have had something to do with what Coupe 

desmies as a social demand that the truth be part of comic presentation (9 1). However, it 

is more likely the decline is linked to the social changes evolving in England at the time. 



Mth  the decline of the Catholic Church, the weakening of monarchical power, and the rise 

of industrialization and trade, the powet of the merchant class grew. The emergence of 

the printing press had much to do with this shiA, allowing individuais the opportunity to 

use the press and paper instead of the cap and bells (Moms I 1). The day of written satire 

had dawned. 

By the seventeenth century, the widespread use of the Gutenberg press meant a 

directional shifi, especiaily with the rise of the age of artistic enlightenment. A qstem of 

bourgeois-driven democracy gradually became dominant within the ftarnework of states 

that the rnonarchy and nobil i~ had dected. A new ruiing class and a new capitalist 

ideology formed a new identity. Society changed, and with it, so did the culture, 

opportunity, method, and medium of the court jester. In the course of this transformation, 

folly itself was converted into foolishness, which became the key f o m  of deviant 

behaviour in the emerging capitalist society (Morris 16). The jester's medium, the court, 

died out. Other communicators, namely, journalists, took on the role of social 

commentators and tmth teIIers. 

William Willeford argues that the rich history ofjesten vanished and that the court 

jester was then transformed into a Iiterary figure who had some social significance but 

none of the functions of a traditional fool(24). According to Zijderveld, the 

bourgeoisification of the fool after the sixteenth century left the fool an object to be cared 

for in specialized institutions rather than a respectable member of society (1 8). 

The medieval English court jester evoived From the philosopher wandering 

airdessly in the countryside, open to the elements that had created him, to someone who 

was brought indoors, treated to the cornforts of the court, and allowed the freedom to 

fuifil the fundion of tmth teller. Nearing the completion of his transformation to the 

modem concept of the clown, the fool participated in the sideshows of many quack 

doctors, hoping to attract an audience. The entertainment that grew out of the tradition 

was mechanical in nature and removed the jester's status as advisor and alter ego. Punch 

began his entertainment career as a man who became a Puppet and then the mascot of 

Punch magazine (Biiiington 8 1; see fig. 1 1 18). 



The transformation of the court jester's porfolio to the printed medium took only 

one hundred years. Social behaviour became increasingly ùifluenced by the dignity of 

hurnankind in worldiy terms rather than by cosmic law and the relationship between chaos 

and order. By the end of the eighteenth century, respectability was the key code of 

behaviour. Not surpnsingiy, this influenced the attitudes and place of the fool in society. 

The Gentleman's Magazine does not mention Jack hidding d e r  1750. New satincal 

joumals such as The Devil and The Devil's Pocket Book (1 786) called their political 

attacks semicomic (Billington 8 1). Folly, transformed by social structure, took a satincd 

side road in the printed medium to continue to convey its message. The fundamental 

elements of satire remained the same, but the vehicle changed. The messengers discarded 

the cap and beils for press and ink, replacing the fool with the printed medium. The 

vulgarity of &dom of speech that had been the court jester's trademark was no longer 

relevant. 



BEFORE THERE W M  CANADA. THERE W&! CAEnY)ONING 

According to Roy Douglas in Great Nations Still Enchained: The Cartoonists' 

Vision of Empire 1 848- 1 9 14 (1 993). a good cartoon ofien contains an astonishing amount 

of information. It has the ability to surnrnarize ideas more clearly and simply than do 

speeches or written materials. From a histoncal perspective, a cartoon is capable of 

reveding "a great deal about the ideas and assumptions of the people for whom it was 

drawn: what they took for granted and what they questioned; how they visualized people 

who held ideas differing fkom their own" (Douglas 1). This chapter examines the history 

of political cartoons and how these cartoons are tied to the political circumstances of the 

day . 

This chapter is divided into three parts. The first is a history of the art of 

cartooning. The second part includes an outline and examination of the Amencan 

illustrator Thomas Nast and his impact on Canadian canooning in the late 1800s. The 

chapter closes with a study of the Hearst-Pulitzer press wa. of the Iate 1890s and the part 

that Richard Felton Outcault's "The Yeiiow Kid" played in tuming journaiism yeiiow 

(Milton 43). By examining the history of cartoons and the satiric genre of the visual, one 

cm corne to grips with the advent and infiuence of cultural change, politicai and artistic 

circurnstance, and technologicai advances to further see where the cartoon, the "lowest 

fonn of ait." fits into the equation (Harrison 14). 

SE'I'TING THE CARTOONING STAGE: A EUSTORY OF DRAWING BLOOD 

There appears to be no consensus among scholars as to when the first cartoon was 

drawn because of the subjectivity surrounding the classification of said art. One can only 

speculate on its origin, thanks to new archeological findings and interpretations brought 

forwarc! on a constant basis. For some, the earliest evidence dates back 30,000 years to a 



cave in southem Europe; ail1 others believe that cartoons c m  daim part of their origins in 

the Far East (Harrison 72; Hoff 18). 

The "crude and childish drawing" (see fig. 2 1 19) is an illustration one might see 

in a Canadian primary school today. Actuaiiy, the drawing dates back nearly eighteen 

centuries. It was completed on 23 August, AD 79, by a Roman soldier who used a piece 

of red chalk to draw on the wd of his barracks in the city of Pompeii. According to James 

Parton, the eruption of Vesuvius preserved this art and the artist (1 5). According to Syd 

Hoff. while the Romans were engaged in protecting themselves from the Teutons in the 

north and holding onto Greece in the east, Roman soldiers may have been poking fun at 

military conscription by drawing caricatures (22). 

There is, in fact, much evidence to locate the origins of the modem genre of 

caricature on sculptures and bas reliefs in the Roman Middle Ages (see fig. 3 120; Parton 

15). Many of the current elements of caricature appear in both ancient and medieval art 

without fuifilling al1 of the cnteria of a fully developed and systematic form (Lucie-Smith 

2 1). In the Middle Ages, cartoons and caricatures often dealt with such subjects as death 

and the devil (Hoff 24j. 

Despite the Roman, Chinese, and Greek examples that may constitute caricature 

and the beginnings of the modem editorial cartoon, the oldest surviving example of 

politicai cartooning and the caricaturist's art that cm be categorized with any certainty is a 

sketch in Ikhnaton, Egypt, at about 1360 BC. It is an uncharitable portrait of King 

Tutankhamen's father (see fig. 4 1 2 1; Harrison 71; Hoff 20). 

From the classical penods of Greek culture, burlesque figures taken from popular 

comedies were recreated in terra cotta and on vases. Romanesque and Gothic architecture 

contained gargoyles a ~ d  whimsical figures (Desbarats and Mosher 24; Hoff 21). A 

Canadian example includes the British Columbia First Nations Salish, who ciaim that linle 

clay effigies bearing a striking resemblance to those by the nineteenth-century French 

caricaturist Honoré Daumier quai@ as caricatures (Desbarats, "Cartoons" 375; Desbarats 

and Mosher 11). 

In short, this study wishes to acknowledge the speculation surrounding the origins 



of caricatures and to reveal the wide variety of geographic locations and cultures that 

employ such visual humour. Aside from the speculation over the first cartoons, al1 scholars 

seem to agree that the modem caricature developed in Italy approximately four hundred 

years ago as a by-product of the Renaissance (Desbarats, "Cartoons" 375; Desbarats and 

Mosher 1 1). According to Edward Lucie-Smith, caricatures were valued for their 

h i s toh l  rather than their artistic merit (13). Giovanni Battista Della Porta and his 

contempora~es Agostuio and Annibale Caracci drew caricatures and published them in 

1646 (Desbarats and Mosher 24). The Carracci brothers recognized the hidden power of 

the caricature. Annibale Carracci observed, "1s not the caricaturist's task exactly the same 

as the classical d s t ' s ,  both see the lasting truth beneath the surface of mere outward 

appearance?" (qtd. in Keller 3). Twenty years later, the s d p t o r  Bernini transported the 

art from Italy to France and became "probably the first artist to pass on to posterity the 

caricatures of particular individuals" (Desbarats and Mosher 24). Invented in Italy. where 

a national talent for satire and cultural and artistic expression was at the fore. caricatures 

took off as a graphic medium linked to the northem technology of the printing press 

(Desbarats and Mosher 1 1; Lucie-Smith 34). 

The creation and growth of Protestantism and the printing press were inextricably 

connected, given that printing made it impossible to check the spread of new doctrines 

(Lucie-Smith 34). Even Luther, whose personal work represented more than one-third of 

ail the published writings in Germany between 15 18 and 1525, did not elude the scom that 

this new medium was attracting (see fig. 5 122; Lucie-Smith 34; Parton 2 14). In some of 

his texts, he proved to be a caricaturist himself, believing to have "maddened the Pope 

with his pictures" (Desbarats and Mosher 24). It stands as an advantage even today that 

one does not need to be literate to enjoy certain types of printed images. In this sense. 

caricatures are universal (Lucie-Smith 14). It is from here that the caricature grew in 

scope, function, and form., experirnenting with the potential provided by the illustration to 

affect politicai and social awareness and change. 



THE MODERN CARICATURE: A POPERY OF INFLNENCES 

The modem caricature, inventai in Italy and enhanced as a medium by German 

technology, found a home and unique style in England during the eighteenth century. 

Here, the graphic skills reflected in Italy and combined with the realism supplied by the 

Dutch pictures of social content fused to create the concept of cartooning (Lucie-Smith 

34). Throughout the eighteenth century, caricature became a recognized mode of public 

discourse. England had enjoyed greater ffeedom of expression than any other European 

country because it had avoided monarchical absolutism. This fact, coupled with a series of 

turbulent political events and a popular need for information and commentary, fostered the 

growth of caricature as we know it today (Lucie-Smith 5 1). However, England was not 

the only environment that produced the early art of caricature. In the ninteenth century, 

the mass production of caricatures gave way to such publications as Le Charivari started 

in Paris in 1832. Punch appeared in London a decade later. Kladderadatsch was seen in 

Berlin in 1848. Soon, there were many sirnilar penodicals cropping up across the globe. 

They became the main vehicles for the political cartoons of the day. Shortly aflerward, 

weekly illustrated publications, such as Harper's Weekly in New York and L'Illustration 

in Paris, began to cany cartoons (Douglas 1). 

By the late Nneteenth century, following the success of the illustrated magazines, 

some daily newspapers, specifically The New York World and The New York Journala 

recognized this new opportunity to increase revenues However, it was only in the early 

twentieth century that the practice of using cartoons that had strong political overtones 

becarne common in newspapers. Some newspapers did not start using this tool until long 

after the Second World War (Douglas 1). In Canada, the majorîty of large daily 

newspapers had some fom of political cartoon by the late 1800s, but "in the curent fom, 

the political cartoon as we know it came of age in Our own century" Pesbarats and 

Mosher 1 1). Canadian cartoonists and caricaturists owe a great debt not only to the 

English but also to the people of French heritage who travelled from Europe to the 

colonies (Desbarats and Mosher 2 1).  

Artistically, the importance of the printed medium was combined with the creative 



talents of such individuals as Honoré Daumier, Jacques-Louis David, William Hogarth., 

James Gillray, John Leech, Robert Cruikshank and, to a lesser extent, Cruikshank's father 

Isaac and his brother George (Hoff 45). 

These individuals employed their artistic talents to express their political and social 

outrage, much like cartoonists in contemporary Canadian society. Honoré Daumier is 

considered to be the father of political cartooning in recognition of his efforts to fuse 

social commentary and influence through the use of cartoons (Desbarats and Mosher 28; 

Keller 5; Press 13). Although these works do not resemble the black-and-white editorial 

cartoons of Canadian newspapers in style or setting, they did have a primarily politicai 

motive. They were designed to inform, to educate, and, in Daumier's case, to employ 

exaggeration in order to accentuate. The work of Daumier and his contemporaries had 

force, elegance, and a passionate comrnitment to a cause (Geipel 75). "Daumier saw no 

distinction between art and caricature" (Desbarats and Mosher 28). 

William Hogarth's work in England approached caricature in a sirnilar style to that 

of Jacques-Louis David. Hogarth personally perceived a clear difference between art and 

caricature. "1 have always considered caricature as the lowest form of art," wrote Hogath, 

" indeed as much so as the wild attempts of children" (qtd. in Desbarats and Mosher 23). 

This is not intended to imply that Hogarth had nothing to offer the history of the political 

cartoon. His searing observations about the social situation of the 1730s and 1740s and 

about the reign of George II definitely had far-reaching implications artisticdly and 

stylistically (Desbarats and Mosher 24; Harrison 74; Hoff 30). While celebrating the 

ideai of marriage, he depicted a series of ili-rnatched couples (see fig. 6 123; Honour and 

Fleming 538). 

Another English caricaturist worthy of note was James Gillray. Considered 

politically savage by some, Gillray was an artist who produced political satire on a regular 

basis. He portrayed the personai weaknesses and private &airs of politicians and royalty 

(Desbarats and Mosher 25). In 1795, Gillray created ''The Death of the Great Wolf," an 

elaborate parody of Benjamin West's 1770 Death of Wolfe that cornmemorated Wolfe's 

victory at the Battle of Quebec in 1759. In it, he employs politicians of the day (see fig. 7 



124; D:&nrid Gallery of Canada 6). -4 name associated with Gillray is that of Robert 

Cruikshank. Cruikshank's first known works date from 1799. He had no art training other 

than what he received ftom his father, who had exhibited caricatures in the manner of 

Gillray at the Royal Academy. Cruikshank constmcted "The Emigants' Welcome to 

Canada" (1 820), which lampoons middle-class ernigrants who came to Canada loaded 

down with the trappings of the genteel life but were "totally unprepared for the new 

country and its challenges" (National Gallery of Canada 10). These early drawings are 

significant because between 1800 and 1875, more than 7,500,000 emigrants lefi the 

British Isles for the New World (National Gallery of Canada 10). 

This study would be rerniss if it did not examine the comection between Punch, 

the satincal illustration, and the "Punch" show, a form of street entertainment still 

observed as the inheritance of the court jester tradition. Punch directly infiuenced 

Canadian cartoonists with the publication of Punch in Canada. The magazine was mirrored 

after Punch in England and was the concept ofjoumalist Henry Mayhew (Geipel 79). It 

pubiished a consistent blend of sophisticated and inoffensive humor. 

Among the artists working for Punch were H. G. h e ;  William Newman; Kenny 

Meadows; JO hn Tenniel, internatio nally acclaimed artist of the original drawing s for Lewis 

Carroll's Nice in Wonderland; Richard Doyle, father of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; and John 

Leech (Geipel 83). Leech produced a series of drawings of London street urchins called 

"Ponraits of Children of the Mobility" for Punch which were not unlike the drawings of 

M. A- Woolf and R. F. Outcault in the United States. It should dso be noted that d l  three 

examples of these street-Me scenes are directly Linked to the "comrnon man" theme that is 

reviewed in contemporary examples of Canadian editorial cartooning as a consistent 

motivation for the humour and satire of the art. 

The name selected for the magazine and the accompanying caricature bring this 

study full circle to examine the comic entertainment of the PunchinelIo show. The show is 

descnbed as a "rough wild caricature of human life" (Parton 266). This exhibition is now 

in the thirtieth century of its "run," and even the modem Italian versions date back to 1600 

(Parton 264). 



Many of the aforernentioned examples of caricaturias illustrate that their 

motivation was firmiy planted in the necessity for politicai expression. The circumstances 

behind the creation of the art, namely, political cartoons, are worthy of note. This study 

has observed that the motivation and execution of political art is often a result of 

circumstance, whether it be revolution, war, govemment corruption, monarchical 

ineptitude, unfar treatment of the lower class, military abuse of power, and so on. This 

purpose is the focus of political cartoons (Hamson 75). 

CARTOONS REPRODUCED: TEE TECHNOLOGY 

The creation of caricatures and cartoons changed very Little during the formative 

period in the sense that the innovation still relied on each artist's skill, that is, the creative 

spark ofhuman hgenuity, to convey the message combined with the idea ~ a r r i s o n  72). 

Although the human component of the cartooning equation has not expenenced a 

paradigm shift, the technological component has. The rapid d a s i o n  of the printing press 

in the tifteenth century paved the way for modern cartooning. Over the centuries, the 

printing press and the technology for rnaking images have both improved. Labonous 

woodcuts and expensive metd engravings have been replaced by speedy and efficient 

photographic cornputer software and fax machines, thereby allowing the d s t  much more 

fieedom to conduct work (Harrison 74). 

However, this &dom has corne at a price. In the eighteenth century, the 

cartoonist, or caricaturist, created the design and engraved the plates, working in close 

association with the pnnt-sellers, who retailed them to the public. "The cartoonist has 

never since enjoyed such independence or such direct access to the public" (Desbarats and 

Mosher 19). As a result, mass audiences and technological advances moved the cartoonia 

away fiom the independence ofthe wtist-craftsperson toward becoming "just another part 

of the magazine or newspaper staff," thus reducing the cartoonist's status within ~ c i e t y  in 

general (Desbarats and Mosher 19). 

As mentioned previously, the printing press played a pivotal roie in opening the 

cartoon to a mass audience, but between 1450 and 18 IO, few changes had been made to 



the wooden handpress or the fundamentais of printing (Kobre 3 19). It was in 1795 that 

Alois Senefelder invented lithography, aiiowing the cartoonkt to reach even greater 

numbers of people. Prior to lithography, caricatures had to be laboriously engraved by 

hand onto wood or metal plates. Images could now be drawn directly on the pnnting 

surface, with the first lithographed political cartoon appearing in 1829 (Desbarats and 

Mosher 8). 

In the last century and a haif there have been major technological advances. A 

combination of technology from the United States and Europe was ernployed in Canada. 

Ln the United States, press improvements in the gilded age were built on the great 

revolution in printing technology made before the Civil War, which was not surprishg 

given the need for politicai persuasion and propaganda (Fitzgerald, 7; Kobre 3 1 9). 

The giided age paralleled the Victorian penod in Canada, approximately 1880 to 1905. 

One Canadian, J. W. Bengough, the founder of political cartooning in Canada, was 

influenced by American iliustrator Thomas Nast (Desbarats and Mosher 40). Nast learned 

much from the British graphic artists of his day and was directly influenced by individuals 

such as John Leech, Sir John Tenniel of Punch and the painter and book illustrator John 

Gilbert (Hoff 68; Keller 5).  These three British illustrators owed an artistic debt to 

Honoré Daumier, who was a leading figure of the French satirical school (Keller 6) .  It is 

clear that the artistic connections and side infiuences of early Canadian cartooning are 

infinite. 

Many of these influences lead back to Nast. One of the most quoted and quotable 

lines regarding the power of political cartoons was supposedly uttered by one of Nast's 

most caricatured victims, William M. Tweed, otherwise known as Boss Tweed, of New 

York (Hoff 68; Nast St. HiIl 1). Tweed recognized the force of the artist's work when he 

stated, "1 don? care a straw for your newspaper articles, my constituents don't know how 

to read, but they can't help seeing them darnmed pictures" (Hoff 78). In his text Them 



Damned Pictures: Exoloration in American Political Cartoon Art, Roger Fischer revealed 

that this quote was probably "too good to be tme" and "has never been attributed or 

authenticated" (8). He says that it seems "unlikely at best" that the cry to stop the pictures 

was ever made public, but it is part of the lore surrounding the visual creativity and 

influence of Nast (8). 

Nast was boni in Landau in der Pfalr, Gerrnany, in 1840 and ernigrated to the 

United States with his f d y  at the age of six. According to Syd Hoff, author of Editorial 

md Political Cartooning it was clear that Nast was ody interested in drawing; as a result, 

he entered the National Academy of Design. At fifteen, he sold his £ k t  drawing and 

acquired a job as an illustrator for Frank Leslie's IIlustrated Newspaper in order to 

support his family (Hoff 68). It was during Nast's three years with Illustrated News 

that the illustrator drew his first cartoon attacking civic corruption, a theme that would 

become synonyrnous with his work in years to come. In the spring of 1864, he joined 

Harper's Weeklv as a Civil War correspondent, visiting battlefields and sending back on- 

the-scene sketches (Nan St. Hill 1). The development of lithography in the 1830s had 

facilitated the expansion of cartoons, especiaiiy in magazines. To a great extent, much of 

Nast's works reflect a Northem leaning because he was the first major American 

caricatunst "associated with the Union cause during the Civil War" (see fig. 8 125; Lucie- 

Smith 87). According to Lucie-Smith, Lincoln referred to Nast as "our best recruiting 

sergeant," and General Grant said that he had done "as much as anyone can to preserve 

the Union" through his drawings (87). Nast was twenty one when he endured battlefields 

to bnng history alive with his illustrations. 

His illustrations attracted attention and aroused Nonhem patnotic fervor to such a 

pitch that Thomas Nast was a nationally known figure by the end of the war (Hynds 55). 

During this troubled penod in American history, the relationship between Nast's art and 

political circumstances is prominently displayed (Nast St. Hill 2). M e r  the publication of 

his early illustrations of the battlefield, it was not long before Nast becarne known as a 

cartoonist rather than as an illustrator. According to Fischer, T a s t  was the first celebrated 

Amencan artist to draw for a mas-circulation weekly sold maidy by subscription, and the 



fia to be afforded the luxury of a continuing audience for which to develop sustained 

themes" (13). Circulation numbers directly correlated to Nast's popularity and the 

growing interest in visual media. During his fint twenty years at Haver's Weekly, the 

circulation increased tiom 100,000 to 300,000 (Fischer 13). 

In addition to boosting circulation, Nast's cartoons also manufactured and 

employed symbols, includig the Democratic dorikey and the Republican elephant 

(Desbarats and Mosher 3 1; Kobre 53; Lucie-Smith 8; Nast St. Ki1 2). Political cartoons 

did not become widely popular in the United States until the devefopment of the party 

system after the Revolutionary War (Hynds 55).  The violent partisanship that evolved 

from the debate over the Constitution and the policies introduced by the new governrnent 

served to create the circumstances ripe for the art to develop and flourish (Hynds 55) .  

Nast also introduced the figures of Uncle Sam, John Bull, Brother Jonathan, and the 

femaie figure Columbia, all of which were produas of the patriotic enthusiasm stirred by 

the War of 18 12. These symbols were frequently ernployed by J. W. Bengough and others 

of this era on both sides of the border (see fig. 9 126; see fig. 10 127; Keller 6). Nast 

was also responsible for Santa Claus, the image of the jolly old elf associated with the 

Christmas season, patterned afler the St. Nicholas described in Clement Moore's poem 

"Night Before Christmas7' (see fig. 1 1 128; Desbarats and Mosher 3 1; Hoff 75; Nast St. 

Hill 2). 

BOSS TWEED VERSUS THOMAS NAST: A VISUAL SEOWDOWN 

However, not al1 of Nast's symbols were jolly. Nast personified a tiger, the 

Tarnmany tiger, to represent the Tammany Ring of the 1870s (Desbarats and Mosher 3 1 ; 

Kobre 53; Lucie-Smith 8; Nast St. Hi11 2). The Tammany Ring, organized as a private 

club on Manhattan Island in 1789 by early members of the Democratic Party, claimed to 

be dedicated to "the independence, the popular liberty and the federal union of the country 

and whatever may perpetuate the love of freedom, according to its charter" (Hoff 74). 

Tweed came into power in 1857. He had started his career in the volunteer fire 

department because there was an "easy dollar to be made if people really wanted a blaze 



put out" (Hoff 76). It was with this weekly larnpooning that Nast provided the fira major 

mode1 for American cartoonists in the 1870s when his cartoons helped bnng an end to the 

compt activities of Tweed and the Tammany Ring (Kobre 9 1). 

Nast was not alone in his derision of Tweed's corruption. The New York Times 

demonstrated the power of the printed word in affecting change and cleaning up politicai 

dishonesty (Kobre 90). George Jones's Times had caused Tweed so much discornfort 

that, in early 1871, Tweed took a bold step and created a Company with the sole purpose 

of buying control of the newspaper (Kobre 91). The Times retaliated with an open attack 

that included editoriaiized headiines and stories with titles like "Tweed's Blackmail," "The 

Public Outrageously," and "Bold Deed of the Ring Exposed." On 8 July 187 1, after 

receiving some information as to the financiai comings and goings of Tweed, The Times 

aimed to close down his Tamrnany Ring. Their smash-attack included flashy headlines, 

four-and five-page exposés, and even front-page editorial coverage, a practice rarely 

empioyed today. The paper had obtained evidence that the city spent $190,000 yearly on 

rent for stables to house its work horses worth only $46,000, not to mention "pouring out 

$85,000 on places not used at ail" (Kobre 91). Boss Tweed, with his control of the city 

govemment in New York, had been caught red-handed. 

Fischer acknowledged the efforts of The Times but stated that although "the pen 

is indeed mightier than the sword, the picture is verily wonh ten thousand words" (3). 

Further, he maintained that the conflict with Harper's Weeklv. narnely, the attack by a 

cartoonist on a public official, has been considered the defining moment in the history of 

Arnerican political cartooning and the genesis of visual thinking about political power in 

American joumalism that has given the cartoon its place in history (7). 

Several cartoons following the same theme as the written editorials leave a lasting 

impression as being particularly damning. On September 23, 187 1, a cartoon with the 

caption "A Group of Vultures Waiting for the Storm to Blow Over" featured a f e f i l  

Tweed and coconspirators cowering on the edge of a clifF(see fig. 12 129; Nast St. Hill 

23). 

Some of Nast's ideas found their origins in Tweed's public challenge that "so long 



as 1 control the votes, what are you going to do about it?" Nast attacked this political 

"bumble with a cartoon on 10 Iune 187 1 " (Fischer 10). The theme was repeated on 29 

October 187 1, when Nast featured Tweed leaning on the ballot box with a caption that 

read, "As long as 1 count the votes, what are you going to do about it" (Fischer 1 1). A 

few weeks later, this cartoon was again refined, and fiom this period in Nast's creativity 

came the confusion over Tweed's middle name. Tweed's parents had chnstened their 

second son Wiiarn Magear Tweed to carry on his mother' s family name. Nast bestowed 

on Tweed the middle name of "Marcy," after the New York Jacksonian William L. Marcy, 

the purported author of the dictum, "To the victor belongs the spoils," another slogan that 

Nast used in his powerfùl portrait of giuttony (see fig. 13 130; Fischer 10). Scholars such 

as Morton Keller, Syd Hoff, Peter Desbarats, and Te- Mosher have made the mistake of 

interpreting Nast's fictitious middle name as being legitimate, which is a testament to Nast 

and his conunitment to elirninate Tweed that grew into a Iegendary mystique. 

After a series of deadly cartoons pillorying the Tammany kingpin and his cohorts, a 

bribe was offered to the cartoonist in the amount of $500,000 --the equivalent to a 

century's salary- to take a European sabbatical, perhaps enjoying some art lessons dong 

the way @esbarats and Mosher 3 1 ; Fischer 2; Hoff 78). However, the details 

surrounding Tweed's particular silencing of Nast are "sketchy" and more likely part of the 

lore surrounding the rivalry (Fischer 8). 

As a result of the publicity and evidence nibstàntiating the misappropriation of 

govemment funds, refomers mobilized and dernanded the ousting of Boss Tweed and the 

smashing of his Tammany Ring (Hoff 78). Tweed was brought to trial, found guilty on 

one hundred and four counts, and sentenced to twelve years in prison in November of 

1873 (Hoff 78; Keller 181). In Ianuary 1875, it appeared that Tweed might be released 

if he paid a token fine, but a civil suit to recover six million dollars in stolen municipal 

funds kept him in prison (Keller 18 1). 

Released shortly thereafler with the help of questionable legal manoeuvring, 

Tweed fled the country while awaiting trial on new charges. He was brought back fiom 

Spain where "someone had recognized hirn from a Thomas Nast cartoon" (Fischer 7). 



The identification of Tweed through the drawings of Nast makes sense, given the accuracy 

of the caricatures (see fig. 14 13 1)' the language barriers that existed, and the relatively 

high c o s  of the reproduction of photographs. However, Fischer believes that it is 

improbable that a full set of Nast's Tammany Ring cartoons was found in Tweed's bags 

when he was arrested (8). Again, like several other embellishments in the saga of this 

subject-artist relationship, the cartoons in the carpet bag were most likely a fiction (Fischer 

8). M e r  his fiight to Spain, Tweed was imprisoned for a second time and died in jail 

(Kobre 91). 

Meanwhile, for Nast and his caricatures in 1872, the Republican Party dominated 

US politics. Nast depicted himself in a caricature. His otniand sketch foretold the corning 

decline of Radical Republicanism (see fig. 15 132; Keiier 279). From 1873 to 1878, the 

United States was in the grip of industrial depression, with the poor and unemployed 

suffering greatly. This crisis provided Nast with the ideal social conditions upon which to 

base his cartoons (Keller 243). 

Technology was taking a turn at that tirne, one not in Nast's favour. The 

introduction of the photochernicd process of reproduction proved less suitable for Nast ' s 

style of cartooning (Nast St. Hill 2). Until this point, the artist's cartoons had been printed 

6om wood engravings, a medium in which Nast excelled. This effect did, however, 

involve the rather labonous process of drawing a picture in reverse and engraving it on a 

piece of soft wood. The caricature and cartooning clirnate had not been standing still 

either; Nast was no longer the ody force in the field. Pressure was also feit from a host of 

magazines, such as Puck and ,Juda that were now starting to cut into the Weeklv's 

cartooning market (Kobre 53). The field was opening up. 

Newspapers as well as magazines were looking at the potential of illustrations, 

caricatures, and cartoons, and they began to project dollar signs. As of 1867, The Evening 

Telemam was the first daily to pnnt cartoons regularly (Kobre 53). The first moniing 

paper to run a regular series of political cartoons was The New York World in 1884. The 

crusade in Pulitzer's newspaper had become the instrument of the middle and working 

classes to whom he appeaied and through whom he understood the economic benefits of 



cartoons (Kobre 54). 

M e r  twenty-five years of screarning in ink about the plight of the poor, 

immigrants, minorities, and the unemployed, as well as cornmenting on the Civil War and 

against the corruption of the likes of Tweed, Nast lost his voice. Lack of challenging 

political issues also served to diminish his work (Nast St. Hill 2). Regardless of the 

changes in the field and other professional concems, by 1880, Thomas Nast was a 

relatively wealthy man with his income fiom Harper's Weekly. During the preceding 

years, he eamed several times that of the Congressmen he lampooned and only slightly less 

than that of the President himself (Nast St. Hill 2). In 1 887, an unsuccessful mining 

venture in Colorado lefi Nast in dire financial circumstances. In 1890, he put together a 

Christmas collection in order to earn money. in 1893, he started Nast's Weekl~. a visual 

magazine that failed. As a result of disastrous business ventures, Nast did not have enough 

income to provide for his f h l y  or to pay off his debts (Nast St. Hill 2). 

Ironically, a poiitician aîternpted to corne to the cartoonist's financial rescue. 

When President Theodore Roosevelt, a longtirne admirer, heard of his predicament, he 

offered Nast an appointment as consul general to Ecuador @esbarats and Mosher 3 1). 

Nast readily accepted, but the tropical heat and the living conditions proved to be too 

much, and a yellow-fever epidernic left Nast dead before he had spent six months in the 

post (Desbarats and Mosher 3 1). 

Despite Nast's personal problems, professionally he had opened a pidorial reafm 

to printed media in Arnenca that had not existed previously. As a result, many newspapers 

developed in the 1890s. the early IgOOs, and the first quarter of the twentieth century have 

been referred to as participants in the "golden age of cartooning" (Hynds 55). With Nast 

as the trailblazer who demonstrated the capability of political cartoons, other cartoonists 

such as Homer Davenport, John T. McCutcheon, Clifford K. Berryman, Art Young, 

Rollin Kirby, Edmund Du@, Jay N. Darling, and Daniel R. Fitzpatnck foliowed suit 

(Hynds 55) .  They would al1 make significant contributions in terms of broadening the 

road and adding their personal style, as Nast had done (Hynds 55). Nast had a profound 

influence on the newspaper industry of New York that lead the way with a brand of 



journalism that has been labelled ~el low." Cartoons were front and centre in this shifi of 

colour Eom conservative black and white to yeuow. 

A CHILD FROM TWE TENEMENTS: 

-R. F. OUTCAIZTS T H E C  YELLOW KID w 

As noted, severai coMc and satincal magazines grew out of the Civil War to 

entertain and amuse the public. Many derived their inspiration f?om Europe, resulting in 

magazines such as %çk, Vanity Fair, J&g and Yankee Doodle (Kobre 5 1). Some of 

the visually based publications would find a niche and would attract a large audience; yet 

others wodd go the way of Nast Weekly and perish (Kobre 5 1 ). However, the power of 

the visual was becoming more apparent. It evolved into an increasingly lucrative part of 

the print scene; with technological advances such as the halftone cuts of 1893 as weil as 

previously noted printing developments, cartoons were cheaper and more easily produced 

(Kobre 5 t ). 

In North America, the inception and continuation of political cartooning was 

particularly appealing for the waves of immigrants whose first language was not Engiish. 

The technology was in place, the necessity was apparent, and the stage was proverbially 

set for the era of yellow journalism. William Randoff Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer would 

play supporting roles, but the spotlight would shine on a creation by R. F. Outcault named 

"The Yellow Gd." 

Michael Ange10 Woolf preceded Richard Felton Outcault and was "a cartoonist 

who possessed an exquisite graphic dexterity and an eye that was perceptive and witty" 

(Blackbeard 17). An English immigrant, Woolf began cartooning relatively late in life, but 

he brought an "elfin cornic imagination coupled with heartfelt compassion for New York's 

street children during a period when sensitively depicting both immigrants and blacks was 

rare" (Blackbeard 17). The social conscience and influence of English writer Charles 

Dickens was apparent in the works of Woolf, Outcault, and Canadian I. W. Bengough. 

Woolfs images were popular, and as with Hogarth and Daumier, there were many 

imitators of his style. One such cartoonist who at first seemed to be just another Woolf 



imitator was R F. Outcault. Outcault would repeat the Dickensian awareness of the us- 

against-them tmth of city kids' lives better than any other cartoonist (Blackbeard 19). 

According to Blackbeard' s research, Outcault, a midwestemer, attended 

McMicken University in Cincinnati in 1863. After several years as a professional artist in 

Ohio, he was hired by Thomas Edison Laboratories as a scientific and technical illustrator 

(Blackbeard 21). He quickly became a successful fieelance artist who had numerous 

illustrations and advertising works to his credit. In 1892, he began to draw sketches of 

crowded city streets. "It was in this series that he first sketched a baldheaded, nightshirted 

urchin standing among the tenement kids" (Blackbeard 21) named Micky Dugan, but 

even with his honed artistic talents, breaking Uito the New York cartooning world was not 

an easy task. As a result, Outcault strategically decided to work for the fourth-ranking 

weekly cartooning magazine Truth. The three top-selhg humour weeklies of the day were 

Puck, Judge. and Lifg- According to Blackbeard, Outcault convinced T t h  editors that 

because they could not af5ord to hire Woolf, he was their next-best option (21). 

Outcault continued to produce a variety ofdifferent strips for Truth, including his 

panels of "Hogan7s Alley." "Hogan's Alley7' featured a large cast who would often satirize 

the "upper-class fads Iike motorcars and golfing to Madison Square Garden dog shows" 

(Silverman 16), highlighting social inequality huddled against a backdrop of an urban slum 

or cavorting in such famitiar locales as Coney Island. it aimed to evoke "a wild poke of 

fun at the pretensions of the bourgeois," thus attaining political cartoon status (Milton 

45). The actually drawings covered as much as a half or full page, which was a unique 

practice by today's standards (Silverman 16). 

Size was not the only anomaly in "H~gan's Alley"; there was also colour. The 

actual date of Micky Dugan's appearance as "The Yellow Kid is disputed because 

historians have different standards of measurement. Some measure fiom the first time that 

"The Kid" appeared in any of the "Hogan's Alley" scenes; others measure from the day his 

shirt first carried a message. Still others focused on the date when his shirt tumed yellow 

(Silverman 16). Blackbeard contends that a cartoon fiom Truth was reprinted in The New 

York World on 15 February 1895, rnarking the character's debut in the newspaper 



business (26). "The Yellow Kid" also earned the title of Amerka's first modem comic 

character (Silverman 1 6). Pulitzer recognized Outcault ' s superb freelance cartoons and 

acquired his services nom Truth, with the sole intention ofdominating the New York 

daily market (Siiveman 16). 

Pulitzer's plan proved effective. By the summer of 1896, "Hogan's Ailey" was the 

rnost popular comic strip in New York. The most popular character in the cartoon was 

"The Yellow Ki&' (see fig. 16 133), who was given this nickname only d e r  his move to 

The World (Milton 1 1). "It was not until 1896, in the Sunday color pages, that Outcault 

attained the final balance of text and image, at last joining signs and captions on The 

Yellow Kid's shabby Nghtshirt itself" (Blackbeard 29). 

Aside from its colour comics, The World was perhaps best known for its splashy 

headlines. It was not uncommon to pick up a paper blazing with headlines like "Baptized 

in Blood: Little Lotta's Lovers " Mer  three hundred and ninety two children died dunng 

a heat wave, the unforgettable, and telling "How Babies are Baked appeared in Pulitzer's 

newspaper (Milton 12). It was ironic that Outcault, a man originally hired to work with 

Edison on scientific illustrations, was now working for The World. a newspaper whose 

idea of a science-based story was the discovery of another sea monster or a promising 

candidate for the title of the world's fattest boy (Milton 12). 

HEARST VERSUS PULITZER: TBlE CUSTODY BATTLE OVER "TEKE KID" 

Pulitzer was not the only publisher in New York with a flare for the sensational. In 

the fa11 of 1895, William Randolph Hearst purchased The New York Journal. Hearst was 

heir to a "fabulous fortune based on silver and gold mines, a rich kid whose politics were 

even farther to the Iefl than Pulitzer's" (Milton 13). Hearst, cornmonly believed to be the 

main character portrayed in the motion picture Citizen Kane, would provide an element of 

competition that served to escalate the Ievel of sensationalism. The two cornpetitors were 

targetting the sarne audience for much-needed circulation nurnbers. With new technologies 

and a larger percentage ofNew Yorkers unable to read English, the visual rather than the 

printed word became the key to success (Milton 14). "Ethics and journalistic quaiity to 



one side, yellow joumalism was enonnous commercial success" (Osler 83). 

Hearst's Journal, which had a circulation of about 450,000 in 1896, was second in 

the numbers race to The World but was still weil beyond the figures of the other well- 

known New York papers of the era whose publishers refused to join the yellow press 

phenornenon. The New York Herald had a circulation of 140,000, The Tribune had had 

16,000, and The Times had a mere 9,000 readers. al1 of whom appeared to reflect the 

power of the yellow press (Osler 83). The World which was founded in 1860, was a 

dying newspaper when Pulitzer took it over in 1883, selling only 15,000 copies daily. By 

1898, daily circulation had risen to aîmoa 1,500,000, due in part to the appearance of 

"The Yellow Kid(Si1verman 2 7). 

In this intense journalistic climate of freelancing, bnbery, and bottom-line 

sensationalism, Hearst made an enormous noise about nealing "The Yellow Kid" from 

Pulitzer in 1896. "Outcault made his debut with The Journal on the moming after a r d y  in 

Madison Square Garden as the paper smugly announced that they had kidnapped "The 

Kid," publishing his pichire on the front page and boasting, "Look who we found 

wandering around Madison Square7' (Milton 42). 

Pulitzer and The World were not about to take this drawing defeat lying down. A 

staff illustrator named George Luks was ordered to 'knock off a copy of "The Kid," 

which meant there were two "Yellow Kids" in t o m  for a while (Milton 42). Luks was an 

exceptionai illustrator; only the trained eye could have distinguished Outcault's "Kid  

fiom "The Kid" that Luks drew (Silverman 17). Both papers made sure that posters were 

plastered on lampposts, on newsstands, and even on the sides of trolley cars and milk 

trucks. The market for "Yellow Kid" memorabiiia was a pubtisher's dream, with "books, 

toys, magazines, cookie tins, bars of soap, and a myriad of other products in Victorian 

homes" (Blackbeard 2 12). 

The competition continued, with the tide tuniing from Hearst back to Pulitzer. 

who reportedly bribed Outcault hto coming back afler he switched to Hearst's New York 

Journal to draw "The Yellow Kid" for its Sunday supplement (Silverman 16). However, 

he was rehired by Hearst shortly aftenvard at an even more exorbitant rate, at which point 



Pulitzer, seeing no end to the escalating price, washed his hands of Outcault but not of 

"The Yellow Kid" (Silverrnan 16). Hearst and Pulitzer had taken the custody battle f?om 

the streets to the courtroorn over the aame of the cornic strip "Hogan's Ney" and the 

character "The Yellow Kid" (Milton 42; Silverrnan 16). 

"As much as Outcault relished the money that 'The Kid' was bringing, the 

notoriety of the lengthy squabble between The Worla and The Journal over the right to 

'The Kid' was socially ernbarrassing to him" (Horn 234). As soon as he contractually and 

economically could, Outcault left Hearst and introduced "Poor L'il Mose," a new and 

more subdued character, in The New York Herald in 190 1 (Silveman 16). 

Despite the turmoil that accompanied Outcault during the existence of "The YeUow Kid," 

the caricature gave birth to an art f o m  that is now "read by more than 200,000,000 

people every day, nearly 75 billion a year, rnaking its artists the most widely read and seen 

in the world" (Silveman 17). 

hahg the popularity and financial niccess of cornic strips and the Msual genre 

aside, there is some debate as to whether the term 'cyellow journalism" can be attributed to 

"The Yeilow Kid's" nightshirt and the "Hogan's Ailey" cartoon or to the subsequent war 

that occurred between Pulitzer and Hearst over the character. Traditional joumalists were 

"shocked and angered by the ignoble spectacle of two major newspapers slugging it out 

over a vulgar comic character" (Blackbeard 57). 

The phrase "yeilow journalism" was, in fact, fist used in response to a national 

bicycle marathon sponsored by Hearst's California and New York newspapen. Although 

it was a promotional event, planned and carried out expressly to increase news dealers' 

sales, it was covered as news. That was thought to have led to the coining of "yellow 

journaiism" as an expression of abhorrence for what seemed to be an off-colour or tainted 

sensationalistic and self-aggrandizing style of reporting in The New York Journal and, by 

extension, The New York Worla (Blackbeard 57). 

Pulitzer and Hearst had sparked an industry with their sensationai journalism that 

had a ripple effect; the influences accompanying the inception of the yellow journalism 

climate have drastically affected the editorial and political cartoonhg legacy to the south. 



The innovations in technology, the relationship between artist and newspaper, the standard 

of print journalism and illustrations, and the growth of the visual in social and politicai 

commentary had similar reverberations in Canada. The education indu-, art schools and 

illustrators, and the technologicai advancements of printing machinery have helped to 

extend the boundaries of what is defined as art. No longer is art merely paintings hung in 

the homes of the wealthy or in rnuseums (Kobre 5 1). This shift in the newspaper indu-, 

in tum, has expanded the Limits of what political cartooning is considered to be. 



BEFORE BENGOUGH: 

The first recognized and feared cartoonist to work in Canada was Brigadier- 

Generai George Townshend, third-in-command of the British forces that conquered 

Québec in 1759 (Desbarats , "Cartoons7' 375). According to Desbarats, the satincal 

drawings of Townshend were "the talk of London" and "this witty anstocrat had a sense 

of humour and the draftsmanship" considered distinctly British in origin (375). The 

English were not the ody ones to stake a claim in early Canadian cartooning. The French 

contnbuted artists as well as manufachrring expertise to the hiaory of cartooning, as seen 

by the example of the Desbarats publishing industry, producers of The Canadian 

lllustrated News As a result, visually appealing cartoons could be mass produced at a 

higher quality. Also, the First Nations peoples, with such notables as Henri Julien, left an 

indelible mark on this history of the art. 

Politically, the Canadian climate was ripe for cartooning, with the regular 

publication of cartoons in humour joumals cornmencing in the 1840s. a decade afler 

disturbances in Upper and Lower Canada had threatened the peace and orderly 

development of the colony. The dispute over compensation for losses suffered in the 

rebellion in Lower Canada widened the divisions between the English and the French. 

This rift has been a recuming social and political theme throughout Canada's history 

(Desbarats and Mosher 54). Religion was also a factor, with Catholic and Protestant 

factions constantly vying for political influence. This debate has not maintained the same 

prominence as the cultural disputes between the English and the French. Certainly, there 

are other central themes, for example, unemployrnent, feuding provincial premiers, and 

party revolts, that continue to plague national leaders and provide editorïal cartoonists 

with ammunition (North 28). Further, issues such as the constitution, economic trade 



policies, railways, and regional disparity were concerns when the country was founded and 

continue to be factors that are in no danger of disappearing (North 28). 

Canadian cartoonists capitalized on the potential of the colony, attacking political 

corruption with a directness borrowed frorn the European and America examples that was 

then an accepted convention. However, their ideas and presentations would qua@ as 

libelous by modem Canadian standards (National Gallery of Canada 2). During the 

formative period of Canada's political development, poiiticians, including prime muiisters, 

were often shown in compromising ernbarrassing, and, sometimes, intimate situations. It 

should be noted that although the ideas were more pointed, the draftsmanship was 

certauily not as polished as in the press of today (Desbarats and Mosher 54). For whom 

were these cartoonists producing satirical magazines, and what were their reasons for 

these attacks on the political elite of the fledgiing colony? 

Worthy of note as an individual on the offensive was John Henry Walker. Born in 

Ireland, he irnmigrated with his f d y  to Montreal in 1842. On Ianuary 1, 1849, this 

eighteen-year-old printing designer and wood engraver published Punch in Canada the 

fia comic journal that featured politicai cartoons on a regular basis (National Gallery of 

Canada 4). Walker would personally draft a full-page cartoon for each edition. In 1850, 

his office moved to Toronto where Punch in Canada went weekly as opposed to 

bimonthly Pesbarats, "Cartoons" 376). Walker was not &aid to express his beliefs with 

the magazine dissecting racial attitudes in nineteenth-century Canada (Milton 43). 

Another politicai issue Walker touched upon was the movement by the United States to 

annex Canada, a move that he strenuously opposed. Brother Jonathan represented the 

United States in most of Walker's cartoons, but in October of 1849, he drew a group of 

Canadian politicians as "naughty children" attempting to sel1 the British flag to a 

pawnshop keeper (see fig. 17 134; Desbarats and Mosher 40). This was one of the first 

appearances of the Uncle Sam figure in a Canadian cartoon, perpetuating the recurring 

political theme of United S tates-Canada relations t hat stiU exist today . 

Punch in Canad8 lasted ody two years but provided such a Lively treatment of local 

topical issues during its existence that it compelied J. W. Bengough to introduce his 1886 



retrospeaive of Canadian political cartooning with examples of Walker's work (Blake 

76). Over his long career, WaIker aiso worked for The D a  The Jester, The Diogenes, 

Grïnchuckie, The Canadian Illustrateci News and the French arm of The Canadian 

fllustrated News C'Opinion Publi ue). He also designed many books and magazine 

covers while pursuing his interest as a portrait and landscape artist mesbarats and Mosher 

253; National Gailery of Canada 4). Walker was a unique individual who preferred 

drawing a tiny walking figure rather than signing his name Pesbarats and Mosher 253). 

Punch has b e n  considered the f o r e m e r  for satirical illustrated works in Canada. 

Publications have included The lester, Nonsense, The Paul Pry, The S~irit. The 

Stadocong The Gnimbier, Grinchuckle. The Wasp, The D a s r ,  The Be, and The Free 

Lance (Desbarats and Mosher 43). It is important to note that most of these publications 

rarely used cartoons. When they did, "the quality of the work was uneven and the artist 

was &en unidentified or unknown" (Desbarats and Mosher 43). It was not until the 

publication of The Canadian Illustrated News in 1868 that the cartoon, albeit in a filtered 

and undeveloped form, became a significant feature (Blake 77). 

Printing innovations and quality were elements the Desbarats family prided 

themselves on for more than three hundred years in France and in the New World. It was 

illustrated joumalisrn that fascinated Montreal businessman Georges-Edouard Desbarats 

and moved him to produce The Canadian nlustrated News Oesbarats, News 4). From 30 

October 1869, to 28 December 1883, Desbarats published the political and social cartoons 

that were used extensively in Canada's first illustrated national news magazine and its 

French-language edition, L'Opinion P u b l i s  as well as The Hearthstone and later & 

Dominion nlustrated News (Desbarats, News 4; Spadoni 1 5). Georges-Edouard 

Desbarats's hope was that a Canadian illustrated paper would be "a rnirror that would 

reflect Canadian nature, enterprise and art through the world (Desbarats, News 4). 

According to his greatgrandson, author and broadcaster Peter Desbarats, the magazine 

achieved its goal and secured a place in modem communications history as the first 

magazine in the world to successfully and consistently publish photographs utilking the 

halftone reproduction system created by Desbarats and his engraver William Leggo 



(Desbarats. News 7; Desbarats and Mosher 6 1; National Gallery of Canada 4). On 28 

December 1883, the magazine announced that it wouid discontinue publication on the 

grounds that it was 'hot remunerative to the company" (Desbarats, News 4). Also 

included in the explanation was the speculation that "it is quite possible that Canada has 

not yet obtained a sufficient population to enable the successful publication of an 

illustrated weekly journal" (Desbarats, News 4). Cornpetition in the market, with weekly 

publications of Vanity Fair starting in 1869, could have contributed to the financial 

dficulties of the Desbarats' illustrated dream (National Gallery of Canada 18). With its 

exclusive air and a new "breed of portrait-charged loaded Iikeness," the magazine was 

soon found in "lawyers' offices and smoking rooms throughout the British Empire" 

(National Gallery of Canada 18). 

Nonetheless, The Canadian illustrated News launched many illustrators. such as 

Henri Julien, who travelled extensively in Canada (National Gallery of Canada 6). Julien 

was the fist Abonginal caricaturist displaying exceptional draftsmanship to appear in 

Canada (Desbarats and Mosher 6 1). He was a craflsman who regarded politicians simply 

as subjects for his pen, but "the pen was gifted with its own energy, and Julien was 

without equal during his time as a caricaturist and illustrator" (Desbarats and Mosher 61). 

His career coincides with a fertile penod in comic and political joumalism in 

Québec that began in 1854 with the appearance of Le Scorpion, one of Canada's earliest 

French-language humour journais. The fint comic journal to survive in Québec for at Ieast 

a few years was La Scie. The Saw, a bilingual publication that dated its first issue on the 

29 October 1863. By 1869, Julien was in Montréal, working as an apprentice engraver 

under Leggo (Desbarats and Mosher 6 1). Eventually, Julien's illustrations reached a 

wider audience through The Canadian Maeazine and Grip in Toronto, Harper's and 

Century fllustrated Magazine in New York, L'Tllustrations and Le Monde Illustre in Paris. 

and The Graphic in London. In April of 1888, Julien becarne chief cartoonkt and 

illustrator for The Montreal Dailv Star, at the time the most important of Canada's daily 

newspapers (Desbarats and Mosher 240). Among Julien's studies of rural French-Canada 

is a painting of a gnarled farmer, whose depiction of the spirit of the rebellion in Lower 



Canada in 1837 was adopted in the 1960s as a symbol of armed revolution by Le Front de 

Libération du Québec. It has since been used by other cartoonists addressing Québec 

nationalisrn (see fig. 18 135). 

An editor of La Scie with whom Julien worked was Jean-Baptist Côté. Côté was 

onginally a wood sculptor whose work was "simple and powerful," but he also possessed 

a powemil literary talent Oesbarats and Mosher 64). As one of the editon of La Scie, 

Côté used his pen rather than his chisel to attack his victims. Kis cartoons first appeared in 

the journal in 1864. He signed his work C. C. Lescieur (Desbarats and Mosher 62). Côté 

had linle respect for the literary or politicai conventions of the day. His views on 

Confederation differed from that of most English-Canadians. He argued that the move was 

a many-headed monster that would devour French-Canada. Côté's most controversial 

cartoon, a three-panel depiction of a civil servant sleeping at his desk, would end his 

pubiishing career in 1868 (see fig. 19 136 ; Desbarats and Mosher 63). According to one 

of his children, Côté "went too far with his pen and was arrested by the police," at which 

tirne he  became convinced that it would be in his bea interest to go back to traditional 

carving (Desbarats and Mosher 63). No cartoons bearing the pen narne C. C. Lescieur 

have been located after 1868, but one should not rule out the possibiiity that another pen 

name was employed by Côté to continue drawing his cartoons. 

Hector Berthelot also worked with the subject matter readily supplied by the 

Québec political ciimate. He founded Le Canard in 1877, Le Vrai Canard in 1879, and Le 

Grognard in 188 1. Berthelot also launched Le Violon as well as a new journal with the old 

title Le Canard (Desbarats and Mosher 64). Berthelot was a lawyer who was converted to 

journalism. He contnbuted to sixteen journais dunng his lifetime. Ironicdy, Oscar Goyett, 

a former poiitical candidate and bacheior, successfilly sued Berthelot for libel by claiming 

that his cartoons had cast aspersions on Goyett's manliness. This is the first recorded case 

of a successfùl libel suit being waged against a Canadian cartoonist (National Gallery of 

Canada 18). Condemned to pay a fine of $427.52 or spend three months in jail, Bethelot 

organized a public lecture series to raise the money (Desbarats and Mosher 64). 

The satirical magazines of the day had originality, tenacity, and bite; what they 



lacked was longevity. Often not being able to develop strong readership, given the spane 

population, low Literacy rates, and the faa that few had the disposable incorne to purchase 

joumals, many publications died quickiy, with cartoonists circulating fiom publication to 

publication searching for work. Cartoonists in Canada in the mid-to-late nineteenth 

centus, were valued for their punch and poignancy rather than their artistic ability 

(Desbarats, "Cartoons" 3 76; National Gallery of Canada 4). Other individuals playing a 

supporting role in the development of editorial cartooning in the new colony ofien were 

cartoonists who had never even set foot in the country. The list includes James Sayers, 

Robert Dighton and his son Richard Dighton, Captain Thomas Strong Seccombe, Leslie 

Gilbert Illingworth, Sir Leslie Ward, and John Doyle (National Gallery of Canada 16). 

Nevertheless, an individual bom in Toronto, Ontario, who would Iive to caricature early 

Canadian history From the 1870s to the 1920s was J.W. Bengough. 

THE: PUN IS MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD: 

0 

In the preface to Bengough's A Caricature H i s t o ~  of Canadian Politics: Events 

h m  the Union of 1 84 1 ( 1886), Principal Grant of Queen's University wrote that 

Bengough's magazine Gris strove to be impartial and that "it had a flavor of the soil. It is 

neither English nor Arnerican. It is Canadian" (qtd. in Spadoni 22). Bengough's career 

spans half a century, from the first Macdonald goverment in Victonan Canada to the 

reconstmctionist era following the First World War and the nse of William Lyon 

Mackenzie King (S padoni 1 3). Pnnter, editor, joumalist, poet, humorist, lecturer, teacher 

of elocution, and minor politician, Bengough was considered a moral crusader, but who, 

in fad, was 5. W. Bengough? 

Born only fifty-nine years after the first printing press had been set up in Upper 

Canada, Bengough was destined to change the course of political illustrahg in Canada. 

Bengough was the second oldest of six children (Spadoni 13). He was a member of a 

solid, if not prosperous, Presbyterian f h l y  whose father, John Bengough, was an 



accomplished cabinet rnaker and aair builder who had established a small shop on 

Toronto's %doria Street during the 1840s (Blake 9). According to Stanley Kutcher, 

Bengough grew up in a "home of religious conviction," where family instruction in 

Christian ethics was fùrther strengthened by his exposure during his formative years to the 

local journalism (5). 

Bensough did not attend university; he had undistinguished attendance at the local 

district and grammar schools where he was "neither a plodder nor a bdiant mident" 

(Blake 10). Employment as a photographer's assistant and as a legal clerk did not prove 

to be fulfilling for Bengough (Blake 12). 

Nonetheless, he did display an aptitude for the essence of problems and a retentive 

memory for details- assets in the trade of joumaiïsm and publishing (Blake 10). 

Bengough began his journalistic career as a reporter for The Whitbv Gazette. In the 

1870s, The Gazette, like many other middle-market papers, had no method of reproducing 

cartoons. According to Car1 Spadoni, although Bengough's job at the paper was far from 

ideal, it enabled him to read magazines and newspapers that arrived on exchange at Th_e 

Gazette office (15). One of those magazines was Harper's Weeklv. M e r  seeing Thomas 

Naa's work, Bengough realized that with "a few imaginative strokes of the artist 's pen, 

political mismanagement could be held accountable to public conternpt and ridicule" 

(Spadoni 15). From this point on, Bengough's "ambition was to foilow in Nast's 

footsteps, but with a Cûndian pers~ective" (Spadoni 15). Because cartoons were 

practically nonexistent in Canadian newspapers in the early 1870s. his ambition appeared 

somewhat unredistic. Bengough maintained his fascination with cartoons while working 

as a reporter. It is legitimate to classe Bengough as a self-taught carkaturist who had no 

formal artistic education. 

TKE FXRE WITBLN: RELIGIOUS, ARTISTIC, AND ETHICAL E R V O R  

Bengough's ethical and religious beliefs determined, to a great extent, what he 

would stand for and, subsequently, what he chose to depict in his social and political 

drawings. Among the list of his causes were political morality, prohibition, the Single Tax 



Movement, Church refonn, Aboriginal rights, women' s suffrage, fiee trade, and 

sabbatarianism (Blake 2; Cook 137). Bengough's religious roots made him a champion 

of the temperance movement and "his liberal egalitarian outlook thrust him to the 

forefront of the Single Tax Movement" in Canada (Blake 2). 

Much to the chagrin of his critics, Bengough was above much of the mudslinging 

that infected his profession. He was an abstainer as well as a nonsmoker, leading a pious 

and orderly life in accordance with his religious background (Desbarab and Mosher 5 1). 

"Bengough's vocal adherence to absolute ethical principles earned him the admiration of 

many like-minded men" (Kutcher vi). 

In tems of his humour, Bengough can be viewed as a Victorian and a Protestant 

for whom even a pun had a serious purpose (Cook 125). "The pun," Berigough 

characteristically contended, "is rnightier than the sword (qtd. in Cook 127). The goal he 

intended for his work was not simply to make people laugh with his drawings. In 1888, 

reflecting on his position and, by extension, G r i ~ ' s  role in Canadian politics, Bengough 

said that "the legitimate force of humor and caricature can and ought to serve the state in 

its highest interests, and that the cornic journal that has no other aim than to amuse its 

readers for the moment falls short ofits highest mission" (qtd. in Cook 125). More than 

escapism or mere entertainment, Cm? had sought to play the part of educator, and had, 

according to Bengough, always auiied "to be on the right side" (qtd. in Cook 125). 

According to Car1 Spadoni, Bengough defined his politics as strictly independent, 

and in an era when newspapers were still known for political partisanship, Gr$ presented 

itself as an impartial judge of Canadian afEairs (16). However, a number of critics charged 

that Bengough's sympathies were clearly aligned with Alexander Mackenzie and the 

Liberals. The cartoonist regarded "Macdonald and the Tories as the root of ail evil" 

(Spadoni 16). Some go as fàr as to daim that the final blow to Bengough's cartooning 

career %as the viaory of his own party [the Liberals] in 1896" (Desbarats and Mosher 

5 1). Other theonsts believe Bengough was "not motivated by party loyalties" but was 

dnven to criticize by his total acceptance of the ideai of the necessity of moral values in 

politics, a point of view that caused him to tum toward the absolute (Kutcher 10). 



Although "Bengough had obvious sympathies for the Liberals, especiaiiy when they were 

out of power, he was, as a moralist, a natural oppositionist, a third-party man" (Cook 

139). It was oniy later in Me, in 1919, that Bengough became a fil-fledged supporter of 

the Liberal govemment and King in the hopes of seeing the Single Tax Movement finally 

corne to miition (Cook 146). He used his fame to advance causes he was interested in. 

Many organizations with similar mandates, for example, The Salvation Army and the 

Single Tax League, "found Bengough to be a great fiend," whose pictures and poems 

were of sigdicant promotional assistance (Blake 29; The William Ready Division, 

Bengough Collection 3). 

Bengough was "a satirkt first and foremost," and regardless of party loyalties, 

political leaders in Ottawa read Cmp from cover to cover (Waite 125). Bengough attained 

an element of farne that allowed him to interview most of the leading politicians, and he 

would go to Ottawa every once in a while just to study a man's figure or his expression 

because photographs did such a poor job of both (Waite 125). 

Although devoutly religious, Bengough also found fault with the Church. His 

convictions about religious tolerance and the higher moral value of individual conscience 

over doctrinal datement was the source of his critique (Cook 130). Further, in 

Bengough7s eyes, the association of the Church with wealth was particularly evil. He 

argued that the comection could compromise the Church's moral authority by making it 

the handmaiden of the powerful (Cook 130). By extension, Bengough was highly critical 

of ail organized religion, and in this way, his moral views remained consistent in cnticizing 

the Roman Catholic order, Orange bigotry, or Presbyterian theology (Kutcher 28). 

Bengough was inspired by a vision of dissenting Protestantism that looked forward to the 

future fuffilment of God's kingdom on earth through the implementation of a few simple 

political refonns (Cook 127). In religious matters, he was somewhat conservative or 

perhaps, more accurately, evangelical-emotional rather than intellectuai (Cook 127). 

Tt was inevitable that Bengough, as a Protestant moraiist, should become the 

proponent of two well-known causes, namely, prohibition and sabbatarianism (Cook 

132). As illustnited by his work (see fig. 20 137), the Toronto Sunday streetcar issue was 



one of the fights Bengough supported. Although politicians argued that streetcars would 

Unprove Church participatioq Bengough believed the vehicles would also bring "people to 

parks or the workplace," thus breaking with the sanctity of the Sabbath (Cook 135). 

Two major figures, Charles Dickens and Thomas Nast, influenced Bengough's 

work. The title Grip was taken Rom the raven that constantly accompanied the feeble- 

rninded Rudge in Charles Dickens's 184 1 novel Barnabv Rudq  (Blake 16; Spadoni 16). 

This "strange cornpanion" was said to have "ail the wit," and Bengough even listed 

Barnaby Rudge as an editor early in Gri$ run (Spadoni 16). Bengough's interest in 

Dickens took on other literary forms, such as the play The Drearn of Dickens, which 

contained a complement of caricatures in the style of the subject (The WdLiam Ready 

Division, Bengough CoUection 2). As an aside, Bengough also wrote other plays, poetry, 

and operas (The Wtlliam Ready Division, Bengough Collection 2). By far, his greatest 

artistic mentor was Nast. 

According to Cook, "Nast's influence on Bengough was enduring" (127). He 

writes that some of the Canadian's drawings were inspired directly by "his Amencan 

counterpart" (127). Harper's Weeklv became Bengough's favounte journal. He avidly 

followed the work of the magazine's principal cartoonist. Bengough stated that he was 

"among the thousands who studied with profound admiration Nast's elaborate full-page 

cartoons in that great journal of civilization against Boss Tweed and the Tarnmany Ring of 

New York" (Blake 12). In 1870, the young Canadian's dreams of becoming a cartoonist 

motivated him to send a cartoon drawn in Nast's style to the editor of Harper's Weekly 

(Blake 12). 

Bengough was flattered when the editor returned a note congratulating him on the 

accuracy of his mimicry. He was ovenvhelmed when Nast himself sent a personal 

acknowledgernent of a job well done (Blake 12). In terms of subject matter, there were 

obvious duplications. Nast's Republican elephant, for example, appeared in Bengough's 

political cartoons, albeit not with the same lasting symbolism as in the United States 

(Waite 125). One of the most striking examples of the sirnilarities was in Bengough's 

mon famous cartoon, entitled "Ancient Tory Tactics," which depias Consenratives 



entering the National Policy Trojan horse in order to p a s  through the walls of office (see 

fig. 2 1 138)- compared with Nast 's 1872 drawing of the Republicans boarding a similar 

animal (see fig. 22 139; Cook 127). 

Both Nast and Bengough were patriots. According to Ramsay Cook there were 

some similarities between Nast's bloody Unionist cartoons dunng the American Civil War 

and Bengough's celebration of the Canadian cause during the Northwest Rebellion in 

1885 (1 27). However, uniike Na* Bengough was only occasiondy a flag-waver who 

preferred to lampoon rather than praise the patriotic pretensions of politicians and 

businessrnen (Cook 127). 'Wast's caricatures reveai an almost humorless Germanic 

outlook that imagined gloom, fierce and fnghtening images while Bengough oflen 

preferred humor, exaggeration, and ridicule" (Cook 127). Aside From the stylistic 

differences, Bengough's technical ability was weak and never reached the quality of Nast's 

(Cook 125; Desbarats and Mosher 52). Nevertheless, what he lacked in raw talent he 

made up for in portraying the political, racial, and social antagonism that divided 

Canadians during a crucial penod of the nation's political history (Desbarats and Mosher 

52). 

There is evidence that the English caricaturist William Hogarth also proved to be 

an influence on Bengough's work. According to Bengough's papers, one of his best 

fiends was William Christie, founder of the Christie-Brown Biscuit Company (The 

William Ready Division, Bengough Collection 1). Mr. Christie: was a relative, by 

mamage, of Bengough's. Bengough boarded with the Chn'sties when he first came to 

Toronto from Whitby to work at The Globe. Christie had a full set of Hogarth's famous 

cartoons "beautfilly bound that were later presented to Bengough in recognition of the 

talents he had displayed in Gri~ ' '  (The William Ready Division, Bengough Collection 1). 

According to his brother Thomas's notes, Bengough appreciated the Hogarth volumes 

Very highly and to prevent them from being sold or Iost, he donated them to the Toronto 

Public Library" (The Wiiam Ready Division, Bengough Collection 1). John Leach and 

John Tenniel iduenced Bengough's works to a lesser extent (Blake 20, 74; Waite 125). 
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TBE EIISTORY OF TEE MAGAZINE: A GRIPPING TALE 

G r i ~  was a comic jomai that made its first appearance on May 24, 1873. It was 

published by J. W. Bengough & Co. (Spadoni 12). According to Car1 Spadoni, the 

magazine contained witticisms, jokes, short stories, fables, satirical poetry, letters, answers 

to correspondents, commentaries, editorials, reports nom newspapers and other 

publications, advertisements, and cartoons (1 7). The masthead featured the word GRIP 

carved from the branches of a tree with a raven perched on the inside curve of the fira 

letter amid a scene of mischief and folly (see fig. 23 140; Spadoni 16). Initially, G r i ~  was 

four pages long and sold for five cents a copy or two dollars for a year's subscription. 

The price doubled a year later when the weekly was expanded to eight pages, but the 

original price was reinstated "probably as a result of loss of subscriptions" (Spadoni 16). 

It rernained at two dollars despite an increase in size to sixteen pages. 

During the first year of the journal's existence, A S. IMng, a local bookseiler, 

served as business manager until Bengough and his brother Thomas were ready to leave 

their permanent employment at The Globe (Blake 23). Maintaining his stafFposition at 

Toronto's leading newspaper meant creating a nurnber of aliases. Chase P. Hall and 

Bamaby Rudge were used in the first few issues to cautiously obscure his identity (Blake 

23). From time to time later in Grip's sn, Bengough ail1 signed other names on his 

cartoonhg work. Whereas John-Baptiste Côté used the pen narne C. C. Lescieur, 

Bengough employed the name Côté when he drew cartoons that dealt with Québec 

politics (Desbarats and Mosher 232). 

At first, there was not a lot of excitement surrounding the publication, but this 

quickly changed when the Liberals uncovered evidence of a $300,000 contribution to the 

Conservatives by Sir Hugh Ailan of Montreai, the head of a railway syndicate anxious to 

build a new line to the Pacific Coast (Granatstein et al. 30). Grip's first success was a by- 

product of the Pacific Scandal. The whole country was at once dame with interest and 

excitement. This theme would keep G r i ~  going for many issues. Every Saturday, Cim~ was 

published and read on al1 sides of English-speaking society. It was Ontario centred, but 

was read nationaily, especially by politicians. In 1873, G r ï ~  had made its reputation and its 



fortune out of the Pacinc Scandai, and "its devastating cartoons had done much to help 

bring d o m  the Macdonald government" (Waite 125). 

Because Bengough had first become interested in politicai cartooning as a resuit of 

Nast's lampooning, the Pacific Scandal was tailor-made (Cook 126). With the scandal as 

a catalyst, not to mention the pliable physical features of Macdonald, Gri? '~ circulation 

increased rapidly (Cook 126). Macdonaid was a godsend for Canadian cartoonists, with 

his angular profile, ungainly figure, and intemperate drinking habits. The "blatant 

corruption of nineteenth-century politics created a popular image that could be traced 

even by cartoonists with Iittle natural talent for caricature7' @esbarats and Mosher 12). 

The classic Pacific Scandal cartoon showed the Prime Minister with his boot on 

Miss Canada, a bonle in his pocket, and a speech balloon with the words, ''These hands 

are clean" (Desbarats and Mosher 50). The speech balloon is still used to elaborate on 

images displayed but this cartoon (see fig. 24 141) says more than any written editorial 

could possibly hope. Bengough ofien portrayed Macdonald as a showman, a camivai 

barker in high boots, checkered pants, and polka-dot shirt Pesbarats and Mosher 50). 

Mackenzie became Prime Minister when the Pacific Scandal forced Macdonald out of 

office, but Mackenzie, a stonemason before becoming a joumalist and then poiitician, 

lacked the flare and imagination to keep the country moving forward (Newman 134; 

National Archives 1). Upright and scrupulously honest, he could not beiieve it when he 

Iost the 1878 election. The people had rejected him for "that proven rogue," John A. 

Macdonald (Newman 1 34). 

According to Michael Bliss, with Macdonald's comeback only five years after the 

scandal that had rocked the nation, he had "eased back on his drïnking, recapturing much 

of the dignity of his office" but "no one doubted that his political skullduggery in the 

interests of the Conservative Party continued" (21). Bliss said that Macdonald hoped that 

his new policies would create jobs, opportunities, and prosperity for Canadians, and when 

they did not, in the late 1 8 8 0 ~ ~  he had nothing to fd back on but procrastination and the 

delay that would win him the nickname "Old Tomorrow" (22). As Macdonald grew old in 

power, opinions were "equally divided on whether his scheming and manipulation has 



been noble or cynical"(B1iss 24). The essentiai problem in later years was that nothing 

seemed to cairn the tide of sectional alienatio~ provincial power seeking, and cultural 

tensions enguifing the Dominion (24). 

Regardless of interpretation, Macdonald had become an institution and a symbol of 

Canada. In a demonstration in Toronto on December 17, 1884, to celebrate Macdonald's 

forty years in Parliament, the guest of honour said, "1 heard the cry just now from one of 

my fnends saying, 'You will never die.' Gentlemen, I really do believe that those who are 

in political opposition to me think so too" (qtd. in Guillet 90), but Macdonald suffered a 

senes of strokes that ended his life on June 6,  189 1 .  Lena Newman comments that d of 

Ottawa was concemed and considerate while Macdonald was dl; bells were taken off the 

hone-drawn streetcars that passed Earnsclie, Macdonald's residence, and even steamers, 

tugboats, towing barges and rafts ceased to blow their whistles and muffled their engines 

as they approached the vicinity (206). 

A tribute was included in G r i ~  on June 13, 189 1, to cornmernorate Macdonald's 

death. It included a full-page cartoon of 'The Empty Saddle' that Macdonald had vacated 

and a seven-stanra poem that marked the satesman's life (Guillet 138). The entire nation 

mourned his death, with thousands corning to ûttawa to pay their respects at a mernorial 

service. Ironically, Macdonaid's coffin travelled from ûttawa to Kingston via the railway, 

the first CPR funeral train to lave the Canadian capital (Newman 2 12). 

Nthough the high-profile and, sometimes, disreputâk career of Macdonald was a 

benefit in terms of providing a firm foundation for the fledgling Grip magazine, it dso 

afSorded Bengough the opportunity to play Nast to Macdonald's Tweed in the ultimate 

mimicry (Blake 78). Bengough portrayed the basic features of his subjects, using them to 

express what he considered to be their essential nature. At times, his drawings were quite 

cruel and influentid (Hom 43). The Globe, The Wimipee Times, The Manitoba Free 

Press, The Moncton Transcript, The Ouébec Chronicle, The Kingston Dailv News, The 

Qshawa Reformer, The Woodstock Sentinel Review, The London Free Press, The Halifax 

Chronicle, and countless other daily and weekly newspapers gave full coverage to 

Bengough's cartooning activities (Kutcher 40). Canadians in d walks of Lfe, living in 



cities, small toms, and on f m s ,  were kept updated on Bengough's latest efforts, 

ironically through reports in other newspapers (Kutcher 40). 

This self-appointed role of moral judge of the social and politicai process was the 

singular feature of (3-i~ throughout this period of its existence. It was a tirne when 

Canadian newspapers were beginning to shake free of political partisanship with new 

populist papers like The Montreal Star and The Toronto Telegram soon to make their 

appearances. G r i ~  had ail the conviction of the older press and all the independence of the 

new (Kutcher 6). M e r  G r i ~  became fùlly established at No. 2 Toronto Street, Bengough 

Brothers was formed as a publishing company in 1875 (Blake 23). These were years of 

prospenty for the Bengoughs and Grip magazine. 

According to Car1 Spadoni, G r i ~  loa its public appeai following the death of 

Macdonald in 189 1 because the publication had been built on "Macdonald's foibles," and 

he had been considered Bengough's "chief object of satire"(23). The competition of rival 

magazines, combined with Bengough's tendency to act as a propagandist, also accounted 

for ~ D ' S  demise. Thomas Bengough stated that "it was financial mismanagement and 

personaiity coiitlicts within the Grip Printing and Publishing Co. that spelled the end for 

the publication" (qtd. in Spadoni 23). Although John Wilson and Thomas Bengough were 

directors of the company, together they owned only a small percentage of the shares 

(Spadoni 23). Aithough sales probably never exceeded 7, 000 copies at the peak of Grip's 

popularity in the mid-1880s, its readership was doubtiess larger "primarily because of its 

cartoons" (Kutcher 38). G r i ~  did not have the aaggering circulation figures seen in the 

hilitzer-Hearst newspapers war, which speaks as a testament to Grïv's power as a 

national phenomenon. 

With the demise of Grip in 1894, Bengough took a position as cartoonist for The 

Toronto Globe (Kutcher 104). For the remainder of his Me, Bengough's caricatures 

appeared in a variety ofjournals and dailies, for example, The Montreal Star, The Moming 

Chronicle. The Public, The Farmer's Advocate. The Varsi-, and Review of Reviews 

(Spadoni 13). In 1898, Bengough lectured at the Impenai Institute in London. He served 

as an alderman in Toronto between 1 906 and 1909 (Spadoni 26). Throughout his life, 



Bengough had conducted "chalk tdks," which had proven to be highly successfûl in 

prornoting his personal causes as well as the art of cartooning (Kutcher 46). In 1909, he 

presented his lectures in Australia and New Zealand. Near the end ofhis life, he was a 

teacher of elocution at Knox College (Spadoni 26). On his last Canadian tour, he gave 

sixty fiee lectures to high-school students in addition to his regular speaking engagements. 

On October 2, 1923, whiie drawing a series of cartoons on moral reform, he fell from his 

chair and died (S padoni 26). 

Bengough's Gri~, with its combination of humour and informed political 

cornmentary within the cartoon medium, transcended the comic journal genre. Having 

philosophically allied itself with the poiiticized nature of the daily press, Cm? 

foreshadowed modem joumalisrn (Blake 38, 57). Further, G ~ D ' s  impact was one in which 

the use of visual images, specifically cartoons, had been employed in a long-standing 

weekiy journal format. This was a first for the Canadian cartooning scene and provided 

proof that it could, in fact, be done. Some of the individuals influenced by the works of 

Bengough, along with the political and social situation that they caricature, are highlighted 

in this study. 

BESIDFS BENGOUGH: 

THE FIRST WAVE OF CANADIAN CARTOONISTS 

Peter Desbarats and Teny Mosher ailege that "ail the main features of national 

attitudes in modern Canada were sketched cmdely in the first cartoon published in the 

nineteenth century" (see fig. 25 143) and, further, that Canada and its cartoonists have 

merely completed the national caricature in more detail (53). This is an oversimplification 

and generalization that does not take into consideration either the diverse artistic 

population working during this first wave or the unique social, cultural, and politicai 

elements of Canadian history. There has been more than a mere copycat efféct, even in the 

first twenty years of this century. However, it is noted that some cartoonists of the 1930s 

and 1940s took a d e r ,  less abrasive approach toward their political cornmentary. 



C anadian 

far, escaped civil 

3-57 

politicai cartoons are linked directly to Canada's hiaory, which has, thus 

war, outright revolution, or widespread social unrest. That does not 

mean that Canada has not faced hardship politicdy. From political corruption, social and 

economic inequaiity, unernployrnent, and injustice toward its weaker citizens the 

cartoonists "have been closer and more sensitive to these aspects of our society than have 

many of the writers and joumalists who have lefl behind records for historians" 

(Desbarats and Mosher 32). Perhaps obvious, but at the same time essential, is the 

understanding that when it cornes to political cartoons, one must rely on subject matter 

dnven politicdly, which is not dways as readily available as landscape or portrait matenal. 

It follows that if there is an overabundance of politicai materiai, the artist has the ability to 

choose the subject and, through that element of selection, increase the potentiai quality 

and power of the images. When it cornes to politicai cartoonhg the bottom line is that the 

politicai climate influences the art. 

The Codederation generation of cartoonists, those who had grown up with or 

flipped through the pages of Punch in Canada The Canadian nlustrated News, Gr i~ ,  or 

one of the dozens of regional specialty satincal journals of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century, were by and large fiercely nationalist (Desbarats and Mosher 58). This 

protective stance for their new homeland particdarly against Amencan interference, is 

visually apparent in the representationai symbols that were perpetuated. Canada was often 

portrayed as an innocent young virgin in danger of becoming seduced by Brother Jonathan 

from south of the border (see fig. 26 143; Desbarats and Mosher 58). Uncle Sam, or 

Jonathan, was often shown as a crafty and somewhat "disreputable Yankee carpetbagger" 

(Desbarats and Mosher 58). Comparatively, Britain was portrayed as Britannia, or John 

Bull, assisting in the fostering of the independent Canada. In this way, cartoonists were 

reflective of the politicians and social feelings of individuals in English-speaking Canada. 

In their more aggressive moments, Canadian cartoonists drew their new nation as "Jack 

Canuck," brawny, vimious, straight-taiking, and something of a Boy Scout figure (see fig. 

27 144; Desbarats and Mosher 58). 

The Canadian frontier was opening up in the 1890s. Newspapers were spnnging 



up in the booming western towns (Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6) .  In the first 

decade of the new century, Canada's population incrcdsed fiom 5.3 million to 7.2 million, 

with more than haif of the new arrivals settluig in the western provinces (Desbarats and 

Mosher 73). Cartoonists were arnong these immigrants increasing their numben in 

Canada substantidy. Up until this point in Canadian cartooning history, vimially al1 of the 

cartooning aaivity had been concentrated in the urban areas of Upper and Lower Canada. 

Newspapers and journals that had the inclination, financial resources, and technicai 

equipment to reproduce cartoons had not aiways provided a holistic Canadian perspective. 

Donald McRitchie arrived in Winnipeg in 1906. He had aiready sold cartoons to 

The Svdnev Post in Nova Scotia and The Ottawa Evenine Journal as he worked his way 

west (Desbarats and Mosher 245; Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6). McRitchie was 

part of the movement opening up Canadian cartooning. He has been considered the "king 

of trailblazers for cartoonists in the west" (Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6). From 

1902 until 1922, Bob Edward's Eye-Opener estabiished a reputation for 

irreverence. Edwards drew cartoons for the first few years of his notorious publication. 

He dso hired others, such as McRitchie and Charles H. Forrester, to work on The Eye- 

Opena mesbarats and Mosher 82). 

Arch Dale was the representative of the common man, particularly in English 

speaking Western Canada (see fig. 28 145 ; Desbarats and Mosher 78). Dale came to 

Winnipeg in 1907 when the West was a hotbed of politicai activity with new politicai 

parties, farmers, railroads, grain companies, and labour forces battling for power 

(Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6). Dale worked at The Winnipen Free Press for 

twenty-seven years. Prime Minister Richard Bedford Bennett especially admired Daie's 

work. He oflen asked for his original cartoons. Once, when an original had been lost, Dale 

carefklly redrew the cartoon for the Prime Minister (Desbarat s and Mosher 9 1 ). 

Interest was still high in Ontario for visual satire with a political fonis. The Goblin 

was a magazine launched by University of Toronto students in 1927. Within a year, it had 

the biggest newsstand circulation of any comic journal, with more than 10,500 copies. The 

editor, Richard Taylor, later became a regular cartoonhg contributor to The New Yorker 



(Desbarats and Mosher 83). In addition to The Goblin The Moon. published in Toronto 

in 190 1 and 1902, "allowed its cartoonists to express themselves with unusud freedom" 

(Desbarats and Mosher 80) . 

After the death of Macdonald in 189 1. the most memorable national leader in this 

£ira wave of cartooning was Canada's first French-speaking prime minister, Sir Wilfnd 

Launer. Launer seems to have possessed something of the chMsma that was projected 

more than halfa century later by another notable prime rninister fiom Québec, Pierre 

EUion Trudeau (Desbarats and Mosher 69). At the outset of the Laurier period, 

Saskatchewan and Alberta joined Codederation to complete the unioh apart from the 

eventud addition of Nedoundland in 1949. 

Sir W i d  Laurier won election in 1896 and was reelected in 1300. A second term 

was "a rare treat for Canadian cartoonists," who had to be content with four prime 

rninisters in the five years prïor to Launer (Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6). The 

Prime Ministers occupying office between Macdonald and Laurier were John Joseph 

Caldwell Abbott, John Sparrow David Thompson, Mackenzie Bowell, and Charles 

Tupper, respectively (Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6). The papers of Mackenzie 

BoweU contain newspaper clippings of cartoons of himseif while he was prime minster. 

His short tenn in office was distinguished only by his unpopular handling of the Manitoba 

schools question, leading to the humiliation of his forced resignation (North 28). For over 

sixteen years, Laurier was "a bonanza for the nation's cartoonists" (Canadian Museum of 

Caricature 2: 6). 

TEE ISSUES BEEiIND THE COMMENTARY 

One of the first tests of the new term for the Launer government was defining the 

relationships that had contributed most to Canada's development, namely, those with 

Bntain and the United States. The debate about trade reciprocity with the United States 

related to a question that continues into the 1990s. To what extent is Canada independent 

and distinct --culturdly, economicaliy, and politically- from its neighbour to the south? 

These issues of extemal affairs had gone unaddressed while Canada established 



itselfas a nation and constructed its i&astructure. In 1907, in an effort to "clean the 

slate" ofunresolved problems with the United States, several issues in dispute by the 

Anglo-Amencan Joint Commission were separately and successfuily resolved. As weii, a 

Boundary Waters Treaty was signed in 1909, establishing the Canada-United States 

International Joint Commission to deal with future problems in the sharhg of boundary 

water resources (Granatstein el al. 13 8). 

Ottawa and Washington had agreed to the free trade of the natural resources of 

either country. In addition, other schedules lowered the duties on selected lists of 

manufactured goods originating in one or the other nation (Granatstein el al. 138). On the 

face of it, reciprocity, with so many obvious benefits to Canadian consumers and voters, 

was economicaily hard to oppose. Nonetheless, the opposition geared up to defeat the 

agreement, and when an opening appeared in the fonn of a split in the Laurier government 

on the issue, opponents made their move. Both the Liberals and the Conservatives 

professed strong imperialist loyalties, and the debate was emotionally charged. Robert 

Borden stated that the issue was "Continentalism or Canadianisrn" (Granatstein el al. 

139). The fear of losing the identity they had so recently toiled to achieve was enough to 

turn the political tide. 

Elisha Newton McConnel was credited as being instrumental in the defeat of 

Laurier and his reciprocity policy in 19 1 1 (Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6; 

Desbarats and Mosher 244). Assisting in the character assassination was veteran 

cartoonist Owen Staples, who worked for The Evenine Telemam in Toronto for sixty 

years (Desbarats and Mosher 244). Arthur G. Racey's cartoons had appeared in 

Canard and Gr@ He became the chief cartoonist at The Montreal Star in 1899 afler 

cartoonist Henri Julien's death and remained for a forty-year period (Desbarats and 

Mosher 78). Racey also played a key role in toppling the Laurier government (Canadian 

Museum of Caricature 2: 6). The victorious Robert Borden wrote to the cartoonist, 

stating, 'The recent campaign was certainly most interesting and eventfil and your 

splendid work contributed more than a Little bit to the result" (Canadian Museum of 

Caricature 2: 6). In faimess to Laurier, cartoonists had lost an excellent subject with his 



depamire, but they would just as quickly tum to Borden as theû new object of scrutiny 

(Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6). 

The defeat of fiee trade did not mean that Canadians would not do business with 

-4mericans. as evidenced by the lucrative smuggling industry that grew out of Prohibition. 

In the United States, the burning domestic politicai question of this era was whether or not 

people had the right to buy a drink. "It turned out they did not. Under the Eighteenth 

Amendment, the Volstead Act of 19 19, al1 of Amerka had suddenly gone dry" 

(Granatstein el al. 294). As a result, in the 1 9 2 0 ~ ~  a large number of Canadians were 

making a Living by transporting liquor across the border, and "with the help of Al Capone, 

his bootleggers, and thousands of Canadian nimrunners, millions of Amencans got dnink 

uncon~tihitiondy'~ (Granatstein el al. 294). This was cartoonhg potential that did not go 

to waste. 

It was common knowledge that "every night, barges, schooners, launches, and 

even canoes and sailboats lefl their ports of Hal'ifâx, Vancouver, Windsor and scores of 

tiny harbors to unioad cases of scotch rye, gin" (Granatstein el ai. 295). On the prairies, 

enterprising Canadians were crossing the border in cars, trucks, airplanes, and even on 

bicycles to unload their goods (Granatstein el al. 295). 

These vehicles ofien did not retum to Canada empty. [nstead, they smuggled back 

other goods especialiy textile and tobacco products, worth millions of dollars annually 

(see fig. 29 146). Only when Canadian manufacturers in these industries complained did 

the King govemrnent attempt to put a hait to this illicit trade (Granatstein el al. 296). 

Prohibition did, in fact, become a Canadian legai and social phenomenon. By the end of 

the First World War, every province had introduced some form of legislation prohibiting 

the consumption of alcohol, but the provinces kept changing their legislation. This meant 

that cartoonists could take a stand for or against a social phenomenon that touched many 

individual lives (Granatstein el al. 294). 

The First World War raised more than the question of prohibition. Borden and 

many other Canadians had been considering the question of conscription since early in 

Canada's participation in the war, but the Prime Minister's first inclination was to reject it. 



In 19 14, he declared hirnseif against compulsory enliament. At the tirne, the political cost 

was too high to jus@ invoking conscription, especiaily in Québec, where most French- 

Canadians were against being forced to serve in a foreign war (see fig. 30 147; Canadian 

Museum of Caricature 2: 6; Granatstein el al. 208). By the time the war ended in 

November of 19 18, more than 124,000 conscripts had actually been added to the rolls, 

and approximately 24,000 of these were at the front. However, conscription was never 

just about numbers -it was an issue arising out of the major difference that separated 

English- and French-Canadians and their attitude toward the national duty to fight. 

"French Canadians were not enlisted at anywhere near the rate of others Canadians," and 

many English were determined to change this (Granatstein el al. 209). The French-English 

battle over conscription was rooted Ui other crises, such as the Riel Hair and the 

Manitoba schools question of the mid-1890s (Granatstein el al. 209). The conscription 

decision lefl decidedly different canoons in Québec and the rest of Canada; once aga$ 

the controversy surrounding cultural and historical diEerences fiared. Sam Hunter 

produced cartoons that focused on "the conscription cnsis" with anti-Laurier and anti- 

Québec images (Desbarats and Mosher 239). Hunter had a lengthy career that began with 

Bengough's Ç r i ~  in the 1870s and included more than twenty years as a s ta f f  cartoonist 

with The Toronto Star (Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6). 

Prominent cartoonids also played humanitarian roles in assisting with the war 

effort. Racey, aforementioned, raised 50,000 dollars for the Red Cross through a senes of 

lectures consisting of lantem slides of some of his cartoons (Desbarats and Mosher 79). 

Racey worked for The Montreal Star. He was once described by S. Morgan-Powell, 

Toronto Star's drama critic, as "the gentle cartoonist who was never vicious" (Canadian 

Museum of Caricature 2: 6).  

From the FU-st World War to the economic prosperity of the latter portion of the 

1920s, rapid growth in both industry and agiculture led many to believe that Laurier's 

prediction was corning tme: the twentieth century would be Canada's (Granatstein el al. 

306). On 29 October, Black Tuesday, 1929, the great boom of the 1920s came to an end. 

"On that day, after several false alarms, the New York Stock Market collapsed 



(Granatstein el al. 306). Playing the market had been the national sport of the decade, but 

suddenly, for reasons econornists are stiii debating, everyone lost confidence in the market 

simultaneously. Within days, thousands lost their iife savings and were desthte. wthin 

weeks, the value of shares on the market had gone down by thirty billion dollars 

(Granatstein el al. 306). 

The coliapse of the market was only the beginning. Consumer spending decbed 

drastically. Without customers, many stores, factories, and banks were soon ciosing d 

over North America W~thin a year, millions of middle-class Americans and Canadians 

were without work or nîoney (Granatstein el al. 307). Most desperateiy afTected was 

Canada, which was inextricably linked to export markets in minerais, lumber, newsprint, 

fish, and wheat (Granatstein el al. 138). The Depression afEected the whole country, but 

Western Canada was hit harder than other regions, being transformed from a prosperous 

region to one of naturai disasters -grasshoppers, rust, drought, drifting soil, and scurvy 

(Granatstein el al. 3 08). Not everyone suffered during the Depression. Those on pensions 

or k e d  salaries suddenly found their money would buy much more, and Canada was a 

wonderful place for those who di had wealth (Granataein el al. 307). 

The economic depression that started in 1929 brought a sharper awareness of the 

inequitable distribution of weaith among social classes, furthering the cartoonists' cause as 

the representatives of the average citizen. R. B. Bennett, the Conservative who was prime 

rninister from 1930 to 1935 and who "'carne to symbolize the capitalkm of smug old 

Toryism for many cartoonists," attempted to introduce "new deal" legislation strongly 

influenced by the socialism of the day (Desbarats and Mosher 96). Unimpressed by the 

conversion, Canadians reelected King Oesbarats and Mosher 98). 

King's personal papers, housed at the National Archives, reveal his "healthy sense 

of self-mockery" (Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6). His collection uicludes two 

Conservative election posters criticizing his policies and original cartoons lampooning a 

variety of subjects (North 29). During the Depression and Worid War Two, the years of 

Bennett and King, cartoonists Les Cdan, Jack Boothe, Robert Chambers, and Arch Dale 

rose to prominence (Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6). 



The "every man," or John Q. hblic, theme was reinforced by a great many 

cartoonists during this period. Its development was humed by the Depression. ln 1945, 

Robert Chambers combineci "the bowler and spectacles of his conventional IittIe guy with 

the physique and club of Bengough's Canuck and employed the caption "Giant for a 

Day," refemng to the power to elect politicians into office Pesbarats and Mosher 34). 

The following day, with the federal election over, Chambers shrunk the voter back to size, 

portraying him as cringing in the palm of a politician's hand (Desbarats and Mosher 34). 

Chambers's career began in 1924 in the United States, where he worked as an 

anirnator for film cartoons and as an illustrator for the tabloid New York Graphic 

(Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6; Desbarats and Mosher 1 17). He lived in the 

United States until the Depression saw him retum to Halifax in 1933. He found work at 

The Halifax Chronicle. Four years later, he accepted an offer from The Halifax Herald 

where he stayed for forty years (Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6). The secret, 

according to Chambers, of his longevity in the Canadian cartooning industry was "you [the 

cartoonist] just want to do something that's going to please your boss. Anything that's 

going to upset him you just don't do it, if you're smart" (qtd. in Desbarats and Mosher 

1 17). Further, Chambers stated he had "never done a cartoon that causes any controversy" 

(qtd. in Desbarats and Mosher 1 17). 

The Canadian political and social issues outlined previously were obviously 

milestones in the history of Canada during the first forty years of this century. What might 

be less obvious in terms of mapping the peaks and valleys of Canadian cartooning as a 

whole is that there was a downward tum in terms of the quality and punch of cartoons 

produced in the 1930s into the 1940s. 

Between the two world wars, life in Canada was tough. Many Canadians did not 

want "cartoonists flailing the nation's social, economic, and political shortcornings," and 

publishers and editors "controlled their cartoonists closely" Pesbarats and Mosher 82). 

The newspapers, by and large, with the exception of joumals such as The Eye Opener, 

The Moon, and The Goblin, "had no desire to aggravate problems that senously 

threatened the stability of the country" (Desbarats and Mosher 82). 



There are other possibilities that might have Ied to this downward trend. 

Outspoken cartoonists of the early century were getting older, and their work had less 

punch and zea (Hynds 55). Coupled with their age was the fact that there were many 

cartoonists who had enjoyed extraordinady long careers, begllming with the new 

phenomenon of newspaper cartooning in the 1890s. f i s  role wodd be dominated by 

younger people, many in their early twenties, some of whom would spend half a century at 

the same newspaper (Demis 665). The less powerful cartoons of the 1930s and 1940s 

"might have been related to the natural process of maturity" (Dennis 665). 

In many cases in Canada, cartoonists had maintained long working reiationships 

with their newspapers (Canadian Museum of Caricature 2: 6) .  For example, Albenc 

Bourgeois started with La Presse in 1905 and worked with the paper for close to fifty 

years; Arch Dale began cartooning when he was seventeen, and his career spanned fie- 

five years in the Canadian industry; Robert Chambers had a career that covered more than 

fi@ years (Desbarats and Mosher 227). 

Competing media outlets dso played a role in contnbuting to the decline of 

cartoons. The crusading spirit of the early century gave way to confusion and apathy in the 

tabloid era. "Picture pages, wirephotos and comics took away some of the cartoon's 

entertainment appeal" (Hynds 55). This would only mark the beginning of the 

widespread impact of competing visual media to be followed by the advent of television 

and lnternet advances. 

"The most powerful political cartoons are usually scorching indictments of people" 

(Dennis 664). Dennis believes that without one individual for wicaturias to blame for 

the economic and social concems of the day, the problems were difficult to tackle visually 

(664). Issues becarne more complicated dunng the Depression and less subject to single 

interpretations, and "increasing newspaper mergers reduced the partisan cornpetition on 

which cartoonists have thrived," and social satire was urged as a Iogical replacement for 

political satire (Smith 28). 

"Between the two world wars, Canadians were preoccupied with their own 

problems" and, further, had different concems frorn region to region (Desbarats and 



Mosher 92). This pattern of regional rivalry was now being expressed by increasingly 

strong provincial governrnents cornpeting with Ottawa, representing a theme that would 

be established in this second wave and one that would remain a dominant feature of 

Canadian politics. 



LOT IN THE INK: THE D0UTNUrAR.D 

This study continues to profile specific Canadian cartoonists during the downturn 

of the genre, iliustrating the subsequent resurgence that took place in the 1950s and 

1960s. It is usehl to focus on issue-based examples, such as the Second World War and 

conscription, as weil as constitutional, economic, and social concems that explore the 

connection between cartoonias and history in the making. 

The influence and impact of Duncan Ian Macpherson, who arrived on the political 

cartooning scene in the 1950s is highlighted. Macpherson is believed to be "the bea 

political cartoonkt that Canada has produced" mesbarats and Mosher 146). He was the 

catalyst for the second wave, bringing a new approach to the relationship among political 

cartoonists, politicians, and the public (Berton, Mv Times 154). With issues like the Quiet 

Revolution, national unity, the October Crisis, the referendum, and the lengthy and 

influentid reign of Pierre Elliot Trudeau, Macpherson's contributions to the artistic field 

are viewed in their historical context. 

During the 1930s and 1 9 4 0 ~ ~  Canadian cartooning came to a hiatus in its 

development. Cartoons on editorial pages were "polite little adornments" (Desbarats and 

Mosher 20). Political circumstances were such that a Liberal govemment had been in 

power in Ottawa since before the Second World War under the leadership, for the 

majority of that tirne, of Prime Mnister M a c k e ~ e  King, "a rotund and seemingly 

lackiuster little man whorn cartoonists found difficult to caricature'' (North 28). His 

successors Louis St. Laurent and Lester Bowles Person were also notoriously difficult to 

caricature (North 28). In addition to his physical feahires, King's "mild and conciliatory 

approaches to governing challenged a cartoonia's skills with only the most talented artists 

succeeding" (North 28). In contrast, Diefenbaker and Trudeau had distinctive 



physiognomies and leadership styles that were "a carkaturist's dream" (North 29). 

Canada entered the Second World War on 10 September 1939. The war was a 

continuation of the Iuii that had begun early in the 1930s in Canadian cartooning. In the 

face of the chaos of war, the ability of humourists to boost the morale of both edisted 

personnel and those on the home front was recognized. Nevertheless, it was a mere 

shadow of the original role of the court jester, lacking in the punch and poignancy that 

could be provided in terms of social and politicai commentary. Canadian involvement 

wouid last for six years, and the cartoonists' part was often seen as that of propagandia 

(Desbarats and Mosher 106). This shift in role fiom critic to supporter is a phenomenon 

that had been present in the subculture of caricaturias since Gilray and Daumier and 

continued throughout the Second World War. 

According to the Canadian Museum of Caricature, Canadian newspapers relied 

heavily upon editorial cartoons to comment on the events and issues of the Second World 

War (3: 6) .  Papers like The Toronto Star, with cartoonist Les Caüan, and The Montreal 

Gazette, with its cartoonist John Collins, not only addressed oveneas concems but also 

reflected on such homefront issues as the Japanese in Canada, conscription, and pnce 

controls (see fig. 3 1 148). 

With its participation in the Second World War now a reality, the country again 

faced the decision to conscript members of the Canadian public; once again, the English 

and the French approached this dilemma fiom different perspectives Pesbarats and 

Mosher 108). This was a most divisive issue. The electorate in Québec was outraged 

when King asked to be released from his pledge not to conscript (Granatstein et ai. 390). 

There were no such problems in English-Canada, where the Tories and the Cooperative 

Commonwealth Federation (CCF) found themselves in the uncornfortable position of 

being obliged to support King. The result was a great national split as virtually ail French- 

Canadians voted in a plebiscite on 27 April 1942, not to release the govemment from its 

pledge, whereas the great majority of English-Canadians voted yes (Granatstein et al. 

390). 

King was now in a position to cal1 for conscription but at the risk of dividing the 



country (Granatstein et al. 390). His solution was one that is stiU referred to when 

politicians find themselves in sirnilar public binds. The National Resources Mobilization 

Act would take as many overseas conscripts as possible, but conscription would never be 

enforced unless, and until, it was necessary to do so. "Not necessady conscription, the 

prime minister told a bewildered and bemused House of Commons and nation, but 

conscription ifnecessary" (Granatstein et al. 390). It was this kind of Canadian 

compromise that kept King comfortably in office until his death in 1948. 

In 1942. King made another popular decision in regard to Canada's role in the 

war. Under the War Measures Act and the Defense of Canada Regulations, over 23,000 

lapanese-Canadians, the rnajority fiom British Columbia, "were rounded up and confined 

(Granatstein et al. 387). According to these scholars, this move was a result of 

widespread panic sparked by the Iapanese attack on Hawaii and that "there were instant 

demands fkom federal, provincial and municipal politicians of alI parties, the newspapers, 

darmed citizens groups, and eventually the army, navy and air staff in British Columbia 

that Ottawa do sornething" (387). Despite the fact that the federal government was 

repeatedly told by its intelligence officiais that the lapanese-Canadians posed no threat, 

"there was scarcely a voice raised in their defence anywhere in Canada" (Granatstein et al. 

387). 

During the war, magazines and newspapers were created to keep up the morale of 

enlisted soldiers as well as the general public. Les Callan worked for the Canadian Amy 

newspaper, The Maple Leaf, f?om 1942 until 1945. He drew a senes entitled "Monty and 

lohnny," which portrayed the hardships and predicarnents of ordinary Canadian soldiers in 

France (Desbarats and Mosher 1 18). According to the Canadian Museum of Caricature, 

Callan had a lengthy career with The Toronto Star, producing more than 5,000 cartoons 

(3 : 6) .  William Coughlin, whose pen name was Bing, drew cartoons from the Italian front 

that portrayed Canadian troops in various situations; Merle Tingley, whose pen name was 

Ting, joined the army and worked as a draftsman for two wartime publications, Khaki and 

The Mapie Leaf (Desbarats and Mosher 23, 25 1). Tingley would later draw for 

London Free Press and would include a mascot, Luke Worm, in his work. Stew Cameron 



aiso enlisted in the Canadian army during the Second World War and served as a foot 

soldier while doing some cartooning for various military publications (Desbarats and 

Mosher 86). 

The war inspired cartooning galleries and periodical publications. During the early 

years of the war, Jack Boothe produced two books of cartoons under the guidance of The 

Vancouver Dai- Province (Desbarats and Mosher 230). Boothe would go on to cartoon 

for The Globe and Mail, being the £ira cartoonist to win the National Newspaper Award 

for cartooning when it was established by the Toronto Press Club in 1949 (The Canadian 

Centre for Caricature 1 : 6). Like Tingley, Boothe had a mascot hidden in his work. It was 

reported that if the cartoonia "ever forgot to include his owl in his cartoons, or hid it too 

cunningly nom readers to tind easily, the newsroom wouid ring with calls inquiring about 

the owl's absence" (The Canadian Centre for Caricature 1 : 6)-  

Apart Eom magazines that the defence department issued and the officiai 

documentation commissioned under the Canadian War Records program, sorne artwork 

examined the conflict fiom a different perspective. Topping the list of such works are the 

sketches of Molly Lamb Bobak, which she created as part of her personal war diary. The 

caricatures and cartoons inciuded in her diary gave a lively and "often hilarious account of 

her expenences in the [CWAC] Canadian Women's Army Corps" (see fig. 32 149; 

Richmond 25). 

Bobak came into prominence as the first fernale war artist to be sent to Europe to 

document the contributions of the CWAC (Richmond 25). She enlisted in the 

organization in the late fall of 1942 and remained in the service until the spnng of 1946. 

Canadian cartoonists, by and large, were supportive during times of crisis. During 

the First and Second World Wars, they reserved much of the typicai skepticisrn associated 

with their trade and drew what was in the bea interests of the public good, namely, the 

unity and stability of the country (Desbarats and Mosher 82). The idea that the country 

was at war and that it already had an extemai enemy was enough to tame many cartoonists 

who had lived through the Fkst World War; the same can be said of the economic 

hardships that accompanied the Depression. 



TBE TURN: A RESURGENCE IN CANADIAN EDITORlAlL CARTOONIlYG 

Newspapen remained in a state of decline in the 1950s and early 1960s with less 

tenacity and daring than at the tum of the century but a regeneration was on the horizon. 

This was critical to Canadian cartoonists because newspapers, not weekly journal 

publications, as was the case in the nineteenth century, were now the primas, information- 

carrying conduits (Hynds 55). From the arrangement and balance of columns to use of 

pichires, choice and size of typeface, the design of headlines, and consistency of style, 

changes were aident (Hutt and James 34). This period marked the beginning of a major 

shift in the appearance of newspapen, a move away fiom the traditional grey column style 

that had been the staple of the industry. The traditional vertical newspaper look was a 

produa of technology as well as the social and cultural noms of the tirne. It was 

"assumed newspaper buyers would read everything in the paper front to back, so position 

was unimportant7'(Morton 48). However, with competing media and an increased Pace of 

life, white space, or space that provided a visual break fiom the traditional column style, 

was necessary to attract readers who were not going to read the paper from cover to 

cover. Slowly, publishers and editors moved toward headlines that directed readers to 

important war stories and national issues of the day. The newspaper customer was being 

lead by the eye, and big banner headlines becarne common, especially in newspaper battles 

that emerged in big cities (Silverman 16). 

The dramatic use of white space did not come without a price. Although effective 

in drawing a reader's interest to one particular are% creating balance and increasing the 

esthetic value of a page, the accompanying white space and illustrations, such as editorïai 

cartoons that created these breaks in the text, took up more room. Instead of the dozen 

stories that could be featured on the broadsheet front page, ody eight could be placed in 

an esthetically pleasing manner (Morton 48). Space was at a premium, and nowhere was 

it more evident than on editorial pages. These pages, considered to be the heart of the 

paper, reflected the views of newspaper editors, columnists, and readers. Traditionally, 

they were the most static of any of the pages in the newspaper, the assumption being that 

credibility could be called into question as a result of "flashy displays" (Morton 48). 



According to Morton, publishers also realized that they needed to include 

"intelligent humour" to spark interest in the editorial page (48). This market-driven 

rationale was paramount to the success of the newspapers and diiectly related to the 

resurgence in cartooning. There were many technical rules that layout experts employed in 

order to make the newspaper more Msuaily appealing. One contemporary example is that 

one must never trap white space between two text-based paragraphs or colurnns, which is 

why rnost cartoons are situated in the upper right-hand corner of the opinion page. 

The artist themselves were also changing. "Political cartoonists of the 1950s saw 

themselves as a lively and ornery group. This was in turn lead by fresh new faces. They 

saw their duty in the tradition of early cartoon heroes like Thomas Nast, as the tearing 

d o m  and shaking up of the opposition" (Handelman 141). J. D. Weaver described the 

editorial cartoonist of the second wave as "an impudent, irreverent, highly opinionated 

individuaiist who can flounsh only in an environment hospitable to dissent" (72), and 

Scott Long asserts "cartoonists must be strong and controversial to be good" (57). 

Duncan Macpherson, of The Toronto Star. was not the oniy skilled craftsman who 

was at the forefiont of the resurgence of editorial cartooning in the 1950s. There were 

others, like Robert LaPalme of Le Devoir and Len Norris of The Vancouver Sun, who 

also contributed to recording the political and social history of the years corn the 1940s to 

the 1980s. "Within a few years, changing political conditions and the influence of a new 

generation of cartoonists drasticaily altered this slurnp leading to a resurgence." and "at a 

time when everyone least expected it, Canadian cartooning experienced a Renaissance" 

(Desbarats and Mosher 20). Different names, ideas, and styles began to appear on the 

editorial pages of major newspapers in Canada as cartoonists began to explore new 

temtories created by politicai events and changing public tastes. 

During the 1950s and 1960s, according to Peter Desbarats and Teny Mosher, 

Robert LaPalme was the leading cartoonist in French Canada and one of the few 

cartoonists with some reputation outside the country (1 00). They indicate that LaPalme 

was approached by supporters of Québec's Union Nationale govemment in 1956 and 

offered $50, 000 if he would do something publicly to support the cause in the 



forthcorning election (100). When the bribe was oEered, LaPalme was working for 

Devoir "to defeat a reactionary and compt Québec goverment headed by Premier 

Maurice Duplessis" (Desbarats and Mosher 10 1). "It was significant that the Québec 

public came to appreciate a cartoonist whose drawings were unconventional and whose 

political views were radical" (see fig. 33 150; Desbarats and Mosher 102). This was a 

shifl from the illustrations the country had been accuaomed to. LaPalmeYs interest in the 

collection, display, exposure, and preservation of exceptional cartoons lead him to 

establish Montreal's Annual International Saion of Caricature and Cartoon in 1963, which 

still attracts worldwide participation. 

In a letter written to the author, national archivist Jim Burant points out that like 

LaPalme, Len Noms has been a gifted cartoonia with a poignant message. In facf he has 

been considered the funniest cartoonist in the country and among the most popular. 

According to the Canadian Centre for Caricature, Noms was hired by the Royal Canadian 

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Division to act as editor of their publication during 

the Second World War (1 : 6). Norris retumed to Toronto, where he becarne an art 

director for Maclean-Hunter publications. One of his interests was caricaturing British 

Royalty. By the time George VI was crowned in 1937, much of the traditional interest in 

Royal caricatures had disappeared, but Noms can be credited with leading a resurgence in 

caricatures of the royal family. Prince Phillip owns a Noms cartoon that was inspired by 

his visit to Vancouver in 1954 to open the British Empire Games. 

Since 1950, when Noms joined The Vancouver Sun, he has presented himself as a 

social cartoonist rather than a political one, but he has dealt indirectly with Canadians' 

political attitudes by providing a different spin on the traditional medium Noms employs 

the "common man" connection, using cartoons that have a distinctive regional culture as 

vehicles to caricature and expressing underlying national attitudes toward current events. 

As politicai, social, and racial tension increased in Canada in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Noms's cartooning style often became simpler and his message more serious (see fig. 34 

1 5 1 ; Desbarats and Mosher 129). 

In this cenhiry, LaPalme in Québec, Macpherson in Ontario, and Noms in British 



Columbia have helped to bridge the gap that had been created by the twenty-year lull; 

others redized that a change was taking place and assisted in the directional shift of the 

cartooning field. James G. Reidford was the editoriai cartoonist for The Montreal Star 

from 1942 to 195 1 and for The Globe and Mail fkom 195 1 until 1972 (Desbarats and 

Mosher 1 18). In a 1958 interview, Reidford stated that "Canadian cartooning is going 

through a renaissance period right now" (qtd. in Desbarats and Mosher 1 19). 

The great Canadian cartoonists of the 1950s and 1960s, such as LaPalme, Norris, 

and Macpherson, were joined by "a new generation of artists with new voices and 

concepts, with innovative techniques and imaginative symbolism, some even conceptual 

and nirrealistic, that placed them in the Company of their most vibrant precursors" 

(Robinson 9). Although the exact timing of the comeback of Canadian cartooning is 

impossible to quant* to any exact degree, the "1 960s were a t h e  of rapid change in 

social conventions and political upheaval in Canada," and the new face of cartooning 

reflected that change (Desbarats and Mosher 145). 

Conversely, in the United States, "the cartoon made something of a comeback in 

the 1970~~"  when editonal cartoonists "grew more vigorous in their attacks on public 

officiais" in the wake of political events such as Watergate. The genre was shifting toward 

the "daring, which meant that everyone had to take one step closer to the edge of the cl8" 

(Nelson, Cartooning 1). Canadian cartoonists developed their talents during t!is period. 

Duncan Macpherson was one of those cartoonkts. 

THE CLOWN PRINCE OF CANADM CARTOONING 

Macpherson has been considered the leading spirit of the rebirth in Canadian 

cartooning. He referred to his space on the editonal page as "a platform to yell back at the 

machine" (Desbarats and Mosher 20). Born in Toronto in 1924, the year after Bengough 

died, Duncan Ian Macpherson once covered the walls and ceiling of his room with 

cartoons. 



According to a Ietter frorn Dorothy Macpherson, widow of the cartoonist, both of 

Macpherson's parents were creative individuais who encouraged rather than discourageci 

their son's artistic purniits. Duncan Macpherson attended North Toronto Collegiate 

Institute and, briefly, Centrai Technical S chool in Toronto (personal communication, 27 

May 1997). In 1942, at the age of seventeen, he enlisted in the Royai Canadian Air Force, 

senring in the Second World War until 1946. He pursued his artistic interest abroad, 

studying in England at the London Polytechnic while packing bombs. Macpherson's 

artistic endeavours lead him to the Boston Museum School of Fine Arts (personal 

communicatio~ 27 May 1997). His art history and titerary studies would move him to use 

quotations fiom Swift, Burns, Lewis Carroll, William Gilbert, Robert Senice, and many 

others in his cartoons (Desbarats and Mosher 156). He also liked to Iocate out-of-the- 

way quotations and obscure references, a practice both Gillray and Nast employed. Before 

completing his course requirements, Macpherson had to return to Toronto when his father 

died. 

In order to finish his studies, he enrolled at the Ontario College of Art. While at 

the college, Macpherson was offered a fieelance job with the weekly Montreal Standard to 

repiace the late Jimmy Frise as illustrator of the Gregory Clark stories. The illustrations for 

the Clark stories caught the eye of Pierre Berton, then the managing editor of Maclean's. 

Berton wrote in his autobiography, Times: Living with History 1947- 1995, that 

Macpherson was a "young artist of such awe-inspiring ability that 1 suspected at any 

moment one of the Toronto newspapers would steal him as a political cartoonist'' (43). 

Berton, a hstrated cartoonist himseK offered Macpherson a job at Maclean's, and 

Macpherson accepted (Desbarats and Mosher 1 48). 

In an interview on May 28, 1997, Berton explained how shortly after hiring 

Macpherson, he perton] took a job as advisor to The Toronto Star'g editorïal board. The 

editor, Beland Honderich, was detemllned to tum the "Wild and woolly" Star into a 

"responsible and objective paper." According to Berton, Honderich actually asked for his 

advice in hiring an editorial cartoonia. Macpherson was apparently int erested in the job 

with The Star but was opposed to providing sarnple drawings. "'Macpherson, why was he, 



a professional artist, being asked to audition" joked Berton duMg the i n t e ~ e w ,  but 

Hondench insisted on viewing some trial drawings. With some conjoling, Macpherson 

finally agreed and arrived with his cartoons a few days later. 

Berton wishes that he had kept the comments about the test cartoons made by 

some of the members of the editorial board. They wrote that Macpherson knew nothing of 

drafting cartoons or political humour (Berton, Mv Times 154). The mixed reviews 

resulted in a conflict as to whether to hire the cartoonist. Berton stepped in to advise that 

Macpherson's cartoons would be in the ben interests of the paper, and "Macpherson went 

on to be the greatest political cartoonist in North America" (154). 

The account of how Duncan Macpherson actudy acquired his job at The Star 

reveals much more than the fact that in 1958 he started working for the largest newspaper 

in Canada. It was the beginning of a relationship that would lead to much success for 

Macpherson and, in tum, for the paper. It also meant a shift in the dynamics between 

editor and cartoonist that would send reverberations throughout the newspaper industry. 

Macpherson became a high-profile cartoonkt whom Canadians would instantly 

associate with The Star. He won six National Newspaper Awards for his editorial 

cartooning during his career. His combination of humour and artistic ability saw him 

receive the Order of Canada and the Queen Elizabeth Jubilee Medal. Macpherson was 

made a fellow of the Ontario College of Art and was named to the News Hall of Fame. 

Collections of his cartoons are in the National Archives of Canada, the Boston Public 

Library, the Art Gallery of Ontario, and The Star's archives (Dorothy Macpherson, 

personal communication, 30 May 1997). 

Macpherson's rÎse to f m e  began shortly d e r  he began working for the paper. In 

1958, Macpherson unleashed one of his most poignant cartoons, the Marie Antoinette- 

Diefenbaker cartoon, which cried "Let them eat cake!" (see fig. 35 152; Berton, 

Times 154). Just as Sir John A. Macdonald had played a profound role as the catalyst for 

many of J. W. Bengough's political cartooning, John George Diefenbaker provided 

Macpherson with a political subject into whom he could sink his pen. In 1957, the people 

of Canada elected Diefenbaker and his Tories to a minority govenunent. In 195 8, 



however, Diefenbaker won the second-largest majority, 208 seats, in history. 

The caricature was the foundation of most of Macpherson's cartoons. W~th the 

Marie Antoinette-Diefenbaker cartoon, Macpherson gained instant statu, but the 

cartoonist once said that he agreed with the political decision that inspired the cartoon, 

narnely, Prime Minister Diefenbaker's resolution to scrap Canada's Avro Arrow military 

jet and 1,500 jobs in favour of buying US aircraft. However, he disagreed with 

Diefenbaker's attitude (Desbarats and Mosher 246). Pierre Berton believes it "was the 

beginning, 1 think of the country's disillusionment with the Diefenbaker govenunent. Until 

then scarcely anybody had taken a crack at the Prime Minister" (Mv Times 154). 

Accordmg to Berton, the modem Canadian public has now forgotten the reverence that 

reflected his stunning victory at the polis, and with a few strokes of his pen, Macpherson 

had demolished the image. The reverence was also a vestige of the 1930s and 1940s, an 

aura that politicians had rnaintained for making difficult decisions in a difficult period in 

Canada's hiaory. 

When Diefenbaker unveiled his official portrait in the House of Cornons in 1968, 

he expressed the hope that "it would erase the memory of countless comic and cruel 

chcatures done ofhim over the years" (North 29). At best, the relationship between a 

prime minister and a cartoonist is naturally an ambiguous one, and Diefenbaker was a 

prime rninister who, at times, took exception to the attention. According to Susan North, 

he threatened to sue Maclean's in 1965 over a Lewis Parker cartoon (see fig. 36 153; 

28). The offending image presented Pearson and Diefenbaker as First World War 

combatants, with Diefenbaker drawn as a German soldier. A military theme for political 

opponents was one used frequently in politicai caricature (North 29). However, 

Diefenbaker, who served with the Canadian army in 19 16, was sensitive about his German 

ancestry. The issue was settled out of court, and Maclean's pnnted an apology. As long as 

Diefenbaker was in public We, Macpherson portrayed him as Charles 1, Nero, the Cheshire 

Cat, Captain Ahab, the Red Queen, and Batman, j u s  to name a notable few (Desbarats 

and Mosher 132). 

With his newfound success and recognition, Macpherson was able to bargain for a 



greater degree of independence than any previous newspaper cartoonist had achieved in 

Canada (Desbarats and Mosher 148). According to Desbarats and Mosher, in 1968, he 

eamed an annuai salary of S 1 1,000, making him the highest paid cartoonkt in the country. 

However, it was not just the money that uiterested Macpherson, it was the editorial 

independence. Macpherson established a new ground rule for ail  political cartoonists in 

Canada to foilow: "Never give an editor an even break" Oesbarats and Mosher 148). 

Before Macpherson, mon cartoonists were part of an editorial team attendhg 

meetings and fiequently illustrating ideas suggested by others. In her letter of 27 May 

1997, Dorothy Macpherson says her husband did not attend meetings with any frequency 

and did not take suggestions on the subject rnatter of his cartoons f?om anyone. 

In February of 1959, Pierre Berton, advisor to The Star, took a brief holiday. He 

says that when he returned, he noticed that there were no Macpherson cartoons featured 

in the newspaper. Macpherson was not sick or vacationing; he just wanted to draw ody 

three cartoons a week ùistead of five, plus h e  wanted to go to Castro's Cuba to do some 

sketches for the paper. When his demands were not met, Macpherson waked into 

Honderich's office with a box of celebratory cigars and announced he was quitting 

(Berton, personai communication, 28 May 1997). 

According to Berton, he convinced Honderich that three Macpherson cartoons a 

week were better than none, so Honderich agreed to the terms and allowed Berton to 

offer Macpherson his job back. Berton recalls "his brilliant drawings from Cuba," which 

were widely praised (Berton, Mv Times 155). Macpherson travelled for The Star and 

drew "on-the-spot" news of wortd events in France, China, and Russia. Macpherson also 

travelled within Canada. In 1969, he completed a collection of water colours, etchings, 

and drawings entitled Macpherson's Canadê, which were a deparhtre fiom his cutting 

cartoons (Brehl 3). He "set out over four surnmers to draw as many people of Canada as 

he could: sophisticates, cosmopolitans, yahoos, old craftsmen, new technologists," the 

majority of whom were average Canadians "doing what they do" (Brehl 3). Macpherson 

intended his book as a "token gesture to re-introduce ounelves to each other" (Brehl 3). 



MACPELERSON: A NEW TENACITY AND INTENSITY 

According to Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, despite Macpherson's success 

and his ability to obtain "a high level of political satire," his style often came as quite a 

shock to an unsuspecthg public (see fig. 37 154; 146), and the initial "reaction to 

Macpherson's cartoons was that they were cruel" (148). The cartoonist saw himself and 

his work as Iionest rather than cruel. He stated that "as politicai cartoonias, it is Our job to 

heckle and to guard against the wrongness in public Iife," although he was aiways quick to 

point out that he had no gea t  social conscience but personal beefs that needed expression 

(149). 

Observing the success Macpherson was enjoying, othen began to emulate and 

imitate his style. In an i n t e ~ e w  with Patrick Comgan, full-tirne cartoonist at The Toronto 

star, he says that Macpherson is one of his heroes. "1 love his style and took it to heart " 

(personal communication, 13 May 1997). Corrigan fùlfilled the role of aafY illustrator at 

The Star and would substitute for Macpherson during his vacations. "Cartooning was at a 

very safe level when he wacpherson] came dong," explained Comgan, but Andy Donato 

believes that Macpherson was drawing 'ctomo~ow's cartoons today" (Comgan, personal 

communication, 13 May 1997; Donato, persond communication, 14 May 1997). 

"When you look back at them now they don't seem so innovative, but they were" 

(Donato, personal communication, 14 May 1997). Donato, who has been an editorial 

cartoonia for twenty-six years, attributes his start to Duncan Macpherson. A talented 

draftsrnan in his own right, Donato when on to Say that he "was so impressed with his 

wacpherson's] work I copied some of his stuff ." The Toronto Sun cartoonist describes 

Macpherson as extremely intelligent. He was always helpfùl to other cartoonists when 

sober, "but if he didn't iike you, when he was drunk you had to be careful" (personal 

communication, 14 May 1997). 

The tenacity behind Macpherson's cartoons had much to do with his cornplex 

personality and the duality of his Ise. Macpherson had "a JeS>U-and-Hyde character- a 

mild-mannered and gentle cornpanion when sober, a raging bu11 when not" (Berton, & f ~  

Times 155). Banned tiorn the Toronto Press CIub for life three times, he has been 



described by those closest to him as an individual who had an unemng and honest instinct 

and who was fearless in acting upon it. 

The same Macpherson performed one of his favorite Press Club tricks, "which 

according to legend was seeing how far he could toss a heavy armchair with one hand 

(Desbarats and Mosher 148). Macpherson has also been described as a meticulous 

researcher who combines his classical background in art and literature with his 

identification with the common man, as portrayed through his John Q. Public figure 

(Dorothy Macpherson, personal communications, 27 May 1997). 

Making generalizations about Macpherson's personality is as risky as making 

generalizations about his cartoons. His work varied in style, mood and intent, as did his 

personality. In the final analysis, Macpherson has uniformiy been described as a 

perfkctionist who "stood head and shoulders above anybody else in North Arnenca" but 

who also set incredibly high standards for his feilow cartoonists and, in doing so, increased 

the quality of the field in Canada (Desbarats and Mosher 146). 

Macpherson, like Bengough, produced cartoons reflecting the social and politicai 

concems of his day. He focused on topics such as Vietnam, poverty, racial discrimination, 

the t hreat of nuclear warfare, Watergate, and political terrorism. Diefenbaker was not 

Macpherson's only subject during the cartoonist's years. Robert Stanfield, successor to 

the Chief, "sturnbled through years of Macpherson's cartoons as an Ichabod Crane" (see 

fig. 38 155; Desbarats and Mosher 153). Among international figures, Macpherson 

saved some of his harshest cartoons for Charles de Gaulle, Lyndon Johnson, and Richard 

Nixon (Desbarats and Mosher 153). 

Pierre Trudeau arrived on the political scene ten years f i e r  Diefenbaker was 

elected and ten years fier Macpherson had established himself as a prominent cartoonist. 

'%ven a cartoonist of Macpherson's originality and skiU penodically shows signs of 

exhaustion" (Desbarats and Mosher 156). At the begiming of his career, Macpherson had 

been considered controversial, but by 1974, the cartoonist stated, "I'm not a boat-rocker 

anymore" (Desbarats and Mosher 156). Despite Macpherson's "deciine in passion," he 

persondy experienced a resurgence with a subject of Trudeau's stature. 



According to Anthony WesteU, "Many books have been wriaen, but in my 

research, a surprising arnount [is] dedicated in cartoon form or using cartoons as a visual 

crutch to delineate diierent aspect of his [Trudeau's] life" (5 ) .  A survey of the prime 

rninisteriai cartoons in the National Archives indicates that the long-serving Trudeau is the 

subject of over 4,000 cartoons (North 28). 

A cartoonist who contnibuted to the National Archives collection is Roy Peterson. 

The first chapter of Drawn & Quartered: The Trudeau Years, a cartooning collection by 

Roy Peterson with text by Peter C. Newman, is entitIed "The Man We Loved to Hate." 

Newman contends that "Trudeau put us [Canada] on the map" and "his candor, his 

inteiiectuai curiosity, his nose-thumbing at the staid traditions of this country's highest 

poiitical office qualified him as our first existentid political hero: the man with the red rose 

in his buttonhole, the guy who finally rescued us fiom the age of Mackenzie King" (7). 

Born on 18 October 19 19, in Montreal, Trudeau was trained by Iesuits and driven 

by shyness and insecurities, developing austere, almost ascetic, personal habits (Bliss 

247). Pierre Trudeau has been "a professor as welI as a playboy, a millionaire who, in 

1949, stood by the workers against the strike-breaking police of Duplessis, and a civil- 

libertarian Iawyer who invoked the War Measures A a  in October 1970" (Mcnory I 1). 

M e r  Trudeau became Prime Minister in 1968, Macpherson was still stmggling to refine 

him in caricature. Gradually, he adopted a variation of the de Gaulle treatment. 

Macpherson's caricatures depicted Trudeau as Napoleon, Nero, Oliver Cromwell, and 

even as the first Emperor of Canada (see fig. 39 156). However, Macpherson seemed to 

lack both the exasperation and the grudging admiration that had animated his caricatures 

of Diefenbaker (Desbarats and Mosher 154). Depicted as a "swinging bachelor," Trudeau 

married Margaret Sinclair in 197 1, and together, they had three sons. Politicaily, Trudeau 

became obsessed with the unity question, ofien meeting with stiff opposition. 

Next to Trudeau, Réné Lévêsque became the Canadian cartoonist's second source 

of inspiration during this t h e  period (see fig. 40 157). Macpherson's treatment of 

Lévêsque showed a sirnilar uncertainty at the start, but he adopted the device of dressing 

him up as a member of the 1870 Paris Commune. "Racial animosity in Canada is 



expressed almost as clearly in some of Macpherson's cartoons as it was in the work of 

nineteenth-century cartoonists in Canada" (Desbarats and Mosher 155). His caricatures of 

Lévêsque as a Parisian revolutionary harkened back to Gillray in the eighteenth century. 

Just as Gillray had expressed horror at the excesses of the French Revolution, Macpherson 

illustrated the scom of English-Canada toward Québec nationalism (Desbarats and 

Mosher 255). 

The Québec Sovereignty Association question hung in the air occupying much of 

the 1979 federal election. Coupled with these constitutionai concems, the personai affairs 

of the Prime Muiister opened other possibilities for Canadian political cartoonists. No 

mariage in prime miniaenai history had been in the public eye as much as this one. It 

provided an element of political cornrnentary and report rarely employed in Canada 

previous to Pierre Trudeau. The fa j r  tale ended, with Margaret leaving 24 Sussex Drive 

and promptIy publishing an intimate autobiography that went on sale during the 1979 

federal election campaign (Desbarats and Mosher 163). 

Trudeau clairned that he was the only public figure capable of dealing with Québec 

during the period of its referendum on Sovereignty Association (Desbarats and Mosher 

208). However, Canadians did not agree, and on May 22, 1979, Trudeau, Canada's leader 

for eleven years and suMvor of three previous general elections, was defeated by Charles 

Joseph Clark from High River, Alberta. Clark's success meant that cartoonists were once 

again faced with a change of the political guard. Clark ended a sixteen-year Liberal reign 

in Ottawa. There are an incredible number of cartoons carkaturing the physicd features of 

Clark, from the exaggeration of his ears to the stringed mittens (see fig. 41 158) to 

cartoons attacking his relationship with his wife Maureen McTeer. 

After only sut months in office, two days d e r  presenting his first budget, Clark 

faced an NDP nonconfidence motion in the House of Commons. With the small Social 

Credit caucus abstaining, dong with the combined opposition of the Liberal and NDP 

caucuses, the Conservatives were defeated by a vote of 139 to 133. Parliament was 

dissolved on 14 December 1979. In Canada's thirty-second general election held on 18 

February 1980, Trudeau welcomed Canada to the 1980s &andes 83). 



Clark Ore Diefenbaker, was another prime mirister who took exception to his 

treatment by political cartoonists, partinilarly Duncan Macpherson (North 28). Susan 

North states that "Clark felt that Macpherson's relentles portrayai of him as a gangly, 

naive boy had cost hirn votes in the 1980 election" (29). Clark voiced these concems 

publicly in a television i n t e ~ e w  with Knowlton Nash on December 22, 1980. Cartoonists 

across the countv leapt to Macpherson's defense in the form of a flurry of visuai blows to 

Clark's image (see fig. 42 159; North 30). 

Defended, respected and revered by his peers, Macpherson's cartoons "have 

everything a good political cartoon should have" Oesbarats and Mosher 156). Often, his 

images possessed humour that had a real sting, but they also presented political caricatures 

that revealed the psychological characteristics of politicians "in a sornetimes chilling 

fashion" and critically judged the quality of the leaders' po litical efforts Pesbarats and 

Mosher 156). From Diefenbaker to Stanfield, Trudeau, Lévêsque, and Joe Clark, 

Macpherson depicted his politicians in a manner that was decidedly different from that 

employed by his predecessors. 

By the end of the 1980s, Canadian cartooning had been identified and connected 

primarily through Bengough and Macpherson. In terms of raw talent. Bengough had a 

genius for humorous invention but Little technical ability, whereas Macpherson had the 

technical skill, wit, imagination, and subjects of the times to maximize his artistic potential 

(Desbarats and Mosher 156). Macpherson drew his last cartoon only two months before 

his death in 1993 (Dorothy Macpherson, letter, 27 May 1 997). 

The trend established by Macpherson moved editorial cartoonists toward the 

Company of columnists whose opinions do not necessarily reflect the judgment of the 

editoriai pages (Desbarats and Mosher 17). This shift in the cartoonist's role appears to 

have gone fùrther in Canada than in the United States, where cartoonists are usually tied 

more closely to the editorial policy of their newspapef' (Devin 2).  



ACROSS CANADA, THE HIGH CONTINUES: 

EDITORIAL CAKIDONISTS RIDE THE SECOND WAVE 

According to Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, in the late 1970s, there were 

roughly "twenty-five cartoonias who support[ed] themselves by working for newspapers" 

in Canada (1 77). They wrote that during the majority of the second wave, political 

cartoonists "enjoy[ed] the editorid independence, the salaries and the f m e  of the most 

successful newspaper colurnnists" (1 77). Members of the Canadian cartooning cornmunity 

were feeling especially positive, and Desbarats and Mosher comment that there was a 

"consensus within this group that rapid political and social change in Canada and the 

existence of a stable and prosperous newspaper industry had created unprecedented and 

even unpardeled opportunities" (1 77). This optimism was shared by cartoonists 

throughout the country. 

In Western Canada, Len Noms positively influenced cartoonists working in the 

region at the time. This "perhaps explains why the West has produced a disproportionately 

large nurnber of "good cartoonists during Noms's career," one of whom was Sid Barron 

(Desbarats and Mosher 178). From 1937, when he studied alongside Pierre Berton in art 

classes in Victoria, to 1959, when he joined The Victoria Times, Barron, like Macpherson 

and Noms, ofien filled his cartoons with secondary jokes, with titles hanging on walls and 

books or newspapers casually displaying headlines (Desbarats and Mosher 179). Like 

Yardley Jones of The Montreal Star, Barron used a cat as a trademark in his cartoons. 

Barron's ubiquitous Puddytat would often be featured holding up a sign. Many cartoonists 

in Canada have trademarks or mascots on regular display in their cartoons. In the first 

wave, J. W. Bengough established this trend with his raven tradernark. Arch DaIe had a fat 

little white dog that enjoyed enormous public recognition. Cartoonist Jack Boothe used an 

owl. Andy Donato also conceals a bird within his drawings as a trademark mascot. A 

mouse cm be found in Al Beaton's cartoons, and another mouse lives in the bottom right- 

hand corner of Adrian Raeside's. Normand Hudon's hungry vulture was extremely 

persistent once it becarne attached to a political figure. From Bengough to Hudon, the 



individualism that accompanies a trademark mascot is in keeping with the cartoonists' 

desire to stand out and be recognized for their work. 

According to Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, an individual who does not 

employ a mascot but is considered "one of the most versatile contemporary cartoonists" is 

Roy Peterson (1 80). Peterson began working during the second wave and had many of the 

same technical abilities as Macpherson, "maintainhg something of his savagery while at 

the same time displaying a sense of fin reminiscent of Bengough" (see fig. 43 160; 

Desbarats and Mosher 180). Another western cartoonist ofien considered "tough and 

radical" for the period was Edd Uluschak. "His cartoons about racial or social 

discrimination have all the subtlety of a mugging," while his middle-class cartoons dealing 

with the same subject matter are veiled in heavy syrnbolism (Desbarats and Mosher 1 82). 

In tems of a mascot, Uluschak's venomous cartoons are home to a wise-cracking snake. 

On the East Coast, Robert Chambers, who won the National Newspaper Award in 

1953 and again in 1966 with his cartoons in The Halifax Chronicle-Herald, would prove to 

be the first of a group of cartoonists from the Maritimes who would be prominent in the 

third wave. This group includes Bruce MacKimon, Kevin Tobin, and Theo Moudakis. 

In Ontario, Ed Franklin of The Globe and Mail, Andy Donato of The Toronto Sun, 

and Blaine of The Hamilton Soectator al1 made their mark on Canadian cartooning during 

this second wave. Unlike most. Franklin did not get an early start in the art. He 

immigrated to Canada at the age of 38 and did not begin cartooning until he was 40. This 

rnay account for his distinctive view of Canadian politics (see fig. 44 16 1 ). Franklin 

worked for eighteen months at The Star on Macpherson's days off before joining 2-: 

Globg as a &Il-tirne cartoonist in 1968. In the 1970s' The Sun flourished in Toronto, with 

cartoonist Andy Donato expressing "the newspaper's irreverent and agressive posture, 

particularly in opposition to the Trudeau govemment7' (see fig. 45 162; Desbarats and 

Mosher 185). 

In cornparison with other artists in Canada, Québec cartoonists have a unique way 

of simplwng drawing, ofien with only one object in the foreground. In Québec, there are 

rarely the notes, books, signs, fiimiture, or other elements that one sees in cartoons fiom 



other parts of Canada (Desbarats and Mosher 188). This style appeals to cartoonists 

emigraîing to Canada, such as Roland Pier of Le Journal de Montreal, who came to 

Canada fiom France in 1960, and Jean-Pierre Gierd of La Presse, who arrived fiom 

Aigeria in 1964 (Desbarats and Mosher 188). Girerd stated, "1 think that the most 

important thing is to give a strong idea, and rapidly. The readers of a newspaper are 

aiways in a hurryn (qtd. in Desbarats and Mosher 188). To a significant degree, this 

explains the visual simpticity of the Québec style and has much to do with LaPalme's 

influence. 

In Québec, cartoons dealt primarily with the concems of the province within the 

nation in 1965. The separatist views of cartoonist Roland Berthiaume at Le Devoir 

"created irreconcilable differences between himself and the federalist editor of the 

newspaper, Claude Ryan" (Desbarats and Mosher 187). Raoul Hunier, who had been 

with Le Soleil since 1969, aiso criticized terroiist action and faced condemation fiom the 

members of the jomalist union at Le Soleil (Desbarats and Mosher 189). He rnaintained 

his right to make an independent judgment of events and continued to produce cartoons, 

stating that "a cartoonist is charged with m a h g  people laugh, but more than that, to 

make them refiect on certain t h g s "  (qtd. in Desbarats and Mosher 189). Terry Mosher 

has long b e n  considered a major star on the Québec cartooning scene. Mosher believes 

he has a "point of view like a columnist and you're damn well going to treat me that way, 

or I'm not going to work for you" (Desbarats and Mosher 191). It should be noted that 

several other promising Canadian cartoonists took theu first steps toward prominence 

during this second wave. Artists such as Dale Cummings, Mike Constable, Tony Jenkins, 

Brian Gable, Cameron Cardow, Guy Badeauq John Larder, Vance Rodewalt, Adrian 

Raeside, Raffi Anderian, and Sue Dewar al1 began to express themselves at this tirne, 

much in the same fashion as Terry Mosher. Canadian editorial cartooning was riding the 

resurgence of the second wave. The individuals involved in the art were experimenting and 

developing derivations on the thernes of cartooning constructed a century early. The 

Canadian politicai cartooning path had been paved, but there were legal, financial, and 

technical bumps to be navigated on the road ahead. 



THE THIRD WAVE: FILLING IN THE SKETCH 

The third wave has encompassed the last eighteen years of cartooning activity. 

Much has changed over the course of this time in terms of the artists' parameters, subject 

matter on which to create satire, and day-to-day aspects of being employed as editorial 

cartoonists. This study reviews the comection between cartoonists and circumstances by 

using issue-based examples from the third wave. This study then goes a step firther to 

examine politicians and their views on cartooning, with some interesthg revelations on the 

impact of the art. Given the opportunity of the 1997 federal election, a content analysis of 

three Toronto-based newspapers --The Toronto Sun The Toronto Star. and The Globe 

md Mail- offers tangible examples of the tripartite relationship among the public, 

politicians, and political cartoonists. The third and h a 1  portion of chapter five includes an 

examination of technology, including a surnmary of current newspaper circulation numbers 

as well as the influences of television and the Internet. [n this section, an investigation of 

the concems that face modern Canadian editorial cartoonists includes media 

concentration, downsinng in the newspaper industry, the price of fieelance material, 

syndication, and the dumbing d o m  of Canadian editorial cartoons. 

POLITICAL ISSUES OF TEIE TEHRD WAVE 

The year 1980 did not mark the end of the Trudeau era nor the century-long 

concern surrounding Canada's national identity. On 1 7 April 1982, after two years of 

intense political conflict between the federal and provincial governments and one hundred 

and fifieen years after Codederation, Canada becarne an independent nation. "The 

proclamation of the 1982 Constitutional Act by Queen Elizabeth U in Onawa also added a 

Charter of Rights and a series of amendhg formulas to the existing Canadian Constitution 

(Landes 4). 



On 29 February 1984, Trudeau announced his intention to retire. Given that 1984 

was a leap year, some critics and cartoonists assume that "the date was chosen to prevent 

an annual celèbration of the blessed event" (Landes 4). The departure of Trudeau meant 

that Canadian cartoonists would face a different cast of charaders in federal politics. At 

the June 1984 convention, John Turner defeated Jean Chrétien for the leadership of the 

Liberal party. During this period, cartoonists reflected varying views through their 

cartoons, depending largely on the region in which they worked, their newspapers' 

political leanings, and their own personal feelings on this shift of power. With his 

retirement, Trudeau became the subject of dozens of personal and political summary texts, 

many of which included caricatures. 

However, the Liberals' place in the polls was not enough to alter the 

Conservatives' rise to power. On 4 September 1984, lead by the "relativeiy unknown 

Bnan Mulroney," who had replaced Joe Clark in June of 1983, the Conservatives won a 

convincing majority. Mulroney achieved the largest party win in Canada history, an 

unpredictable election victory, the first Conservative majority govemment in twenty-five 

years. The Tories won 21 1 out of 282 seats in the House of Cornons (Landes 4). 

On 30 April 1987, according to Ronald Landes- "much to the surprise of 

Canadians," the first ministers announced an initial, unanimous decision on yet another 

new constitutionai agreement for Canada. The effort was primarily the result of trying to 

bring Québec back into the Canadian constitutional family, since it was the only province 

that did not sign the 1982 Canada Act" (4). The proposed Constitution Act of 1987, 

popularly know as the Meech Lake accord, recognized Québec as a distinct society 

(Landes 4). 

The following 1988 federai election focused on the Canada-United States Free 

Trade Agreement, which eliminated tariff barriers and imposed some lirnits to nontariff 

barriers. As with any trade agreement, there were sharp diEerences of opinion about the 

consequences (Granatstein et al. 5 14). The majority of econornists and prominent 

businesspeople supported the move because it offered some assurance of wider access to 

Amencan markets, but cntics argued that access was not assured and that the proposed 



economic benefits were Uusory (Granatstein et al. 5 14). At the beginning of the talks, 

neither side suggested that the impact on trade or employment would be dramatic. Not 

uniike the Laurier reciprocity issue, fkee trade became more than a debate over economic 

consequences and evolved into a debate over Canadian identity. 

"When the election of 1988 was cded, no one expected a one-issue campaign" 

(Granatstein et al. 5 14). The government intended to run on its record, with an emp hasis 

on prosperity, financial responsibility, Meech Lake, and the f?ee trade agreement. The 

opposition parties hoped to capitalize on the excesses of government patronage and 

ministenai conflicts of interest, environmental and welfare issues, and the fiee-trade 

agreement (Granatstein et ai. 5 14). 

During a television debate, John Turner accused Mulroney of having negotiated an 

agreement that "endangered Medicare and other weKàre policies, and one that would 

undermine Canada's regional economic policies and limit public support in the future of 

Canadian cultural activities" (qtd. in Granatstein et al. 5 14). Many Canadians took these 

allegations seriously, and the cartoons of the day refiected some of those concems (see fig. 

46 163). The slogan "It's more than an election; it's your future" crept into the Liberal 

campaign, echoing the cries of 'Continentalism or Canadianisrn' at the beguining of the 

century. In this eleaion, the Conservatives retained power by wiming 169 seats, marking 

the first time since Sir John A. Macdonald that the party had won back-to-back majorities. 

On 22 June 1990, &er months of political debate and negotiations among the first 

ministers and the general public, "the Meech Lake accord died when the Newfoundland 

legislamre refused to take a vote on the matter" (Landes 4). French-English relations 

were seriously damaged "perhaps irreparably, as support for Sovereignty-Association 

grew in Québec'' (Landes 4). Kim Campbell succeeded Brian Mulroney as leader of the 

Conservative party but stepped d o m  on 13 December 1993 after suffering catastrophic 

losses in the 1993 Canadian federal election. Jean Charest stepped in as interirn leader and 

is the current leader of the Consemative party of Canada. The unity issue would again 

become a key in 1995 when the Liberal federal government, led by Jean Chretién, was 

cnticized for its dealings with Québec. Sovereignty Association and the movement toward 



Québec separation continue to be an issue. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: CARTOONS OF TEïE EXIGEEST ORDER 

Editoriai cartoonists can present an intrusion that is not aiways welcome to the 

nation's chief executive (Robinson 6). Conversely, prime rninisters admire and often 

acquire caricatures they like, but they are also sensitive to the image that political satire 

presents and to what they may feel are overtly personal attacks (North 30). As with many 

of the elements associated with editorial cartooning, the position of a subject c m  often be 

a double-edged sword. 

Despite the diversity of characters who have occupied the Office of Prime 

Minister, there are several conventionai ways in which the Office is portrayed. From the 

autocratic dictator to ineffectua1 bumbler, the shyster or shady dealer, the cartooning 

convention can oflen depend on the issue at hand, the goveming style of the leader in 

question, the cartoonist's personal style and political slant, and each newspaper's approvai 

of a particular portrayai (North 29). It should be noted that history and the politicai 

climate globally can also guide the cartoonist in determining what is appropriate. In 

Laurier's time, the image of a czar cailed up the required antidemocratic association, 

whereas a fascist dictator in rnilitary unifonn sufficed in the post-Second World War 

period. As the medium evolved, the cartoonists themselves took the lead and established, 

shaped, and created new conventions within the subjectivity of their art. 

The "prime minister as shady dealer" theme manifested itself in the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries as "the image of the back-room card shark" and in 

contemporary cartooning as the image of someone associated with organized crime (North 

30). The prime mininer as captain of the ship is ahost a cartooning cliché. Whether it be 

going down with the ship, wdking the plank, drifting in uncharted waters, or mutiny, the 

variations on this nautical theme are long standing and well-known visual images in the 

repertoire of editoriai cartoonists (see fig. 47 164). This theme has been modified with the 

advancements in transportation technology to include similar scenarïos aboard trains and 

airplanes (see fig. 48 165). 



"The prime minister in drag is another enduring caricature tradition," as observed 

with the examples of Marie-Antoinette, Little Bo-Peep, or Old Mother Hubbard, who are 

often associated with elderly spinster aunts or care-wom housewives. Actually having a 

female politician as Prime Minister presented a challenge, and, by and large, cartoonists 

have "difficulty adapting the long-established irnagery that had developed for 

predominantly male politicians to the relatively new phenomenon" (North 29). 

With the succession of Kim Campbell, cartoonists experienced a paradigrn shift in 

terms of presentation (North 29). They ofien portrayed her dressed in power suits, so it is 

difficult to assess whether or not Canadian cartoonists really made the switch frorn male to 

female subject matter. Jan Brown, former Member of Parliament for Calgary Southeast. 

has explored the connection between female politicians and Canadian cartoonists. 

According to Brown, much of the representation has to do with power (23). The fact that 

Campbell was often portrayed as a male-dominated political Puppet, as illustrated by the 

example of the Prime Minister as a ventnloquist's durnmy seated on Mulroney's lap, is the 

other side to the representation of a female in federal politics (see fig. 49 166). 

Jan Brown is quick to point out that more female political cartoonists would "not 

necessarily make a difference in the exposure of female politicians" (persona1 

communication, 6 Iune 1997). Regardless, only 4% of the members of the Canadian 

Association for Editonai Cartoonists are female, but 41% of newspaper employees overail 

and 32% of executives and managers are women (National Newspaper Association 24), 

which begs the question of low female representation in editorial cartooning. 

It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine the reason for the lack of female 

representation within Canadian editorial cartooning. However, speculation might lead to 

three possibilities. First, the editorial cartooning tradition has been male dominated not 

only in Canada but in the rest of the world as weii, rendering it a difficult career to access. 

Second, cartooning has ofien been perceived as a "highly critical job" that is designed to 

decipher political situations and lampoon them relentlessly (Brown 30). The stereotype 

may have been that wornen could not cornprehend and cornmunicate eEectively using 

cartoons in a male-dominateci political arena that they would need to mirror in their work. 



Third, over the course of the second wave, when a record number of women were 

selecting full-time careers outside the home, staff cartooning positions were hard to corne 

by. They were usuaily occupied by individuals who had served overseas and had proven 

their skills in the 1930s and 1940s as being reliable and abiding. 

Thou& the 1980s and into the 1 WOs, the range of prime ministerial themes, 

namely, attacks on the personai lives of politicians and the issues they represented, has 

remained and may have even increased in tenacity. With al1 the cartooning attention prime 

ministers receive, one wouid think that there would be some record of libel action against 

cartoonists; however, in Canadian history, there has never been a Libel suit waged over a 

political or editorial cartoon in which the plaintiff is a prime minster. In 1979, the first 

major Canadian court case involving a cartoonist took place, and the findings would alter 

media libel law considerably (Robinson 7). 

WILLIAM VANDER ZALM: A ELY IN THE OINTMENT 

On 16 January 1979, a case came before the British Columbia Supreme Court and 

Justice Craig Munroe. The plaintitf: William Vander Zalm, was a member of the provincial 

legislature and the Minister of Human Resources in the goverment of British Columbia 

and a politician who would become premier of British Columbia in the 1980s. He claimed 

darnages for an alleged libel contained in the 22 Iune 1978 issue of The Victoria Times 

daily newspaper. The newspaper had a circulation of approximately 3 1,000 at that time 

(Westem Weekly Reports 673). Alongside the cartoon was an actual photograph of the 

politician as part of a reprinted editorial criticizing Vander Zalm's statements and policies. 

It is apparent that the cvtoon exaggerated the facial features of the plaintiK 

On triai were Robert Bierman, who drew the cartoon that was dleged to be 

Iibelous, dong with the editor and the publisher of the Times. The alleged iibel is 

contained in a cartoon that caricatures the plaintiff ccgleefully pulling the wings from flies, 

with obvious enjoyment, with a tag reading Human Resources upon his chest" (see fig. 50 

167; Western Weekly Reports 674). Justice Munroe wrote, "Literally, upon its face, the 

cartoon depicts the plaintiffas a person with a love of cruelty who enjoyed causing 



sufferuig to defenseless creanires which was a false misrepresentation of the character of 

the plaintifi" (qtd. in Western Weekly Reports 674). 

The defense pleaded that the cartoon was intended to, and did, depict the plaintiff 

as a person who, in his role as Muuster, acted on occasion in a cruel and thoughtless 

marner, idicting suffering on those who were unable to protect their own interests. If 

Bierman could substan5ate his charges, he could plead fair comment, meaning the cartoon 

was created without malice in the matter of public interest. 

According to Justice Munroe, the publisher of a newspaper has no special 

immun@ fiom the application of general laws, and in the matter of comment, they are in 

no better or worse a position that any other citizen. He said, "Such laws impose no 

unreasonable restrictions upon fieedorn of speech and provide ample scope for 

lampooning public figures by political cartoonists" (qtd in. Western Weekly Reports 676). 

Further, he stated that the public has an interest in the maintenance "of the public 

character of public men, and the law does not sanction attacks up them" (qtd. in Western 

Weekly Reports 676). 

The judge ruled that d e r  considenng it symbolically, allegorically and/or 

satirically, the cartoon was defamatory because "said fdse pictoriai representation 

lowered the plaintfls reputation and standing in the estimation of right-thinking members 

of society generally by exposing him to hatred, contempt or ridicule" (qtd. in Western 

Weekly Reports 676). 

The conviction of Bierman and his newspaper shocked cartoonists across the 

country and provoked a number of cartoons "that pleaded for legal prosecution" in protest 

of the court's action (Desbarats and Mosher 194). Almost sirnultaneously, Mosher in 

Montreal and Uluschak in Edmonton drew cmoons of Vander Zalm puiliig the legs off 

frogs, referring to a 1979 controversy when the same politician had used the term "frogs" 

to refer to French-speaking Québecois (see fig . 5 1 1 68; Desbarats and Mosher 1 94). 

Girerd in Montreal went so far as to caricature the real court case (see fig. 52 169; 

Desbarats and Mosher 194). 

Not resigning itselfto defeat, the newspaper petitioned the British Columbia Court 



of Appeal over the Biennan cartoon case (Martin 143). in a bnef prepared in summary of 

the appeal case, the judges agreed that "most political cartoons have, inherent in their 

satire, a tendency to lower their subject in the estimation of the public" (qtd. in Western 

Weekly Reports 26 1). Nevertheless, Justice Munroe said that penons accepting public 

office cm expect attack and criticism on the grounds that 'the public interest requires that 

a man's [woman's] public conduct shall be open to the most searching criticism" (qtd. in 

Western Weekly Reports 26 1). Further, the panel stated that the Canadian public has 

becorne accustomed to witty cartoons and that this example was coarse (Western WeekIy 

Reports 267). However, they said that "a cartoon can be in bad taste and not be 

defamatory; mere insult or vulgar abuse have been held not to constitute defmation and it 

is defamation that is the basis of the respondent's claim" (qtd. in Westem Weekly Reports 

267). 

The Court of Appeal reversed the trial court's decision, holding that "almost by its 

nature, an editorial cartoon was an expression of opinion" (Martin and Adam, A 

Sourcebook 143). Having decided that this cartoon was an expression of opinion, it was 

thus considered fair comment, and the previous ruling was reversed (Martin and Adam, A 

Sourcebook 143). Robert Martin believes the original trial court decision "made a serious 

mess out of the Bierman case and very often you see the appellate court decisions go 

further than they need to in order to correct the really bad trial decisionsyy (personal 

communication, 8 July 1997). The decision stands "almost to the extent that al1 editorial 

cartoons are expressions of fieedom." This is extreme, and it gives editoriai cartoonists as 

"much fieedom as they could reasonably ask for" (Martin, personal communication, 8 July 

1997). The end result, according to Martin, was that "unless there are any signs of malice, 

the editoriai cartoonists are pretty rnuch fiee to do whatever they likeYy legdy (personal 

communication, 8 July 1997). 

In this sarne interview, Martin points out that "where you see libel actions with 

politicians as plaintiffs is usually municipal politicians." There has dways been a kind of 

unwritten rule about political culture in this country, with the exception of Brian Mulroney 

and William Vander Zalm, that major political figures don? sue for Iibel." Canadian case 



law supports Martin's clah that Vander Zalm is the highest profile politician who has ever 

sued a political cartoonist. 

POLITICLANS: AND NOW A WORD FROM OUR SUBJECTS 

In order to carry out this study, the author distributed a fau requesting an i n t e ~ e w  

on the subject of the relationship beiween editorial cartoonhg and the politician. Of the 

twenty requests distn'buted to mernbers of the Queen's Park Legislature, three individuals 

responded: David Tsubouchi, Ai Palladini, and Dalton McGuinty. 

The Honorable David Tsubouchi, Minister of Consumer and Commercial Relations 

for the Province of Ontario and Member of Parliament for Markham, stated that his 

opinions of editorial cartoons depend on how he is portrayed (persond communication, 

18 June 1997). Tsubouchi said that cartoons provide a gauge of a newspaper's thoughts 

and readership opinions. The Minister of Consumer and Commercial Relations does keep 

cartoons in which he is featured; he has two framed originds at home. When asked 

whether written editorials or cartoons had any influence, Tsubouchi stated that "cartoons 

have more impact because people remember visuals, and they don? remember the 

editorials at dl," but Tsubouchi does not believe that this translates into potitical influence 

(personal communication, 1 8 June 1997). 

The Honorable Al Palladini, former Minister of Transport and Member of 

Parliament for York-Centre, aiso believes that "more people look at the edi tod  cartoons 

than read the editorials" (personal communication, 7 July 1997). Palladini stated that "the 

cartoons don? bother hixn" and cited Andy Donato's work as exceptional. He also admits 

that he enjoys looking at cartoons that transport him to specific events in political history. 

When comparing the impact of the written editoriai to editorid cartoons, Palladini says 

"they both serve a purpose," and he feels cartoons have "helped his political career so f d 7  

(persond communication, 7 July 1997). 

Finally, Dalton McGuinty, Leader of the Official Opposition for the Province of 

Ontario and Member of Parliament for Ottawa South, stated that "the cartoons of him 

have always been flattering" (personal communication, 5 June 1997). However, McGuinty 



believes the cartoons have an impact. "More people look at the cartoons and don'? read 

the editorials." According to McGuinty, editorial cartoons entertain and educate 

simultaneously. Cartoonists, by and large, "move to satincally iflustrate a situation, event, 

or individual in order to eniighten, inform, and entenain" (personal communicatio~ 5 Iune 

1997). Some cartoonists disagree about their role "as cartoonist entertainen and others as 

visual edit orialists" (Best 3 6). 

In terms of a subject's possible reaction to opening the newspaper to see hisher 

own features caricatured, former Newfoundand Premier Joey Smdwood once stated, 

"I've never seen a cartoon about myself that 1 didn't iike. Cartoons, friendly or unfiiendly, 

are so good that I'd hate to see thern wasted on my opponentsy' (qtd. in North 28). 

However, others, such as Marion Boyd, Ontario's former Attorney General, have been 

less impressed by the cartoonhg coverage they have received. 

An editorial cartoon that appeared in The Toronto Sun on 4 May 1994, depicted 

Boyd announcing the launch of Sexual Assault Prevention Month (Fitzgerald, 

"Controversial" 13). The cartoon suggested that Boyd ' kas  too unattractive to be 

sexudy assaulted" (see fig. 53 170; Fitzgerald, "Controversial" 13). Cartoonist Andy 

Donato justified his drawing by citing "sweeping generalizations regarding little boys al1 

wanting to sexuaily assault Iittle girls in the school yard" as an "overly melodrarnatic and 

politically correct statement by a key cabinet minister and a govenunent that the cartoonia 

believes often has an antimale bias and agenda" (qtd in. Fitzgerald, "Controversial" 13). 

Donato also admitted that Boyd's natements had made him angry, so he drew the cartoon 

(personai communication, 14 May 1997). 

When it comes to action regarding editorial cartoons, the court is not the only 

venue for subjects to express opposition. Press councils exist and operate in Canada to 

assess events in the media (Ontario Press Council 44). The council is a voluntary 

organization embodying nearly ail of the daily and weekiy newspapers in the country 

(Fitzgerald, "Controversial" 13). Regional press councils in Ontario, Québec, Alberta, 

British Columbia, and Atlantic Canada have been established and are modelled, to a 

certain extent, after the British Press Council (Osler 99). The press councils Iack the 



authority to impose fines or exercise any form of punitive power. The publication of an 

adjudication is intended to make the public aware of the actions of judgnent by various 

and narned publishers (Osier 101). The councils do believe that newspapers should act 

promptiy to publish corrections when an article or column is shown to be inaccurate 

(Ontario Press Council 44). 

Boyd did not launch the cornplaini to the Ontario Press Council herselt but two 

fellow politicians stepped in to attack the inappropriateness of the cartoon. Sharon 

Munlock, one of the concerned mernbers, nated that the "cartoon was a personal, ugly, 

and unjustified comment on Ms- Boyd7s appearanceY7 (Fitzgerald, "Controversial" 13). 

Boyd says that the cartoon was "stupid" and that she did not let it bother her (personal 

communication, 12 May 1997). Normally, Boyd appreciates editorial cartoons, and she 

aated that editorial cartoons are " a  quick way for people to absorb emotions that sum up 

a political issue," but in most cases, cartoons "reflect the opinions of the cartoonist and it's 

not something I pay a lot of attention tom (personai communication, 12 May 1997). 

In respect to the "controversiai" editond cartoon, the Ontario Press Council 

rejected the cornplaint, stating that they would "extend to cartoonists, editorial writers and 

colurnnists wide latitude in expressing opinions, no matter how controversiai or unpopular 

the opinions may be" (Fitzgerald, "Controversiai" 1 3).They did, however, acknowledge 

that the cartoon was "insensitive" and "offensive" but, nonetheless, mled to protect the 

opinion of the cartoonist (Fitzgerald, "Controversial" 13). Robert Martin is quick to point 

out that "if a politician goes to the press council rather than the courts, by implication that 

is saying that it [the cartoon in question] is not libel because you oniy go to the press 

council as a token gesture" (personal communication, 8 July 1 997). Again, it is important 

to point out that editorial cartoons are considered '~oumalism of opinion and a 

manifestation of freedom of the pressy7 (Ontario Press Council 1). With that said, this 

study moves on to an evaiuaîion ofthe individuals who create the editorial art of the third 

wave. 



LAR PENS: 

At the present time, there are many prominent cartoonists working throughout the 

country. This is in contrast to the tum of the century when the majority of Canada's 

editorial cartoonists were centraiized in Ontario and Québec. In the West, cartoonist 

Malcolm Mayes of The Edmonton Journal and Adnan Raeside at The Victoria Times- 

Co lon i~  have been cited as exceptional (Bandeaux, Portfoolio 12, 146). In addition, Dale 

Cummings of The Winni~ee Free Press. dong with Cameron Cardow and Varce 

Roadewalt of The Calzary Herald, has won the National Newspaper Award (see fig. 54 

17 1-2). In Ontario, Mike Constable is a freelance cartoonist and editor of Piranha a 

Toronto humour magazine. Susan Dewar, cartoonist for The Ottawa Sun, also works on 

syndicated cartoon arips. Frank Edwards worked at The Whie Standard in Kingston as its 

first ml-tirne cartoonist but was "downsized" in 1994 (Bandeaux, Portfoolio 1 2, 146). 

Now, his cartoons are syndicated in Canada and the United States. Guy Badeaux, editor 

of Portfoali~ and wimer of the 199 1 National Newspaper Award, works at Le Droit and 

is also considered a staple of the Canadian cartooning scene. 

In Québec, individuais such as Michel Garneau at Le Devoir and Serge Chapleau 

at La Presse, are considered to be among the best in their profession. In the Maritimes, 

William Hogan of The Moncton Times-Transcript, Kevin Tobin of The Evenine T e l e m  

in S t John's, Ron Evely of Th Sandy Carruthers of The Charlottetown 

Guardiaq and Bruce MacKimon of The Halifax Herald are al1 respected. The Maritimes 

has been transformed &om an area sparsely populated by prolific editorial cartoonists to 

one that houses some of the best in Canada in the third wave. Among them is Theo 

Moudakis of The Halifax Daily News who, in April of 1996, organized "The 

Unpublishables," Canada's first exhibition of unpublished editorial cartoons (Bandeaux, 

Portfoolio 12, 1%). 

Collectively, these artists have produced thousands of editorial cartoons. Seventy- 

thousand political cartoons are housed at the National Archives of Canada, a collection 



that increases by 4,000 items each year. The majority of the aforementioned individuals 

belong to the Association of Canadian Editonal Cartoonists, which was established as a 

separate entity from the Association of American Editoriai Cartoonists in 1986. 

According to Brian Gable, the current president of the Association of Canadian Editorial 

Cartoonists, the main catalya for the creation of the independent association was the 

selection of cartoons and publication of the text Portfooli~, estabiished that same year 

(personal communication, 25 Iuiy 1997). This collection was designed to highlight the 

best editorial cartoons in Canada and to feature cartoons that had been "killed or 

otherwise restricted by spec5c newspapers (personal communication, 25 July 1997). 

From these meetings, the association grew and now meets every other year. There are 

approlàmately eighty rnemben of the Association of Canadian Editorial Cartoonists. 

According to J e d e r  Devine, there have been many discussions touching on 

issues crucial to the art form, primarily the dumbing-dom of cartoons by editors and 

publishers in "an attempt to walk the straight line of political correctness" (1). However, 

cartoonkt Terry Mosher believes that "Canadian cartoonists are a breed apart from their 

American counterparts and are somewhat k r  in the iiberties they take with a cartoon 

idea" (qtd. in Devine 1). Canadian cartoonists tend to stress a much more individualistic 

approach and style (Devine 1) .  Expanding on his cornrnents, Mosher reflects that 

"Canadian editorial cartoonists have fieedom from restrictions, unfettered imaginations, 

and excellent drawing abilities, al1 of which are required to produce quality work (qtd. in 

Devine 1). 

This sense of pide in Canadian art contnbuted to the interest and subsequent 

creation of The Canadian Museum of Caricature. Exhibitions heId at the National Archives 

relating to Canadian caricature display a cornmitment to the field of cartooning that is 

perhaps unparalleled in the world. Robert LaPalme states that "no other goverment on 

earth has been broad-minded and sophisticated enough to erect a temple" to political 

cartoons (qtd. in Canadian Centre for Caricature 1 : 3). Indeed, having a venue for an 

exhibition and presentation would be considered an accomplishment for any medium as 

well as a means of acknowledging the importance of the editorial cartoon in Canada's 



political and historical We. 

When the HonourabIe Marcel Massé, Canada's Minster of Communications in 

1986, announced that such a centre was to be created, he stated that "the history of 

caricature is a long and honourable one. So much so that historians of popular imagery 

now refer to a specific Canadian school of caricat~re*~ (Canadian Centre for Caricature 1 : 

3). The belief on the part of cartoonists, historians, and potiticians that Canada has reached 

a point in its caricature deveiopment when it is no longer drawing on Arnerican or British 

elements but rather representing a style of its own is a great accomplishment (Canadian 

Centre for Caricature 1 : 3). Canadian cartoonists provide a reaction to an event, skewer a 

poiiticai target, or encourage us to laugh at ourselves, thereby adding considerable insight 

into Canadian We. 

From the cartoonists who created the art to the connections among the history, 

politics and visual medium of cartoonuig, the Canadian Museum of Caricature welcomed 

25,000 visitors a year fkom 1989 to 1993 (Jm Burant, personal communication, 21 May 

1997). Carol Lafernière, senior project officer with the Communication and Public 

Program Division of the National Archives of Canada, said the museum was closed as a 

result of lack of funds that accompanied "substantial budget arts" within the National 

Archives of Canada. She also said that the acquisition and display of items suffered greatly 

as a result of these cuts, so the government-funded National Archives of Canada tu& to 

more permanent displays, rather than the shows that had highlighted specific caricature 

themes, in order to save money (personal communication, 19 August 1997). There are 

currently cartoons and caricatures f-ed in permanent displays with the National 

Archives, but there are no "shows" expressly dedicated to Canadian editorial cartooning 

(Carol Lafernière, personal communication, 19 August 1997). Cartoonists were concerned 

about the cuts, and a motion was passed at the 1994 meeting of the Association of 

Canadian Editonal Cartoonias to write both the heritage minister and local members of 

parliament in order to elicit support for the program, but to no avail (Devine 1). 



A CASE STUDY: TBE 1997 FEDERAL ELECTION 

The oppominity to examine editoriai cartoons in The Globe and Maib The 

Torom Sm and Toroao S u  over the course of the last federd election aflowed the 

author to assess some of the features of modem editorial cartoons. By testing six aspects 

of the content of the est-, second-, and fourth-ranking circulaûng newspapers in Canada, 

this study appfies practicai examples to M e r  academic studies. These three papers were 

selected because they represent a complete market base and because they are the top 

Engiish-language newspapers in Canada in tems of Nculation. Cartoons from these three 

papers were collecteci ffom 27 April 1 997 to 3 June 1 997. It should be noted that not al1 

of these publications are produced seven days a week, so the merence has been absorbecl 

statistically by establishg an average. 

It is also important to the assessrnent ofthese editorial cartoons to consider the 

unique style of the cartoonists themselves. Andy Donato is a contract fieelancer with The 

Toronto Sun, a downgrade h m  his fiill-the status; Bnan Gable is the editorial cartoonist 

for The GIobe and Mail; and Patrick Corrigan is the editorial cartoonist for 

Star- 
The fust test was designed to detedne exactly who was drawing the cartoons by 

discovering whether the art was constructed by the chief editorial cartoonist of these three 

papers, narnely, Gable, Donato, and Comgan; provided by Freelancers; or suppfmented 

by syndicated materid. The Globe's Tony Jenkins is the only other person who creates 

editorial cartoons for the newspaper. During the period in question, Gable provided 87% 

of the cartoons, and Jenkins supplied 13%. At The Sun, The Sun Media Corporation 

syndication system supplemented Donato's cartoons with the work of John Larder of The 

m w  Sun, Sue Dewar of The Ottawa Sua and Fred Curatolo of The Edmonton Sun. 

Donato supplied 57%, and 43% of the cartoons were composed by one of the 

aforementioned cartoonists reproducing hidher own work in the Toronto newspaper. 

Finally, at The Star. Corrigan supplied 5 1% of the cartoons, with the remaining 49% 

provided by fieelancers Dusan Petricic and Peter Pickersgdl. These numbers fùrther point 

to the fact that both fieelance and syndicated materials play a profound role in the 



cartoons that appear in larger Canadian papers. 

The next part of the study was designed to d e t e m e  the extent of political 

content, that is, whether or not during this highly charged political atmosphere the 

cartoons actudy depict both political and nonpolitical subject matter. in this Toronto 

election coverage survey, the findings established The S u  as the paper with the most 

political content in its editorial cartoons at 9 1%, w~un second with 8 1%, and The 

a distant third with 74%. The merence between -Star's and & Gbbe' s 

political content was significant at 17%. 

The hird test also involved content. It was established to compare caricature 

versus noncaricature subject matter in these three newspapers. Each cartoonist's personal 

style has much to do with whether or not cartoons actualiy contain recognizable 

caricatures of newsworthy figures. The w a g a i n  Iead the way with 7% of its cartoons 

featuring cziricatures, The Sun contained 65%, and The Globe had 59%. Bnan Gable of 

nie Globe cunsciously attempts not to include caricatures in fis work because he feels it 

cm sometimes mean more coverage for a politician the cartoon is attempting to ridicule 

(personal communication, 13 May 1 997). Content arnong the examples cm Vary grealy, 

up to 20% in terms of caricature content. 

What about the notion that the Rime Muùster is frequently portrayed in caricature 

in editoriai cartoons, especidy in election races when an incumbent is mnning for 

reelection? This test was to detennine how often the current Prime Minister of Canada, 

Jean Chrétien, was caricatureci. In n e  Sun, his caricature appeared 32% of the time; in 

The Star. 29% of cartoons contained a pictorial representation of Chrétien; and in ahp. 

Globe, only 3% of the cartoons caricaturecl Chrétien. Again, The Globe results had much 

to do with Brian Gable's personal preferences (personal communication, 13 May 1997). 

A question that needs to be addressed is whether or not cartoons reflect on the 

same subject matter that written editorials do during this election period. This becomes 

increasingly important as this shidy moves to the topic of dumbing-down and the potential 

for cartoons to merely illustrate the written editorial. In ne Star, 38% of cartoons 

featured in this penod had the same theme, whereas in The Globe, 37% focused on the 



same subject. At The Sun, 30% of the written editorials were on the same subject as the 

cartoons. No real conclusive or significant differences were established with this test. 

Finally, given that editorial cartoons are often a combination of written and 

pictoriai elements, the author set out to detemene how many words on average were used 

at the three sarnple newspapers. It should be noted that this study does not include 

numbers, symbols, or cartoonists' signatures among the word count, but it does include 

labels, phrases, and sentences employed to assist the pictonal. Over the course of the 

entire thirty-eight days of the study, The Star's cartoons contained a total of 219 words 

for a mean of 6.3 words per cartoon, with a high of 40 words and a low of zero. The 

Globe was next with a total of 290 words over the course of the election for a mean of 7.9 

words per cartoon, with a hi& of 38 and a low of 1. Findy, The Sun had the highest total 

of 452 words counted during the study period. Its average cartoon had 12.2 words, with a 

high of 38 and a low of 1. This average is b o a  twice that of The Star. One might have 

wnsidered that the inverse wodd be the case, given that The Sun is designed, d e n ,  and 

advertised as a popular press, tabloid-style newspaper. However, the increase in labelling 

can be attributed to the fact that cartoonists "often provided labels for their less educated 

or sophisticated readers" (Beniger 108). 

The technology ofnewspapers, television, and the Internet, dong with sorne of the 

concerns that face editorial cartoonists in Canada today, will determine the direction of the 

industry. The concems of downsizing, syndication, dumbing-down, media concentration, 

financial compensation, and intenial poiitics may have an impact on the cartoons and 

cartoonists of the third wave. 

Even in the second wave, the effects of television as a competing medium had an 

impact on newspaper circulation and, thus, the exposure of Canadian editonal cartoonists 

(Vipond 61). Television sets are now found in over 98% of all Canadian households and 



"in addition to commercial and public television programming, the proliferation of cable 

and pay-per-view channels has significantly altered television viewing habits since the late 

1 970s and has exploded in the 1990s" (Derevensky and Klein 36). 

Within Canada, 75% of all households have cable, and the proportion of homes 

having at least one speciality channel is approximately 40% (Derevenslq and Klein 36). 

Like cable and pay-per-view, the videocassette recorder (VCR) indu- is also flourishing 

in Canada. As of 1993, as many as 75% of Canadian homes had a lest  one VCR 

(Statistics Canada 12). Further, and "Wtually ovemight, the video rental store has created 

a new industry, which reported over $800 million in sales during 1991 in Canada done" 

Oerevensky and Klein 37). The age at which children become video literate is becoming 

lower with each generation. Derevensky and Klein recd a cartoon depicting a young child 

and his mother seated in &ont of the television set, and the three-year-old child proudly 

professes that ' Tm not in school yet, but I already know my numbers: ... zero, one, two, 

three, four $ve, s k  seven, eight, nine, pause, fast forward, rewind, play and record" (36). 

Canadian children between the ages of two and eleven watch an average of eighteen hours 

of television per week (Statistics Canada 12). The fascination with the visual can be 

connected to the editorial cartoon as a vinid entity that has the potential to capitalue on 

the wmfort of the population with the medium. The editorid cartoon is also assisted in 

this regard by the comics section of the paper. 

The average, adult Canadian viewer consumes an average of twenty-three hours of 

television weekly, with residents in Newfoundland watching twenty-five hours of 

television programming per week (Statistics Canada 12). "The average North American 

spends more tirne watching television than on any other activity save sleep and worK' 

(Derevensky and Klein 38). The magnitude of television's role in our d d y  lives is 

punctuated by David Sohn and Jerry Kosinski, who state that the average North Amencan 

watches approximately 12, 000 hours of television per year yet spends only five hours per 

year reading books (263). Mark Starowicz, in an article entitled "The Gutenberg 

Revolution of Television: Speculation on the Impact of New Technologies," States that 

"we are at the threshold of the Gutenberg Revolution in television and film" (237). He 



continues by statiny "the effkcts wili be profoundly transfomiing and potentially territjing 

(237). 

Gillian Steward maintains that since her days as a "young e q e T  reporter for a 
e u  in the 1970s. "television was still mainly an entertainment mediuni" rather 

than the authoritative news soum that it has kome  in the tKrd wave (274). Steward 

also points to the eariy 1970s and the fact t k t  "the expanding economy meant more 
rC 

people had mon9  to spenâ, and businesses were only too happy to fil1 nevspapers with 

ads encouraging them to spend" (274). With television predominating. the nervspapers' 

slice of the advertising pie became increasingiy smaller. 

The effects of television on newspapers is widespread in terms of circulation. For 

example. there were more evening dailies then moming newspapen during the 1970s in 

Canada. a trend that has shifted somewhat (sa fig. 55 173; Steward 274). The papers 

svere nin off thc press in the aAemoon so that "readers could expect to leam what had 

happencd that mornins or the day before or even the day before that" (Steward 274). 

Givcn therc were no "twenty-four-hour TV news channels." the pressure was not as great 

to bc tlic first to break a story (Steward 171). With the advent of television. daily 

ncwspapcr circulation numbers decreased. despite the increase in the population. 

Between 1986 and 1994, The Calsw Herald's Friday circulation. nornially its 

bigsest circulating day of the week, fell from 183.000 copies to 158.000. a reduction of 

I j o &  even thou& the city's population i n c r d  by 15% during that same p e n d  

(Steward 278). 

Steward cites the increased fast-paced lifestyle that allows for Iw free time to read 

tiic papa. coupled with the fact that potential readen could acquire news even more 

efficiently Ma the tclcvision. as the catalyst for this downward trend (283). Daily 

newspaprr circulation numbers over the last menteen yean refltxt a decline in readcrship 

(Canadian Newspaper Association 12). This is not to say. however. that the newspaper 

medium has been rnoved to the brink of extinction. In 1988. according to Vipond. 8704 of  

Canadian adults read a least one issue of a newspaper each week and "older. wealthier and 

briter-educated Canadians read proporiionately more" (67). The competins elements of 



television, cable, pay-per-view, and VCR's, plus their e f f i s  on society as a whole and 

more directly on a newspaper's ability to turn a profit, are profound. There are, however, 

many other factors, such as newspnnt prices and ad revenues, involved in the assessrnent 

of the decline in the newspaper medium. 

According to the Canadian Press article "Back in the 'Black': Canadian 

Newspaper Industry," analyas who work to understand the financial rise and fd of the 

newspaper industry in Canada believe that the medium is currently expenencùig an upward 

swing, despite the downward trend in circulation (Canadian Press, "Back" 1). Circulation 

is down nom what it was in 1995, with an average of 5 -2 million copies each publishing 

day (1). However, "advertking, which is the newspaper industry' s lifeblood, rose 4.1 

percent in January and February of 1 997 to build on a late 1 996 surge," which foliowed a 

seven-year deche (Canadian Press, "Back" 1). This is encouraging for newspaper owners 

because "newspapers have had to cut expenses drastically over the last few years to cope 

with shnnking ad revenue caused by the lingering recession of the early 1990s and high 

n e w s p ~ t  prices, which have since fallen7' (Canadian Press, "'Back" 1). Whether the 

increased ad revenues wiu translate into increased circulation nurnbers or even a growth 

that woufd allow some of the individuals who have been fired to r e t m  remauis to be seen. 

However, an extended element ofnewspaper production that is expanding at a 

phenornenal rate is Online publications. Papen are going Online in record numbers, which 

in tum could have an effect on traditional circulation. 

According to the National Newspaper Association, more than 500 North Amencan 

daily newspapers; O n h e  services, including Websites and partnerships with consumer 

online companies; and the cartoonists themselves now have the opportunity to have their 

art displayed to a wider audience than ever before in the history of the medium (1 4). Both 

large and smali newspapers are posting Online extensions. Nmety-five of the top 100 

newspapers by circulation have Onijne products, and more than 60% of the daily 

newspapers on the Web have circulations under 30,000 (National Newspaper Association 

14). W~th the overhead for Websites low, 36% of Online newspaper producers state they 

tumed a profit in 1996 or will be profitable in 1997, with another 24% predicting 



profitability within four years (National Newspaper Association 14). 

Many cartoonists have started their own Websites, embracing the technologicd 

advantages of the Internet that have no spatial or editorial constraints. A cursory search 

revealed over 30,000 sites currently featunng editorial cartoons fiom amateur, 

professional, and syndicated sources. Some sites, such as the new 'Frank & Ernest" 

cartooning strip, feature three-dimensional characters and environments, navigable 

QuickTime wtuai reaiity files, and a searchable archive of neariy 2,000 comic strips. Bob 

Thaves, creator of the "Frank & Ernest" strip, States that "a key goal for the site is to 

complement the comic strip in the newspaper" (qtd. in Astor, "Innovation" 28). Print as 

well as "cartoon cannibalization," or stripping the most popular aspects of the printed 

newspaper for the Online version, has been a concem for some newspapers (qtd. in Astor, 

"Innovation" 28). As a result, newspaper managers are selective about the content that 

the Webmaster posts in an effort to foster this complernentary relationship and to d u c e  

seif"competition. 

With the advent of Intemet technology, the newspaper industry has expanded 

existing presentation formats. Sirnilar to the advent of the printing press and the 

development of the print medium, the Intemet has the potential to offer readership to a 

much more diverse elernent. Given the fact this new technology is in its infàncy, it is 

difFcult to determine whether the Mine  newspaper features that are now supplementing 

the primeci newspaper industry will grow in popularity to the point of surpassing or even 

replacing the original version in circulation. Wfih these OnIine ventures just now becorning 

financially self-sustaining, it is too early to predict their impact on newspapers or Canadian 

editoriai cartoonkg. 

It should be noted that there has never been an academic media study correlating 

circulation and editorial cartoons. However, it appears obvious that the editorial cartoon is 

a vital elment that has been maintained even in tough economic times. A practical 

example of rneasuring political cartoons' impact on newspaper circulation was provided by 

cartoonia Ron Evely in January of 1993. In an atternpt to move his status fiom part-time 

to full-time at The Cape Breton Po% Evely contacted Bruce MacKinnon, The H e  



Herald's editorial cartoonist, and Jerry Jackson, The Herald's circulation manager, in 

order to comprehend the growth in circuiation "which has increased steadily every year, 

tot aling approximately 8.94% since 1 985- 1 986 " (Evely, persona1 communication, 1 0 June 

1997). According to Jackson, MacKinnon "has had a most profound effect on our 

circulation increase" and that "reader surveys have shown MacKinnon7s cartoons to be the 

most popdar feature in the paper" (qtd. in Evely, personal communication, 10 June 1997). 

According to Jackson, the MacKinnon cartoons are the most talked-about feahire 

in the newspaper, every moniing, in the coffee shops, people talk about the cartoon in the 

paper (qtd. in Evely, personal cornunication, 1 O June 1997). Evely's intentions in 

conducting this research were obviously personally motivated, but the fact remains that 

the circulation numbers do show a marked increase of over 12,402 fiom the tirne 

MacKinnon started with the paper until 1993 when Evely conducteci his research (personal 

communication, 10 June 1997). Clearly, there could have been, and probably were, other 

variables involved in the increase, but the numbers and Jackson's comments support 

Evely's correlational claim. 

THE lMULTI-HEADED HYDRA: CONCERNS IN CANADIAN CARTOONING 

At the end of the second wave, Desbarats and Mosher predicted that the political 

cartoon would "endure in its present fom as long as newspapers remain important 

channels of political information and opinion" (1 1). The sunival of the editorial cartoon in 

Canada depends on several other factors that have a profound effect upon its existence in 

its present fonn. Examining the concerns that face Canadian cartoonists today requires a 

holistic perspective. In reviewuig the evidence, one must first acknowledge the interlinking 

nature of the wncems. This portion of the study connects concems about media 

concentration with those of syndication and, in turq financial compensation that can be 

associated with the dumbing d o m  of editoriai cartoons and the loss of the local angle. It 

should be noted that media concentration and downsizing are not the ody catalysts 

shifting in the Canadian editorial cartooning scene; however, these two elements are the 

primary cuncems for cartoonists. 



The control by corporations such as Hollinger and Sun Media Corporation, who 

collectively own approximately two-thirds of Canada's dailies, is unprecedented in 

Canadian popular printing history. As illustrated in the listing of the top ten circulating 

daily newspapers in Canada, there are fewer corporations controhg more of the 

newspaper market (see fig. 56 174). The tradition of the family newspaper has ail but 

disappeared. It is clear that the newspaper business is changing, as is the role of the 

editorial cartoonist. According to the Canadian Newspaper Association, there are 

presently 105 daily newspapers in Canada; of course, not al1 of these have staE 

cartoonists. In fact, only 30% of daily newspapers achially have M-the ,  exclusive staf f  

cartoonists (Canadian Newspaper Association 15). The newspaper market has never been 

as volatile as during the third wave. In 1996 alone, the ownership of seventeen newspapers 

changed hands (Canadian Newspaper Association 22). 

Conrad BIack currently controls more than halfof Canada's newspapers, 

accounting for 43% of daily circulation through Hollinger, Southam, and associated 

companies Sterling and Unimedia (Canadian Newspaper Association 22). Concentration 

of power through conglomerations and mergers is not an uncornmon practice in other 

industries. It is a natrirally occurring phenornenon in a eee-market capitalist society 

dnven by production-based economic principles. Black is well within his rights to 

purchase media outiets. However, the concerns for some newsworkers, including 

cartoonists, is that a concentration will limit the voices in an industry fûndamentdy built 

on the fieedom of expression for dl. 

THE BLACK INK: MEDIA CONCENTRATION AND DOWNS17,TNG 

If one were to take this assessrnent of Black's media concentration a step fùrther 

to include the notion of downsizing, the publisher reportedly "spent two million dollars 

revamping The Ottawa Citizen into a flagship while the paper's Southam parent continues 

with a three-year plan to cut 750 jobs h m  its chain" (Canadian Press, 'Back'' 11). Part of 

the restructuring at The Citizen involved ccdownsio'ngl' editorial cartoonist Alan King. 

King, who has twenty years of experience, is now freelancing one cartoon a week with 



another paper. He cites a ciifference in potitics with the publisher for his leaving The 

Citizen (personal communication, 26 June 1997). 

Media concentration is Linked to the increase and predicted prominence of 

syndication. Syndication can be viewed as a double-edged sword, both increasing and 

decreasing the number of individuals who have the potential to f e a ~ e  cartoons in 

Canadian newspapers. Syndication can reduce the number of voices when cartoonists who 

belong to the same chain often f i l  in or, in some cases, replace other cartoonists at other 

branches of the newspaper franchise (Andy Donato, personal communication, 14 May 

1997). This phenornenon can be illustrated with the exampfe of the intemal Sun Media 

Corporation cartoon syndication service. A seasoned cartoonist like Donato may have his 

cartoons featured in The Sun in Ottawa, Edmonton, or Calgw as weil as The Financial 

? o s  The London Free Press, and so on, down the chain of papers that the corporation 

owns or controls (personal communication, 14 May 1997). In this way, sparked by media 

concentration, pubiishers would only really need one editorial cartoonist for every string 

of newspapers. This would result in the elimination of much of the local angle. 

On the other han& a gified fieelancer who has not had the opportunity to secure a 

staffposition would be able to sell cartoons to a chah like Southam. The exposure that 

he/she would receive could increase greatly and present the cartoonist with a chance to 

voice personal opinions. Certainly, the wordsmiths of the newspapers are no strangers to 

the concerns surrounding syndicated material. The simple fact that papers need to ernploy 

fewer reporters, with the help of colurnnists such as Michael Coren and David Frum, is 

now apparent. In this way, written commentators have preceded pictorial commentators in 

feeling the effects of syndication and media concentration. The average cartoonist 

produces four cartoons per week, it is possible that the increase in syndication and 

fieelancing could potentially eliminate concerns regarding deadlines and daily pressure 

through an element of fiee-market job sharing. If each cartoonist produced few cartoon 

the quality could improve and more people could share the work load. 

Although many professionals, including reporters and columnists, are govemed by 

deadlines, the editorial cartoonist is regulated by artisric and opinion-based subject matter 



that contains an element of creativity. For exarnple, ifa cartoonist is not able to corne up 

with an idea on a @en day or is faced with a topic for which hdshe feels little enthusiasm, 

the task of creating a cartoon is considerably more dinicult. This obstacle could potentidy 

be compounded if coupled with editorial constraints (Press 19). 

Editorial interference, deadines, and the climate of opinion in the workplace stood 

out as drawbacks in James Best's study. One might go as far as to argue that the 

adherence to deadlines wuld negatively affect the quality of the work produced. An 

elimination of these deadlines as a result of fieelance work and syndication could improve 

the quafity displayed across the country. However, it is more Iikely that the effects of 

syndication and dumbing-dom will have a far greater impact on the quality of production. 

As the newspaper industry shrinks in terms of ownership, fewer tùii-time 

cartoonists are being hired during the third wave and into the twenty-first century (Brian 

Gable, personai communication, 13 May 1997). As with any other industry in which there 

are surplus workers, in this case fieeIancers, the cost of employment decreases as a result 

of cornpetition. In an eni of downsizing, what motivation would newspapers have to keep 

staEcartoonists? Full-thne cartoonists require salaries, which are, incidently, comparable 

with those of staffwriters. In the case of the more prominent cartoonists at larger papers, 

pay can reach upwards of $70,000 a year. One must dso consider vacation time, vacation 

pay, benefits, and pensions. 

EDITOR VERSUS CARTOONIST: W O ' S  IN CONTIROL? 

In geaeral, c'edtorial cartoonists recognize that editors need to have some voice in 

the editorial cartoons" (Keener 158). Cartoonists are skeptical of colleagues who profess 

absolute independence from an editor's approval. A comrnon working pattern c d s  for the 

cartoonist to rough sketch several of hiiher own ideas; then the editor chooses or helps to 

select the "best" one (Keener 158). Polly Keener states that "this is a tiresorne way to 

wo* and ofien makes for bland cartoons," and in such cases, the cartoon "becornes an 

illustration for the written editorial" (1 57). Cartoonists generally, are adverse to this 

conversion to illustrator, and the relationship cm be one in which cartoonists "often find 



thernselves at odds with their editon because of the obvious diffculty of tailoring their 

own graphic form of expression to the Iiterary conventions of written joumalism7' 

(Desbarats and Mosher 18). 

FREELANCING AND DUMûlNGDOWN: THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE? 

Any concems that editors have with their cartoonists codd be elirninated by the 

predominance of the fieelance element. Rather that deal with one staffcartoonist, an 

editor would be able to come in and select fiom a variety of perhaps twenty cartoons 

produced by fieelance artists. As one cartoonist explained, the freelance purchasing 

process that the editon now exercise as the uitimiite fom of control is "ifyou don? like it, 

you don't have to buy it.' For a nominal fee, the editor cm select the cartoon that most 

appeals to the paper' s desued editorial direction. 

However, the freedom that freelance cartoonists enjoy in terms of creating what 

they want when they want cornes at a financial price. With f?eeIance comes Berce 

cornpetition to have material purchased. The fieelance industry has grown out of the 

surplus of cartoonists to fil1 the number of positions available, not unlike the fieelance 

situation facing many newspapers wrïters. 

With the financial securïty of thz ffeelance cartoonist in question, it would only be 

in hidher best interests to create cartoons with a greater sale potential. It would not be in 

the bea interests of the fieelance cartoonist to spend valuable t h e  on a cartoon only to 

h d  out that an editor feels it is too risqué or not in line with the editorial policy of a given 

paper. Not unlike any other individual selling a product, the potenuai for editorial 

cartoonists to tailor cartoons becomes obvious. This leads to dumbing-down, the 

reduction in the quality of ediiorial cartoons and a tendency toward the gag cartoon that is 

grounded in base humour and has a noncontroversial presentation. However, "it's 

common knowledge that similar or even the same ideas wili come to a couple or even 

several cartoonists on a @en issue at a given tirne" (Hewison 12). This phenornenon has 

been attn'buted to the conventions established in the industry and to the nature of idea 

production, and not to a group-think rnentality, in Canadian editorial cartooning. 



Part of the dumbing-dom process comes as a result of problerns addressing the 

local angle. Media concentration and a large and talented freelancing population mean that 

cartoon content would have to become universal. This, in tum, would dramaticaily alter 

the subject matter that editorial cartoons are based upon. 

One might not notice a difference in the draftspersonship of a cartoon that has 

been dumbed-dom. A metaphor for the meeting of the artistic elements and the idea to 

rnaximize the influence behind a political cartoon could be a person. Iust as there are many 

physically attractive people, there are many physically attractive, aesthetically pleasing 

political cartoons. Without a certain degree of wit, personality, and intelligence, neither 

cm hold your attention for any length of tirne. This may be the case with the dumbed- 

down version of Canadian editorial cartoons. Certainly the drafiing is present, but some of 

the ideas lack punch. This could be the fira sign of another downward trend in cartooning 

quality, not unlike the political cartoons of the 1930s and 1940s (Gerberg 185). The 

factors of media concentration, downsizing, syndication, fieelancing and dumbing-down 

are realities that are currently affecting the reaim of the modem editorial cartoon. Like the 

court jester, these extemal limitations, if not confionted, will result in the elimination of 

the Canadian editoriai cartoon. 

ION: COMPLEUNG THE SKETCH 

We must now retum to the image of the court jester to try to comprehend the 

concems that currently face Canadian editorid cartoonists. In the medieval era, when 

society tired of the puns and the criticism, the jester was dismissed fiom the royal  COU^ 

and stripped of his status. Inaead of having the security he once enjoyed, he was forced to 

take piecework at town fairs or in public squares in order to stay dive. 

In reviewing the concems that seem most prevdent to contemporary Canadian 

cartoonists, it is essential to look toward the aspects that they themselves can control in 

order to provide solutions to prevent the death of a one-hundred-and-fifty-year-old 

cartooning legacy. Media concentration and the elements involved with downsizing are 



clearly beyond the sphere of control of newsworkers, including editorial cartoonists. Thus' 

there is no real solution that c m  be offered if one believes these factors are detrimentai to 

Canadian cartooning. Media concentration will translate into fewer jobs for cartoonists. 

Conrad Black is the modem version of Henry WI, and the contemporary court jester 

must either adapt to survive or face extinction. 

The w a n d e ~ g  freelancer is also one of the entrepreneurid variables beyond the 

collective cartoonists' control. The fact remains that the majority of fieelancers want more 

work than they can get, which is hstrating, especially for the younger generation of 

cartoonists who are not acquiring the practical experience that their predecessors had 

(Brian Gable, personal communication, 13 May 1997). Freelancers d have to ded with 

the hancial restraints that are the result of a surplus of suppliers of cartoons. Individuai 

fieelancers will have to fight harder to encourage the decision maken to select their 

materid; in doing so, they will more than likely compromise themselves and the quality of 

their product. This dumbing-down in order to meet the editorial desires wilt further result 

in the loss of pride in one's crafl and eiiminate much of the passion that was present in the 

work of their predecesson. ''Editorial cartoonists are a special breed who seem motivated 

by a smoldering sense of moral outrage at the world and a compulsive need to express it" 

(Gerberg 185). This fire will die if editorial cartoonists are not granted the fieedom to 

express their own opinions. This expression is the essence of the art, as illustrated by the 

likes of Daumier and Hogarth. Othexwise, it means that editorial cartoons are merely a 

comection of lines. 

Conversely, syndication is an element that cartoonists can personally control. As a 

collective, if Canadian cartoonists decide to end the elements of syndication exercised by 

approximately half of the working cartoonists in Canada today, the need for more 

cartoonists' work would increase, thus expanding the nurnber of individuals involved in 

the field. This conscious, collective decision is uniikely to occur because of the 

cartoonists' own desire for farne and financial gain as well as the individudistic nature of 

each cartoonist. Veteran syndicated cartoonists would be foolish to allow the younger and 

potentidly more taiented jesters onto the cartoon stage. This risk would be at their own 



financial expense, with the potential that they themselves would receive the axe in the 

name of maintainhg the hi& quality of cartooning in Canada. This idedistic collective 

consciousness is not likely to materialize in the highiy competitive realm ofeditorial 

cartooning. 

Dumbing-down is another element that cartoonists can control. Ifthe durnbing- 

down of Canadian cartoons is a concem, should cartoonists not take it upon themselves to 

personally alter the direction of their medium, perhaps by instigating peer quality control? 

Again, the individualistic nature of the medium as well as the financial benefits of creating 

dumbed-dom cartoons would more than Likely prevent all cartoonists from conforming; 

again, this alteration would be in the bea intereas of the field as a whole. 

The historicai component of this study has examined the rich tradition that editorial 

cartooning represents, whereas the contemporary component has focused on the current 

environment that could render editorial cartooning a dying art. This work's main objective 

was to turn the tables on Canadian editorial carioonists by rendering them fair game and 

the subject of midy &om both a historical and contemporîry gerspective. Histotically, the 

peridodization of politicaf cartooning and the process by which the periods change is 

evident. This study has charted the historical background leading up to the birth of 

editorial cartooning in Canadq including influences fiorn Europe and the United States. 

This study has traced the development of Canada's editoriai cartooning heritage over the 

Iast one hundred and fifty years by profiling such individuals as Bengough, Julien, and 

Walker and their respective contributions in the first wave. The second wave marked 

different concerns, styles, issues, and personalities, such as Macpherson, LaPalme, and 

Noms. Great changes have taken place in cartooning in the third wave. Editorial 

cartooning is a declining art in Canada. The extent to which old conventions, practices, 

and traditions of political cartoons will change depends on the cartoonists themselves and 

their reactions to concerns in the field. This shift in the industry does not necessarily mean 

that edit onal cartooning will disappear entirely . 

The move to television and Tntemet access has the potential to increase visibility 

and take editoriai cartooning in a dserent direction. Currently, in the third wave, 



cartoonists are experiencing the boom before the bust. There are more artists working in 

some form or other in 1998 than at any other time in Canadian cartooning history. How 

the artists themselves face this crossroad and &kt change within their sphere of control 

will determine whether sustained growth is possible. As more editorial staffcartoonists die 

or retire, they are not being replaced. Syndication will grip the industry more tightly, with 

editors able to select an editoriai cartoon with its correspondhg &en cornrnentary, like 

matching a drawing with the text in a child's storybook. 

Unless there is a paradigm shift in the way that cartoonists deal with their 

newspapers, many more artists could be forced out of the cartoonhg scene, thereby 

reducing the number of visual commentaries. One way that full-tirne cartoonists could 

increase their chances of survival would be to elevate their profiles. Ifcartoonists are 

similar to columnists in their appearance on a regular base, why do they not have their 

picture accompanying the cartoon? m e n  times, they do not even have a typed by-line but 

merely their signature or pen name. This does not help to create a loyal following; the 

opposite could render it more difnnilt for the newspaper to justiQ the cost effectiveness 

of syndicated matenal and the elimination of s t a f f  positions. The success that Nast, 

Outcault, Bengough, Walker, Macpherson, LaPalme, and Norris enjoyed was a result of 

their talent as cartoonists and their self-promotion as a staple of their publications. Guest 

appearances not uniike the chalk talks of the Bengough era may be used to increase their 

profiles and assist the staff cartoonists in the atternpt to render themselves indispensable, 

proving to the royal court that they are worth their payment in End. 

Taking into consideration the development of cartooning through the history of 

our country, there is no question that editorial cartoons and cartoonists have been 

influentid. With examples such as Bengough's drawings of Sir John A. Macdonald, or 

Macpherson's graphic portrayal of Joe Clark, the level of influence that cartoonists will 

continue to hold depends on the quality of their products. The artists of the first and 

second wave were, for the rnost part, constantly striving for new ideas within a medium 

that encouraged such expansion. The current climate for editorial cartooning is not nearly 

as hospitable. 



hospitable. 

Witli a growing freelance market willing io accept lower and lower wages in the 

hopes of increasing exposure and making whatever living they can, the quafity of the 

content of editorial cartoons will erode. The other possibility is that the conglomerated 

media outlets will find it more financiaily feasible to ernploy a single cartoonist per chah, 

eliminating the freelance market entirely. The cartoonists who attain these positions will 

rise above the rea by displaying superior drafting abilities, but the ideas wiil be directed by 

the newspaper. Eeither scenario, or a combination therein, cornes to pas, the local angle 

will cease to exist. This WU fûrther weaken the editod cartoonists' impact. 

These concems are the result of severai interiocking hiaorical, technological, and 

financiai catalysts that might weU jolt the editoriai cartoonists of the third wave to 

attention. Respected Canadian cartoonist Ben Wicks, acclaimed worldwide for his 

syndicated cartoon strips and editorial cartoons, states, "Cartoonists thuik more of 

thernselves than they should" (personal communication, 7 May 1997). Given the current 

clmate, cartoonists in Canada wiU have to address sorne of the concerns within their 

sphere of control if they and their art intend to prosper in the twenty-first century. 

The history of Canadian editorial cartooning has showm that cartoonists have been 

able to adapt and thrive, despite technologicai, hanciai, social, legai, and political 

challenges. Never before have cartoonists faced so rnany of these concems simultaneously. 

If the cartoonist, acting as the court jester, is, in fact, running out of new and inventive 

matenal, the public wiii eventually tire. This decline would mean the end of a one-hundred 

-and-fi@-year-old Canadian cartooning legacy and the loss of a vaiuable national 

resource. 
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A Pertinent Question. 
Mrs. Britannia: "1s it possible, my dear. that 

you have ever given your cousin Jonathan any 
encouragement?" 

Miss Canada: "Encouragement! Certainly not, 
Mamma. I have told him we can never be 

united." 

Fig. 9. Political cartoon, in Peter Desbarats and Teny Mosher, The Hecklers: A History of 
Canadian Political Cartooning and A Cartoonists' Histov of Canada 

(Toronto: McClelland, 1979) 43. 
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Fig. 12. Thomas Nast "A Group if VuItures Waiting for the Storm to Blow Over, " 
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Fig. 13. Thomas Nast "To the Victor Belongs the Spoils," in Morton Keller, 
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Fig. 14. Photograph of William M. Tweed, in Roger A. Fischer, Them Damned Picnires: 
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Our Artist's Occupation Gone. 
TH. ' ~ . + s T .  "1~'s 311 t-cft. iunn>- ro >-ou: but whtr srn 1 to do now?" 

Fig. 1 5 .  Thomas Nast "Self-Caricature," in Morton Keller, 
The Art and Politics of Thomas Nast (New York: Odord? 1968) 189. 



Fig. 16. R. F. Outcault "The Yellow Kid" in Randall P. Harrison, 
The Cartoon: Communication to the Ouick (London: Sage, 198 1) 86. 



Little Ben. Holmes 

And sorne naughty children attempt to pawn their 
mother's pocket-handkerchief, but are arrested by 
policeman Punch, who was stationed "round the 

corner." 

Fig. 17. Political cartoon by j. W. Walker in Peter Desbarats and Teny Mosher, 
The Hecklers: A History of Canadian Political Cartoonhg and A Cartoonists' Hiaory of 

Canada (Toronto: McClelland, 1979) 43. 
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Fig. 18. Editorial cartoon by Frank Edwards in Steve Bradley, 
The Art of Political Cartooning in Canada 1 980 (Toronto: Virgo, 1980) 86. 



Fig. 19. Political cartoon by Jean-Baptist Côté in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The 
Hecklers: A Historv of Canadian Political Cartoonine and A Cartoonists' Historv of Canada 

(Toronto: McClelland, 1979) 63. 



Fig. 20. Political cartoon by J. W. Bengough in Ramsay Cook, The Reeenerators: Social 
Criticism in Late Viaonan Endish Canada (Toronto: U of Toronto P. 1985) 134. 





Fig. 22. Political cartoon by Thomas Nast in Ramsay Cook, The Reeenerators: Social Critickm 
in Late Victorian Enelish Canada (Toronto: U of Toronto P. 1985) 128. 



Fig. 23. The 1873 masthead for Gri~, in Car1 Spadoni, ''Ck-i~ and the Bengoughs as Publishers 
and Printers," Papers of the Biblioma~hical Society of Canada.( 1 988): 3 7. 



Fig. 24. Political cartoon by I. W. Bengough in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The 
Hecklers: A History of Canadian Political Cartoonine and A Cartoonists7 History of Canada 

(Toronto: McClelland, 1979) 50. 



Wafting incense on the rnany-headed monster of Confederation to make it agreeable to 
Quebec, the Lamb. 

Fig. 25. Political cartoon by Jean-Baptist Côté in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, 
Hecklers: A History of Canadian Politicai Cartoonine and A Cartoonists' History of Canada 

(Toronto: McClelland, 1 979) 53. 



Coming Home from the Fair. 

Bro. Jonathan: "Adieu, fair Canada. I have long 
adored you, but never so much as now. Mây I 
not hope some day to daim you as my own?" 

Canada (kindly but firmly): "Never. I h o p  
always to respect you as my friend and 

well-wisher, but can never accept you as my 
lord and master. Farewell." 

Fig. 26. Political cartoon by James MacKay in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The Hecklers: 
A History of Canadian Political Cartoonine and A Cartoonists' History of Canada 

(Toronto: McCleIland, 1979) 58. 



Young Canada: "We don't want you here!" 

John Bull: "That's right. rny son. No matter 
what cornes, an empty house is better than 

such a tenant as that!" 

Fig. 27. Political cartoon by John Walker in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The Hecklers: A 
Historv of Canadian Political Cartoonhg and A Cartoonists' History o f  Canada 

(Toronto: McClelland, 1979) 43. 



Fig. 28. Political cartoon by Arch Dale in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher. The Hecklers: A 
History of Canadian Political Cartooning and A Cartoonists' History of Canada 

(Toronto: McCleIIand, 1979) 88. 
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Fig. 29. Political cartoon by A. G. Racey in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The Hecklers: A 
History of Canadian Political Cartoonine and A Cartoonists' Histon, of Canada 

(Toronto: McClelland, 1979) 79. 



Fig. 30. Politicai cartoon by I. Charlebois in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The Hecklers: A 
Histov of Canadian Political Cartoonine. and A Cartoonists' History of Canada 

(Toronto: McCleliand, 1979) 73. 
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Fig. 32. Molly Lamb Bobac "Life Begins as Second-Lieutenant," in Cindy Richmond, Mdiy 
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Fig. 33. Political cartoon by Robert LaPalme in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, 
Hecklers: A History of Canadian Political Cartooning and A Cartoonists' Historv of  Canada 

(Toronto: McC!elland, 1 979) 1 03. 



Fig. 34. Editorial cartoon by Len Noms in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The 
Hecklen: A Historv of Canadian Political Cartoonin? and A Cartoonists7 Histoq of Canada 

(Toronto: McClelIand, 1 979) 1%. 



Fig. 35. Editorial cartoon by Duncan Macpherson in Peter Desbarats and Teny Mosher, 
The Hecklers: A History of Canadian Political Cartooning and A Cartoonists' History 01 c 

Canada (Toronto: McClelland, 1979) 73. 



Fiç. 36. Editorial cartoon by Lewis Parker in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The Hecklen: 
A Histo- of Canadian Political Cartoonine and A Cartoonists' Historv o f  Canada 

(Toronto: McCIelland, 1979) 134. 



Fig. 37. Editorial cartoon by Duncan Macpherson in Peter Desbarats and Teny Mosher, The 
H k l r - A H i t  f fi ni st s' Hi f Can 

(Toronto: McClelIand, 1 979) 1 47. 



Fig. 38. Editorial cartoon by Duncan Macpherson in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, 
The Hecklers: A Historv of Canadian Political Cartoonine and A Cartoonists' History of 

Canada (Toronto: McCleIland L 979) 1 53. 



Fig. 39. E d i t o d  cartoon by Duncan Macpherson in Thad McIlroy, A Rose is a Rose: A Tribute 
to Pierre EIliot Trudeau in Cartoons and Ouotes (Toronto: Arcadia, 1984) 25. 



Fig. 40. Editond cartoon by John Collins in Steve Bradley, 
The Art of Political cartoon in^ in Canada 1980 (Toronto: Virgo, 1980) 7 1. 



Fig. 4 1 .  Editorial cartoon by Andy Donato in Andy Donato, From There to Here: Donato's 
Political Cartoons (Toronto: Key Porter, 1983) 36. 



Fig. 42. Editorial cartoon by Ben Wicks in Ben Wicks, Wicks (Toronto: McClelland, 1980) 4. 



Fig. 43. Editorial cartoon by Roy Peterson in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher. The 
Hecklers: A Histoy of Canadian Political Cartooning and A Cartoonists' Histoy of Canada 

(Toronto: McClelland, 1979) 225. 



"Nothing today. Corne back in five years." 

Fig. 44. Editorial cartoon by Ed Franklin in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The Hecklers: A 
H i s t * ~  of Canadian Political Cart00nine - and A Cartoonias' Hieorv of Canada (Toronto: 

McClelland, 1979) 184. 



Fig. Editorial cartoon by Andy Donato in Andy Donato, From There to Here: Donat& 
Political Cartoons (Toronto: Key Porter, 1983) 56. 



Fig. 46. Edito 
A Historv of Canadian Political Cartoonine and A Cartoonists' History of Canada (Toronto: 

McClelland, 1979) 6.  



THE CAPTAIN'S COING DOWN WITH HIS SHIP! 

Fig. 47. Editorial cartoon by Bert Grassick in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The Hecklen: 
A History of Canadian Political Cartooninn and A Cartoonists' History of Canada (Toronto: 

McClelIand, 1 979) 97. 



Fig. 48. Editorial cartoon by Temy Mosher in Peter Desbarats and Teny Mosher, The Hecklers: - - 
A History of Canadian Political Cartooning and A Cartoonists' History of Canada (Toronto: ~[$11i g~ 

McClelland, 1979) 97. 



Fig. 49. Editorial cartoon of Kim Campbell and Brian Mulroney in Jan Brown, "So, Why Aren't 
We Laughing: A Study o f  Women and Political Cartoons in Canada." Cod. On The Diefenbaker 

Legacy: Law, Politics and Society Since 1957 (Saskatchewan, University of Saskatchewan. 8 
March 1997) 23. 



Fig. 50. Editorial cartoon by Robert Bierman in Peter Desbarats and Teny Mosher, The Hecklers: 
A Histo- of Canadian Political Cartoonin and A Cartoonists' Histon, o f  Canada (Toronto: 

McClelland, 1979) 192. 



Fig. 5 1 .  Editonal cartoon by Edd Uluschak in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The Hecklers: 
A History of Canadian Political Cartoonine and A Cartoonists' History of Canada (Toronto: 

McCletland, 1 979) 193. 



Bill Vander Zalm pulls the wings off Bob Bierman 

Fig. 52. Editonal cartoon by JeamPierre Girerd in Peter Desbarats and Terry Mosher, The 
Hecklers: A History of Canadian Political Cartoonhg and A Cartoonists' History of Canada 

(Toronto: McClelland, 1 979) 194. 



Fig. 53. Editorial cartoon by Andy Donato in Mark Fitzgerald, "ControversiaI Cartoon Upheld by 
Press Council." Editor & Publisher (26 Nov. 1994: 13). 



R EDITORIAL CARTOONING. 

1 YEAR 1 NAME 1 NEWSPAPER 1 

1 1949 1 Jack Boothe 1 Globe and Mail 

1 1950 1 James G. Reidford 1 Montreal Star 

1 195 1 1 Leonard Norris Vancouver Sun 

1 1952 1 Robert LaPalme Le Devoir 

1 1953 1 Robert W. Chambers 1 Halifax Chronicle-Herald 

1 1954 1 John Coilins 1 Montreai Gazette 

1 1956 1 James G. Reidford 1 Globe and Mail 

1955 

1 1957 1 James G. Reidford 1 Globe and Mail 

Merle R. Tingley London Free Press 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1962 

1964 1 Ed McNally 1 Montreai Star 

Raoul Hunter 

Duncan Macpherson 

1963 

1963 

1 1965 1 Duncan Macpherson 1 The Toronto Star 

Le Soleil 

The Toronto Star 

Duncan Macpherson 

Ed McNally 

1966 1 Robert W. Chambers / Halifax Chronicie-Herald 

The Toronto Star 

Montreal Star 

Duncan Macpherson 

Jan Kamlenski 

Raoul Hunter 1 Le Soleil 

The Toronto Star 

Winnipeg Tribune 

1968 1 Roy Peterson 1 Vancouver Sun 

Edd Uluschak 1 Edmonton Journal 

Duncan Macpherson 1 The Toronto Star 

Yardley Jones The Toronto Sun 

1972 Duncan Macpherson The Toronto Star 



1973 1 John Coilins 1 Montreai Gazette 
- - 

Hamilton Spectator 

1975 1 Roy Peterson Vancouver Sun 

1976 1 Andy Donato The Toronto Sun 

1977 1 Terry Mosher 1 Montreai Gazette 

1978 1 Terry Mosher 1 Montreal Gazette 

1979 1 Edd Uluschak 1 Edmonton Journai 

Victor Roschkov 1 The Toronto Star 

Tom h e s  1 Calgary Herald 

- -  - 

Ed Franklin 

1983 

1984 
-- -- -- 

Globe and Mail 

1986 1 Brian Gable 1 Regina Leader-Post 

Daie Curnmings 

Roy Peterson 

1987 1 R a  Anderian 1 Ottawa Citizen 

Winnipeg Free Press 

Vancouver Sun 

1988 1 Vance Rodewalt 1 Calgaxy HeraId 

1989 

1990 

1993 1 BruceMacKinnon 1 Harifax Heraid 

1991 

1992 

1994 1 Roy Peterson 1 Vancouver Sun 

Cameron Cardow 

Roy Peterson 

1995 1 Bnan GabIe 1 Globe and Mai1 

Regina Leader-Post 

Vancouver Sun 

Guy Badeaux 

Bruce MacKinnon 

- -. 

Ottawa LeDroit 

Halifax Herald 

Fig. 54. National Newspaper Award Winners in Association of Canadian Editoriai Cartoonists. 
Gsçoaation Database Online. (1 9 May 1997). 

1996 Roy Peterson Vancouver Sun 



TRENDS IN THE NEWSPAPER INDUSTRY. 

TOTAL 
CIRCU- 
LATION 

YEAR 

Fig. 5 5 .  Trends in the Newspaper Industry in National Newspaper Association, Facts About 
Newspapen 1996 (Vienna: Newspaper Association of America. 1997) 12. 

EVElNING ALL-DAY TOTAL 



MEDIA 1 

1 NEWSPAPER 1 OWNER 1 
1 The Toronto Star 1 Torstar 1 
1 The Globe and Mail 1 Thomson 1 
1 Montreai Le Journal 1 Quebecor 1 
1 Toronto Sun 1 Sun Media I 

-- - 

Vancouver Sun 1 Southam 1 

1 Montreal Gazette 1 Southam 1 

Montreal La Presses 

Vancouver Province 

Power 

Southam 

Fig. 56. Media Concentration and Ownership in Canadian Newspaper Association. Research 
Newsletter 1996 Circulation Data (Toronto: Canadian Newspaper Association. 1996) 1 1 . 

t 

Edmonton Journal 

Ottawa Citizen 

Southam 

Southam 
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